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ABSTRACT

This final report provides a summary of 16N results realized from the research
activities conducted under the sponsorship of U.S. Army Research 0 ce Contract

DAAG29-85-K-0220, entitled Millimeter Wave Radar Clutter Program". Me

overall goal of the progam was to conduct experimental measurments and

develop theoretical models to Improve our understanding of electromagnetic

wave interaction with terrain at millimeter wavelengths. The work was divided

into five major tas.ks. Ta.k= 1 involved the construction of calibrated

scatterometer systems at 35, 94, and 140 GHz. In designing, constructing, and

testing these systems, a great dra' -a 1,.,, t about system-design trade-ofts and

system stability requirements, Mnd now caIbra,..- 4ahn-,ii's were developed.

The scatterometer systems wen 'hen used In Support cf the rer..anlng to- - The

objective of Task 2 was to evaluate tt., of sjg fna, --I on the radar

backscatter from terrain. Based on experiments CO0 cted from aspr.. d

snow-covered surfaces, it was determined tha: !he Rayteig,, . -&Ang model is

applicable at millimeter wavelengths, and a model was developed .,.

frequency averaging can be used to reduce signal fading fluctuations. Task 3

involved the development cf a model that relates the tranamlsslon loss of dry

snow to crystal size in the 18-90 GHz region. In Task 4, we examined ,he

character of bistatic scattering from surfaces of various surface roughness and

from two types c1 trees. The bisttic data for trees proved Instrumental in the

development of a radar model for scattering from tre foliage at millimeter

wzve;engths, which was one component of Task 5. The other componant of Task

5 Involved the deve!opment of a model for snow.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The "Millimeter Wave Radar Clutter Program" was funded by the US.

Army Research Office in September, 1985 to answer a number of important

questions related to millimeter-wave radar scattering from terrain. This Final

Report provides a summary of the research conducted and the major results

realized under this program. The program was organized in terms of the

following five tasks.

Task 1 - Contruction of Millimeter-wave

scatterometers: In order to develop valid models for radar scattering

from terrain, it .Yas imperative that we conduct careful measurements of

various types of terrain under a variety of conditions. The experimental data

servos to guide the development of the models as well as to verify their

applicability. Hence, the first task of the program focused on the

development of calibrated scatterometers with operating frequencies of 35,

94, and 140 GHz, which correspond to atmospheric-window frequencies.

Under a sepearte DOD-equipment grant, we also developed a system at

215 GHz.

Task 2 - Examination of Radar Signal Statistics: The

literature contains several models for characterizing signal fading statistics

of radar scatter from terrain. This task seeks to determine the nature of

signal fading at millimeter wavelengths and to evaluate the relationship

between the fading standard deviation and frequency bandwidth when

frequncy averaging is used.



Task 3 - Modeling Extinction Loss of Dry Snow:

Because snow is a dense medium and because the ice crystals are

comparabie to !he wavelength in size in the millimeter-wavelergth region,

the models used at the lower microwave frequencies are inapplicable at

millimeter wavelengths. The goal of this task is to develop a model for the

extinction loss of dry snow and to verify its behavior with experimental

measurement.

Task 4 - Examination of Bistatic Scattering from

Surfaces and Volumes: Prior to this program, no millimeter-wave

bistatic measurments of terrain had been reported in the literature. The

purpose of this task is to examine the character of bistatic scattering and to

use it in the development of radar scattering models. Even fcr monostatic

radar, the backscattering return includes multiple-scattering contributions that

are governed hy bistatic scattering in the medium under observation.

Task 5 - Development of Radar Scattering Models for

Terrain: Under this program, we concentrated on two types of terrain,

snow-covered ground and tree foliage. The goal of this task is to develop

electromagnetic models that can adequately describe millimeter-wave

backscatter in terms of the physical properties of the medium.

Over tha four-year duration of this program, numerous papers were

published in the literature and several presentations were made at

scientific symposia documenting the various results realized in support of

the above five tasks. A subset comprised of the major papers gonerated

under this program is included in Appendix A, and numbered 1 through 13.
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In the next section, we shall focus on the major conclusions learnt from the

research conducted under this program without going into the details of the

experiments and models. We will refer the reader to the details by

referencing the appropriate papers in Appendix A.

2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

2.1 Task 1 - Construction of Millimeter-Wave Scatterometers

The basic approach used in designing the millimeter-wave

scatterometers is described in paper [1]. The initial plan was to dosign and

build three systems to operate at the atmospheric-windows frequencies of

35, 94, and 140 GHz. In 1989 we added a fourth channel at 215 GHz with

funds provided by a DOD equipment grant. The salient features of the

millimeter-wave system are given in Table 1. Examples of polanmetric

measurements made at 35 GHz are given in paper [2], and example of

observations made at 140 GHz are given in paper [3].

2.2 Examinadon of Radar Signal Statistics

Based on extensive radar measurements that were conducted for

asphalt and snow-covered surfaces (see paper [5], the following results

were obtained:

(1) The Rayleigh fading model prv;des excel!ent agreement with

measurements for statistically homogeneous targets. The major cause

responsible for the confjsion that exists in the Iterature with regard to the

question of which probability density function is appropriate for

3



Table 1. Parameters of the University of Michigan
Millimeter Wave Polarimeter

FREQUENCIES: 35, 94, 140, 215 GHz

IF BANDWIDTH: 0 to 2.0 GHz

SWEEP RATE: I ms/freq., 51, 101, 201, 401 freq./sweep

POLARIZATION: HH, HV, VV, VH

INCIDENCE ANGLES: 0 to 70 degrees

PLATFORM HEIGHT: 3 meters minimum, to 18 meters maximum

NOISE EQUIV. a": 35 GHz: -22dB
94 GHz: -28 dB
140 'Hz: -21 dB
215 GHz: -30 dB

CROSSPOL ISOLATION: 35 GHz: 23 dB
94 GHz: 20 dB
140 GHz: 15 dB
215 GHz: 20 dB

PHASE STABILITY: 5 GHz: -1 degree/hour
94 GHz: -I degree/minute
140 GHz: -10 to 50 degrees/second
215 GHz: -20 degrees/hour

NEAR FIELD DIST: 35 GHz: 2.7 m
94 GHz: 7.3 m
140 GHz: 2.7 m
215 GHz: 4.4 m

BEAMWIDTH: 35 GHz: R. 4.2 deg T: 4.2 deg
94 GHz: R: 1.4 deg T: 2.8 deg
140 GHz: R: 2.2 deg T: 11.8 deg
215 GHz: R: 1.1 deg T: 2.3 deg

ANTENNA DIAMETER: 35 GHz: R: 6 inches T: 6 inches
94 GHz: R: 6 inches T: 3 inches
140 GHz: R: 3 inches T: 0.36 inches
215 GHz: R: 3 inches T: 1.5 inches

4



characterizing the statistical variability of the radar return from terrain is the

fact that the data aquirod with airborne programs includes two sources of

variability, namely that di ,e to fading and that due to the statistical in-

homogeneity of the target scene. If we study these two types of variations

seperately, we can easily compute the distribution, for the combination.

(2) Examination of the standard deviation associated with the

backscatter when frequency averaging over P bandwidth B is used,

compared to the standard deviation when no frequency averaging is used

(CW oper3tion), led to the development of a model that shows th, reduction

in signal fluctuation with bandwidth. The model is in excellent agreement

with experimental observations. The equivalent number of independent

samplo- realized by frequency averaging is approximately

N =Z-
C

where D is the range resolution of the systAm and c is the velocity of light.

2.3 Task 3 - Modeling Extinction Loss of Cry Snow

A millimeter-wave model for the transmission loss of dry snow was

developed taking into account both coherent loss due to scattering and

absorption and multiple scattering effects [6, 71. The model was compared

with measurements made as a function of s:ab 2I:'ckness for 18 different

types of snow with crystal sizes varying from 0.2 mm to 2.0 mM. The

m3asurements were made at 18, 35, 60, and 90 GHz. The results foan the

basis for modeling the backscatter from snow using the radiative transfer

5



approach because prior to this investigation it was not clear as to how to

define crystal size in snow.

2.4 Task 4 - Examination of Bistatic Scattering from Surfaces

and Volumes

Papers [8] - (10] describe experiments conducted and models

developed to characterize mi:r meter-wave bistatic scatterirg from surfaces

of varyirg surface roughress ard from two distinctly different types 3f trees.

The major findirgs were:

(1) For a smooth sand surface with rms height of less than 0.1 mm,

bistatic scattering in the specular direction was found to be within a fraction

of 1dB of theory for botn horizcntal and vertical polarizations. As the

surface roughness was inzreased, the coherent specular component

decreased and diffuse scattering increased. By making measurements as a

function of both the azimuth angle and the elevation angle of the receiver,

three dimensional scatte-ing plots were generated for each polarization

configuration.

(2) Bistatic scattenng by trees can be modeled as the sum of a forward

scattering narrow-lobed Gaussian function with a beamwidth on the order of

100 and an isotropic cor, i1 onent, typically 20 dB lower in level than the peak

of the forward pattern. Inspite of the complicated geometry of the tree

architecture, insignificart differences were observed between the scattering

patterns corresponding to horizontal and vertical polarizations. This result

led to sigrificant simplifications in the c(,nstruction of a phase function for

modeling multiple scattering effects in vegetation canopies.

6



2.5 Task 5 - Development of Radar Scattering Models for

Terrain

Radiative transfer models were devefoped for tree canopies and

snow-covered ground. Using the form of the scattering patterns measured

in the bistatic scattering invetigations, a model was developed for the phase

matrix of tree foliage and then used in a radiative transfer model to compute

the radar backscatter. Three solutions were examined: (1) first order, (2)

second order, and (3) numerical. It was found that the second-order

solution provides accuracies within 1 dB for both like and cross polarization

if the albedo is less than 0.8 (paper [12]). Upon comparing the model with

data, excellent agreement was obtained at 35, 94, and 140 GHz.

A radiative transfer model with the quasi-crystalline approximation was

developed for snow. The model accounts for snow surface roughness,

crystal size, and liquid water content. Both model and data indicate that

surface roughness is of secondary importance for dry snow but not for wet

snow. The effect of liquid water content is most significant at 35 GHz and

becomes smaller as we increase the frequency to 94 and 140 GHz.

Paper [13] provides a detailed description of the model. Comparison

of the model results with experimental observations is the subject of a

seperate paper which is in the final preparation stage but not yet ready for

inclusion in this report. Both papers will be submitted for publication in a

scientific journal in November, 1989.
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3. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

The following list contains papers published in scientific journals or

symposia proceedings, or presented at technical symposia. Ail of these papers

were generated in support of the Mil:imeter Wave Radar Clutter Progam.
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1988.

[2] M.W. Whitt and F.T. Ulaby. Millimeter-Wave Polarimetnc
Measurements of Artificial and Natural Targats. IEEE Transactions
on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol. 26(5). Sept.
1988.

[3] T.F. Haddock and F.T. Ulaby. 140-GHz Scatterometer System and
Measurements of Terrain. submitted for publication in IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sersing.

(4] MW. Whitt and F.T. Ulaby. Millimeter wave Polarimetric
Measurements of Artificial and Natural Targets. Proceedings of
IGARSS '87 Symposium, Ann Arbor, May 1987.

(5] F.T. Ulaby, T.F. Haddock and R.T. Austin. Fluctuation Statistics
of Millimeter-Wave Scattering from Distributed Targets.
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol.
26(3), May 1988.

[6] M.T. Hailikainen, F.T. Ulaby and T.E. Van Deventer. Extinction
Behavior of Dry Snow in the 18- to 90- GHz Range. IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol. GE-25(6).
Nov. 1987.

[7] M.T. Hallikalnen, F.T. Ulaby and T.E. Van Deventer. Extinction
Coefficient of Dry Snow at Microwave and Millimeterwave
Frequencies. Proceedings of IGARSS '87 Symposium, Ann Arbor.
May 1987.

[8] T.E. Van Deventer, J.R. East and F.T. Ulaoy. Millimeter
Transmission Properties of Foliage. Proceedings of IGARSS '87,
Ann Arbor. May 1987.
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[9] F.T. Ulaby, T.E. Van Deventar. J.R. East. T.F. Haddock and M.E.
Coluzzi. Millimeter-wave Bistatic Scattering From Ground and
Vegetation Targets. IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Remote Sensing, Vol. 26(3). May 1988.

[10] F.T. Ulaby, T.F. Hadd:ck and M.E. Coluzzi. Millimeter-wave
Bistatic Radar Measurements of Sand and Gravel. Proceedings of
IGARSS '87 Symposium, Ann Arbor. May 1987.

[11] K. Sarabandi, F.T. Ulaby. and T.B.A. Senior. Millimeter Wave
Scattering Model for a Leaf. Accepted for publication in Radio
Science.

[12] F.T. Ulaby, T.H. Haddock and Y. Kuga. Measurement and
Modeling of Millimeter-wave Scattering from Tree Foliage.
Submitted for publication in Radio Science.

[131 Y. Kuga, R.T. Austin, T.F. Haddock and F.T. Ulaby. Millimeter-
wave Radar Scattering from Snow Pan '--Radiative Transfer Model
with Quasi-Crystalline Approximaiion. To be submitted fcr
publication in IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote
Sensing.

[14] Y. Kuga, R.T. Austin, T.F. Haddock and F.T. Ulaby. Millimeter-
wave Radar Scattering from Snow Part II - Experimental
Measurements.

[15] Ulaby, F.T., T.E. Haddock, J. East and V Liepa. Millimeterwave
Network Analyzer-Based Scatterometer, IEEE International
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS '86)
Digest, Zurich, Switzeiland, Vol. 1, pp. 721-724, 8-11 September
1986.

[161 Ulaby, F.T., T.F. Haddock, and R.T. Austin. Fluctuation Statistics of
Millimeter-wave Scattering from Distributed Targets, International
Geo science and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS '87) URAI
Digest, Ann Arbor, Michigan, pp. 1-2, 18-21 May 1987.

(17 Kuga, Y., R.T. Austin, T.F. Haddock, and F.T. Ulaby. Calculation of
the Diurnal Backscattenng Characteristics of Snow at 35 and 95
GHz, 1989 Progress in Electromagnetic Research Symposium
(PIERS), July 25-26, 1989, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge. Massachusetts.

[18] Sarabandi, K., F.T. Ulaby, and T.B.A. Senior. Millimcler Wave
Scattering Model for a Leaf, 1C89 International Geoscience and
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Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS '89). July 10-14, 1989,
Vancouver, Canada.

(19] Haddock, T.F. and F.T. Uldby. 140 GHz Scatterometer
Measurmerts, 1989 International Geoscience and Remote
Sensing Sumpium (IGARSS '89), July 10-14, 1989, Vancouver,
Canada.

[20] Ulaby, F.T. MAi;limeter-Wave Bistatic Scattering by Terrain, AGARD
Conference Proceedir-gs, Kopenhagen, Denmark, Sept. 9-13, 196:

[21] Ulaby, F.T., T.F. Haddock, and Y. Kuga. Measurments and
Modeling of Millimeter-Wave Scattenng from Tree Canopies. 1989
International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium
(IGARSS '89), July 10-14, 1989 Vancouver, Canada.

4. PARTICIPATING SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL
The following people participated in The Millimeter Wave Radar

Clutter Program:

Faculty and Research Scientists

Dr. Fawwaz T. Ulaby

Dr. Yasu Kuga

Dr. Thomas Senior

Dr. Jack East

Dr. Martti Hallikainen

Graduate Students

Dr. Kamal Sarabandi, Received M.S. (1986) and PhD (1989)

Mr. Michael Whitt, Received M.S. (1987), expected PhD

completion in 1990

Ms. Emilie Van Deventer, Received M.S. (1987), expected PhD

completion in 1990

Mr. Richard Austin, Received M.S. (1988), expected PhD

completion in 1990
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Mr. Jack Ross, no degree completed. Transferred to another

university.

Mr. Vince Karasack, Received M.S. (1988)

Ms. Julie Hoffman, Received M.S. (1988)

Mr. Adib Nashashibi, expected PhD competion in 1991

Mr. Mike Colluzi, Received M.S. (1988)

5. CONCLUSIONS

Judging by both the quantity and quality of the work performed under

this program and by the significance of the results achieved relative to the

goals of the program, we believe that we have made impolant contributions

towards uncerstanding the nature of millimeter-wave interaction with terrain.

This type of research should be continued with primary emphasis placed on

the use ot polarimetric data for characterizing the physical properties of the

observed scene
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A Millimeterwave Network Analyzer Based
Scatterometer

FAWWAZ T. ULABY. FELLOW. IEEE, THOMAS F. HADDOCK, MEMBER, IEEE.
JACK R. EAST. MEMBER. IEEE, AND MICHAEL W. WHITT, STUDENT MEMBEA, IEEE
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I. INW ODUC O N4oc~

'THE PRIMARY des-ign objectives of the Millimeter- 4W

Lwa ye Polarimeter (MM?) is to achieve a system that
can operate at 35. 94. and 140) GHz with full polarization
and phase capability. It should operate from a truck plat-..
form as a scatterometer for backscatter measurements and B -

in the laboratory for bistatic and transmission measure- IA W =~

menu. and should have ranging and real-time processing
capabilities. The HP 8510A is an automatic vector net- 01197104
work analyzer with a computer-control system that allows .di
vector error correction of imperfections throught the use 3
of calibration standards. It p-mvides the needed flexibility f T
and itivazi conditioning and processing for our require- - t l
menu. , ;

The three configurations of the MMP are illustrated in-
ig. 1. Fig. I (a) illus~rates the 94-GHz system in its back. Fit. 1. The -%meS optii cinAgurmuame of the Mp?

scatter mode. In this configuration it operates from a
vanable-angle mount on the end or an extendable boom con~1guration the two subsystems directly face one an-
mounted on a truck. The front end RF and IF compurietu oter, so the transmitted signal passes directly through the
are mounted on the boom top, while the network analyze sample.
and ancillary data processing and recording equipmnt are Note that in the bistatic and reflection/trwtsmission
mounted in a control house on t bed of the truck. Fig. moidesthe receiver and transmitter sections must be po-.
1(b) shows the bistatic measureent cotifigurstion in sitio4te independently of each other. Scatrometer usage
which the transmitter and reciver sections ne se"rated requires that the entire system be pcurtable. with the front
fierm one another and used to make bistatic meaum- end mov.ng remotely and independentiy from the HP
menu. Fig. l(c) illustrates the transmitter and receiver 85IOA back end. The MMP svstem illustrated in Fig, 2
subsystems. operating without the lena-horn antennas, to alresme each of thespe goals,' while providing stndard
fra.ke transmission and reflection measurementrL. In this operating procedures and data format for all three types

of data acquisition.
Mamuecripi recutwednUmarY 1.1. 1917. muised July 30. 191?
The siaihoam5 with (he RadL01iO Lb'ry - ~qm0 "'VI 11. MM? DEssON

Euimnnng and Cotnpmaer ScKNc9. TheO Unefvfs~y of UKlge. Ass At- The design goal was to produce a single v.ersatile In.
bor. MI 48109-2 122

IEEE Log Numbert 1717530 strument with the ability to be contgured in the three de-

0196-2392/88/OlCO-0075S01 .00 &D 19S IEE
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Contour Map of Qrniour Map of

Contours am in uits of Commit am in Units of
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Peak Power is 3.929 Pek POw is 0.001

2
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-2. Aziut (Jq ,5 A-.mu5 (Deg) S

Minimum: -4. Maximum. 0. Contr insvaL 3.
Fig. 3. Lake- sAl crv wpotanzuwas. i fma qypc MMp mawaf .

noise floor of the system. The HP 8510A has error cor- TABLE I
rection routines that correct for imperfectiois in the test Tauca MoUmua SCArroi lmu PALaiEtus

circuitry through measurements of standard calibrators.
By using an HP $510A as a radar back-end, sources of
system measurement error can be characteri ed and par- am ,.,,
tially subtracted frmm the signal, hence. gready incrtat- o W. . q ,oms
ing system sensitivity over that provided by a coaven- awn ,.p,. n
tional design. now smw = ,,'$

In addition, since the HP 9510A makes measurements , , "4"
by determining the phase and amplitude of returned 4ig- .a 9..

nals over a series of stepped frequencies, all phase infor- lo.o pae
.nation is retained. When both horizontal ad vertical 'o-,O. , ,.W. .-
modes of polarization are measured. comple polauiza- No SO-MEN

tion information can be obtained. This allows the recoa- 4M ON SQW gum

struction of any mode of poiuizahion. linear or circular. "f 'e

thus making the system completely polauization agile. lo.f, -- , ..

This capacity can be used to complesy specify the scm- s

tenng matrx of an obj=s _r targe of internis. "*' "'.'"."
The HP 85 1OA has the capability to perforn complex ,

binary math operations am pais of swept signals. For ex-
ample, a signal may e memorized and used to operate on 09M P,,-,, 9MM .WM

subsequent signals to remove or reduce unwanteld m- ""q

sponses. This can be used to reduce reflection and leakage _~-' "pol -- ""

noise from within the system, as well as to reduce un-
wanted responses from outside the instrument, as well as to measum the bsickscatered power as a ifunc-

The HP 8510A can perform ral-time fast-Fourier tion of range. In studying the scattering from vegetation
transforms from the frequency domain, in which the data canopies, for eLeAple, it is posible to record the differ-
is taken, to the time domain. Range-gating capabilities in ential scattering u a function of range from the top of the
the time domain allow setting the response of the instru- canopy down to the underlying ground surface.
ment to a specified time range. This can be used to reject Table I lists projected system performnance specifnca-
signals reflected from targets outside of the desired range, tions, based on laboratory tests and specifications of our
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RETURN FROM TREE CANOFY VS. A 4GE

W FORTOTAL CANOPY .. 9.58 d3
o. 100

oS.30

- _a

R. 10

UJI-

z
w

U. W

51. SO. I..? ]3
TIME DELAY (ns)

Fi- O. S. o uma-kma mpo,. o u, a 35 GU.

Clh

s. ASPHALT AT 35 GHZ

Ul

IA.. A.

DECREES FROM NADIR
Fig. 7. ,mm e nou am m 33 GHz.

WU. Pujuc~a-r Ramsu Fig. A shows a plot of the nidar-crou-ecion versus
Fig. 6 shows a histogm of the tim -dommin -p-P incide= aqle for a leaf of crou secdoo of approX:-

of the system Opnesting mode at 35 mately 40 c€i , with 63-pere~t motszwm content. This
GHz. The target wu a dense stand of uve, and ti dm dam was taken in an anechoic chamb"r at 35 GHz with
was taken with a full bandwidth of 2 GHz w an anSle of the sysitt1m opCmhting io the backacatter mode.

approximately 45 degrees. Calibration was performed
against a IS-in sphere, and the estimuted I-a a. u&cy I. Co"a.uaoN

wai I dB for the total ca1oM a* - -9.6 dB. The histo- The HP SSIOA network nudyvtr shows great promise
gram shows the power, given as a poicee of the total as the back end of c-ntuir-e ad mllimeter-wave
removed power, through the canopy in 10-ns bins. FM/CW wanerometers and reflntometers. Use of its

Fig. 7 shows * measuements of an asphalt surface various error correction and signal processing capabilities
veirsu. angle (or H-H. V-V. and V-H poLariations. This should greatly improve sigral-o-noisc ratio over egui.a-
dita was taken at 35 GHz with a 2-GHz banidwidth. lent conventional systems. Furthermore, the vermatility ii'
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Millimeter-Wave Polarimetric Measurements of
Artificial and Natural Targets

MICHAEL W. WHITT. STUDENT MEMBER. IEEE, AND FAWWAZ T. ULABY. FELLOW. IEE

Ab~uc-The ,iimeevwave polaiarteer ItMPI is a ta. This paper will describe a technique developed at the
*meaer staem that was -be HP 8519A vector network aseyee fo University of Michigan to measure the Scattering matrix
Golin, presigo thide aowdgie t lo Gt Rmauade as 965 ian " of both distributed and point targets at millimeter wave-
prvtf The ponualt an mlav asesaeer caaiiysiessg lengths. The technique uses the millimeter-wave polar-
atentio ibie coaplete scattetiog matri ,4 a gives tar"e. Tbb paper imeter (MMP). which is a coherent scatterometer devel-
dot.uibee a calibration ad memefrafesit tabolques these wed used with oped to operate both in a laboratory setting and from a
the %M? at 35 GHs to nmature thes Vticftind matrix fair both dellrb- truck-mounted boom 18). [91. With such a system, data
visid ned poise targets. Am aalysis of th east e accarticy wai a epoucusudrlbrtr ndntrlcniinpaterned by comperisig theoretica! said msaemred valum for a se ofcabepocdunrlbotryndnualodios
Cooducai~g Sphif"AM ma1111 11a111011 eOO& cedt cylhidat. Asas max- to facilitate thie modeling of millimeter-wave scattering
teim at the aawyale to inimtar eve. the seermiu maai wait from natural targets.
mnn" for a aee of 0twip ad vauimu smamale new rental evrflicin.

11. MEAmSUREMENT SYSTEM

1. IMTRODIJC,1ON Th MMP system shown in Fig. I consists of an HP
r E OVERWHELMING maoiyof scattering daa 85104 vector netrwork analyzer. transmitter and receiver

e.Hmjrt sections, and signal processing and recording equipment.Irported in the literature for both distributed ari pon The transmitter secton produces a 34-36 0Hz frequency
targets consists of incoherent power measurments con- swep RFsga by upconverting a 2-4 GHz signal sup-
ducted for specific polarization configurations. These plied by the HP 8350B sweeper. A sample of the trans-
measurements were generally limited to frequencies in th mined signal is harmonically downconverted and applied
microwave range below 30 0H~z. In recent years. the * pno teH SnAfeuec ovetra
technology has advanced to the point where phase said refernce. A simita downconversion stage is used in the
polarization are bei' g explored more extensively, and the reeie section mounted directly below the transmitter.
frequency range of operating radar systems has been ex. The receiver supplies both vertical1 and horizontal comn-
tended to the millimeter-wave region. Early work by Sin- oetofd m adsinlThvriclndoznuclair [I]. Kennaugh [21. and Deschamps '31 showed th patiet ftertre inl h etcladhrznscttrig ro araartage cn e esriedintemsofcomponents from the receiver are then applied to the bi
aclxscattering mrmaaatrgx. Thne scribng ten of arid N ports of the: HP 851lIA. respectively . A Faradaya cople sctteingmatix.The caterig mtri trns-rotation polarizer is used to provide the desired polanza-forms the incident field into a scattered field and com- Up00 for tranmssion.
pletely characterizes scattering from the target. Most of An ariechoic chamber with a target mount was used tor
th~e early work milating to the scattering matrix concen- conducting the calibration tests and for measuring the
trated on point targets. An extensive reference lis fr the scatterng matirices of small targets. The target mount.
work in this arca is given in the papri by Huynes (4 wh1 shiown in Fig. 2. was a large diameter circular wooden
Guili f5). Recent interest in its appication to~e sf)Oens- fram with a concentric inner ring ( I-rn diameter I that
ing has led to the devrelopment of polartmeter SAR sys- allowed variation of the target orientation angle Mono-
tems. aind quzsi-calibwited poligrimetric data have been filatrw ln a sd oasedteLagtwti h
obtained by the NASA/1PL L-band SAR for a variety of n.ln a sdt tsedtetrttwti h

terrin uffcei f~. (). oweer.ver lile orthascircular from. Based on the 3.40 half-power beamwidths
terran sonufces in) measrin Howver vear ititle ork us of the antennats, the 6-tiB illuminated area at a 5-rn target
beenn mrcnduc stibted intuigadargteiing irted sca- range is about 0.3 m in diameter, placing the illumination
tering matrcsofditeribte Tasts usrincuahrae at well within the diameter of the target mount frame The
llimecatero elntehs. Thsi atclrytecs ttarget mount had both elevation and azimuth control to

millmete wavlenghsallow accurate target positioningl. The measured noise-

Manuucript rvetived March :1. 1911. riviem. May 12. i911 Me *at oo? of the small target measurement confiSuration cor-
was supportedbyithe U S Army Research Office under ContactDAAG2)- respondad to a radar cross section cf a a -40 dBm for
15-K-0220 co-polarized return a&d a - -50 d13m2 for cross-podir-

TI-e syihors atwith the Itdiawion Laboratory Depenrviean of Electricai izeti return.
Efnernuasg. anid Compyter Science. Thie Univers~ity O Michigatt. Anni Ar- Bcsatrmaueensmd o it
bor %t 18109-212.1Bcsatrmsuoet md o it:- e r

IEEE Los Nviviter 18.1.'33 faces (sante nd rocks) were conducted in the 1jN' ~riir%.

0196-2g92,88/0900-0562,sol 00 ;: 1988 IEEE
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used to subtract out the response of the chamber and any surement and the calibration. The relative phase. how-
omier spurious but systematic errors. In addition, an in- ever, is unaffected.
teiraal real-time FFT processor is available to transform
the frequency swept data to the time domain. Time-gating IV. THE SCATrEILING MATRIX
can then be used to select the target response and reduce For plane-wave incidence upon a target located at the
spurious signals at ranges different from that correspond- origin and observed at a distance P. the vertical and hor-
ing to the target. The gated frequency response can be izontal components of the incident and scattered electric
obtained by Fourier transforming the time-gated. re- fields are related by the scattering matrix I(S I of the target
sponse. Another important feature of the HP 85 10A is its E, air [S1A S'. LAh
averaging capability. Averaging of the returned signal re- rEi1 = ri
duces the system noise floor proportional to the square I.E I L S14  S.J iAE'j
root of the averaging factor. where I[S I is defined by

To make a measurement of a particular target. the time
domain response of the target is displayed to allow the FS.4  S1.1
time-gate to be set for the proper target range. The time- (I = IS*S 3
gated frequency response for both the background and the S 4 S.
target/background combination are then stored for all po- and k is the wavenumber in free space. Using the relation
larization combinations. The trace math feature of the HP between the elements of [S)I and their corresponding ra-
8510A is now used to subtract the gated frequency me- dar cross secions. namely
sponse of the chamber from that of the target/background(4
combination, resulting in the frequency response for the S.1 I(4
target alone. To calibrate the system, a target of known where the subscripts r and tdenote the receive and trans-
radar cross section is measured in the same man.'ier. mait polanatons, the scattering matrix IS I can be writen
thereby allowing the magnitude and relative phase of the as
scattered fields to be determined.

The procedure just described can also~ te implemented (5) r A

by using the internal calibration capabilities of the HIP I' C

8510A and an external conitroller (10). The same error ~ ~ ~ 4
models developed ff'r making network measuremens MY We hsave factored out the phase of the Sm term since we
also be used tw perform the error coretion required for witl only be able to measure relative phase. In this form.
radar c-iss-section mneasurements. The error% in the mesi- thie scattering matrix can be determined from quantities
curtJ frequency response of a given tai~et can be modeled thae are independent of range.
as a response error E(f f). which causes an error Lwi the
magnitude and phase of the measured signal, and an iso- V. RCS Poll A IRwrI-LENcm ComovCtING CYLINDER
lation error E, ( f ). which causes an error signal to arrive To calibrate the NIMP for scattering matrix measure-
in parallel with the target signal. The response error is the ments, the seven independent quantities, of [S I must be
gain and phase offset difference between the nmurement mensured for a known target. One target that was found
and reference channels, and the isolation error is the re- to work well for calibration is a finite-!ength conducting
sponse of the measuremerd coafguzasuon without the cylinder. First, consider an infinite conducting cylinder
presence of the target. The isolation ermo contains the oriented relative to the radar as in Fig. 4. Two coordinate
response of the chamber and target mount. The voltage systems are defined, primed and unprimed The primed
V. ( f ) measured relative to the reference channl voltage coordinates are local to the cylinder with the -' axis along
is given by the axis of the cylinder. The unprimed coordinates are

V.(f) - T(f)EN(f) +. EQj) (I) fixed reatuve to the radar. The bistatic angle between the
tranurioner anid receiver is about 3.4'. which is suffi-

where T(1f) is the aCtual target respotlie. By measuring ciently small to assume that the masured cross section
the frequency respome of a known trge.. then the beck- represents the backicattered case. The target was located
ground with the target rmtoved. both the respons, and atma distance of 5 m. which is slightly less than the WD X~
isolation errors can be determined and used in the lateri.W far-field distance of 5.4 M.
HP 8510 one-port error correction procedure. The inter- For a vertically polarized incidenit wave, the electric
nal calibration method was preferred. sinice it overcoms flW is
some of the limitations of the trace math approach.

This calibration procedure can be used for measure-- )
menu of both Point targets and distributed targets. How- where an r time dependence has been assumed and
ever, additional processing must be performed if the un- suppressed. In terms of the primed coordinmes. the inci-
known target is at a different range than the calibration dent electric field is
target. The magnitude of the measurement must be scaled
by the ratio of the range dependence between the me&- - co'~s9 - i ) ,

A, 12
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In this case, the complex coefficients CA and C, are

TV CA $n . C

,inii Ji wCOS
2 C) f- ( ) (t6)

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 ad, wneom ve t , w tar; (a) rpom tl m (b) C.6 - C*,. (17)
-90 eor-ry.The scattering width for the infinite cylinder is defined

as

The far-zon-s backscattered electric ed due to this exci- 2r"ton for an infinite onuctingl cylinder with radius a ( 11 a?'o, = 21 lin p (t8

pp. 267-2731 i ; ven y

e'"" -i sin 0 (- )'C n  polarizations, respectively. Using this definition. the scat-

a - X" teing widths for the infinite conducting cylinder are

+wt'e os, _(l)'C '] (8) ,., C.,1 (19)

where 4 *

-r HA"ke I (9)- a'&*,1 (20)

o Ia 1'. (21)
C J,'(ka) Cr.(0

The relative phases of the hr. vA. and vv scatterea fields

In ternms of the original unprinied coordinates, the beck. am
scattered electric field is J M( cc (CI) (1[e(Ch J .(22)

Th c omex si (YC. + W.). (11) [IM 1,,(C.Ca )f3

The complex coefficients C. and C. m uincaces of h For cylinder lengths much larger than a wavelength, the
orentation angle 0 and can be written as Wradr cns a, can be written in terms of the scat-

tering width of the infiite cylinder with the same duam-
car- . (-)C. eer I11. pp. 302-3051

,, .(12) E - (24)

wre L is the length of the cylinder. The elnwve phases

CA. - cos f As 0 E (-)'C" aureod to be the sw as those for the infinite cylinder.
""0i n then. exprasions in (5). we can readily compute

] the sttenS mtrnx for the fits cylinder versus the ro-
E (-t)C . (13) auo agle0

Similarly, for a honzontldly polaized incident wave. CIA [I1 1"" CiI"" 1
the incident and backscattered elecric fields ae

P' e"" (14) (23)

with C, C*. C,.. CA. e& - C -A r and

"E e,,,.,,,, CI ( AC,* Cd). (15) #,, - #,A given by (12). (13). (16). (22). and (231. re-
spActively.

A. 13
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VI. ME.ASUREMENT RESULTS FOR SMALL TARGETS
Threetypes of small targets were measured: conducting

spheres, conducting cylinder%. and natural evergreen
twigs. A photograph of these targets is shown in Fig. S.
Radar cross-section measurements were first conductedl for
eight conducting spheres ranging in diameter from 0.787
to 6.35 cm. One of the spheres (d - 6.35 cm) was used
for calibration. and the measured normalized cross sec-
tions of the others were compared to Mie calculations.
The results, displayed in Fig. 6, show very good agree-
ment for all spheres. It is worth noting that the measure-
menu covered a wide d' namic range for a. extending from

-4. o 52 ~.The rms error of the difference Fig 5. TuNsm M"M ka do "ow tam" mMU'MM codgunk-
between the calculated and measured values of a was 01.7 a
dB.

A conducting sphere is a convenient target to use for 0
evaluating the linearity of the measurement system. it has
geometrical symmetry and a can be computed exactly.
However, a sphere cannot be used to calibrate the cross- Wk sd I
polarized (/w and i'h) channels of the measurement sys- 5
temn. Instead, a dihedral corner reflector may be used.
When dhe axizt of the dihedral is rotated by an angle 9 in
the y - z plane (as in Fig. 4Ib) with the cylinder repre-
senting the common axis of the dihedral reflector), the . -
scattering matrix contains nonzero terms for At' and ivh
112)

Is -4,riab[r-cos2# sin2f 1 26
sin 2(2os2)

where a and b am the dimensions of a single plane of the
dihedral. The elements of (S] measured for the dihedral o
were found to be differert from those calculated on the 06 L.z
basis of (26) by several decibels. This was attributed to 2r1%.
scattering contributions fiom the unbeveled edges of the Fig 6 Meamuued worms ihsouw coui.rao of. 0 (0 a let of coniduct.
dihedral planes and to the '"ifficulty of ". utioning the di- INS spa.
hedral relative to the rada.

A conducting cylinder is an alternats target for cali- Based on the preceding analysis. the stiadaru deviation
brating the amplitude and relative phase of thoe At' and vA characterizing the measurent pmrctsion of the MMP for
channels of the measurement system. Its scattering matrix all channels was computed to be about 0.9 dB for ampli-
was derived in Section IV and is given by (25). Firs. the tude and 3.6* for phase. This precision reflects the error
error coefficients wene computed by measuring the ...npli. in positioning the target as well us the error introduced by
tude and phase of the beckscanes4 signal as a ftacuton the meaannrnent system. The positiomwS error was found
of frequency for all fMe linear poliuizaboe corifigurations to be the most significant. Notice in Fig. 7(b) for the
with the condwtit cylinder oriened at 0 - 45". The 0. 1 168-cm diameter cylinder that over the range 0' S 9
cylinder was 1.62 cm ilength (L/) - 1.89) and 0. 1169 s 900. the measured phase fits the theoretical very
cm in diain'er (2a/h - 0.273). Then, the system per- closely. Since calibratioa was made with the Same cylin-
forimaance was evaluated at other values off9 by companng der at 9 - 43% the pouitiotuag error is miunimized. Biased
the amplitudes of am. and a... a&M the rHative phases oi% an rnaysis of this region. the precision of the mea-

o,,- #, a&d #,A - 4, with the values computed using surcment system without posiuioning error is on the order
the theoretical expesaicas given in Section IV. The re- of 0 5 dB for amplitude and 2. 5 for phase .
suits presnted in Fig. 7 shiow excellent agreement be- Next. scattering matrix measurements were conducted
tween theory and experiment. Similar tests were con- on three small twigs at onention angles of 9 - 0',
du,:ted for several other conducting cylind-ers. all7.62 cm -45". and -90" when 0 is defined as in Fig 4(b) with
in length. but with diameters ranging from 0.0533 to the stem of the twig along the I' axs. The twigs werr
0.957 cm. The results were equally good in all cases. Fig. shown in Fig. 5, and we will refer to them as (frm left
I shows the results for a cylinder with a diameter of to right) twigs A. B, And C. Notice that t-*tg C has An
0.3175 cmr. asymmetric shape with the nexxles coninected to te

A. 14
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V with vv polarization at ii. - 90' and hA polarization at if
0 0. ISO$. Right- and left-handed cirvular polarizations

are located along the lines X - -4S* and X - 45S. re-
spectively. For twig C. we see that the co-polarized sig-
nature has a maximum at ok - 1300 (0 - -40*) indicat-
ing that the backscatter from the branch is dominating the

Z return from the needles.

ht VUI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR DISTIUUTED
TARGETIR

In the sacouid phase of this study, we examined scatter-
> / ing from distributed targets. For distributed surfaces, we

can define the differential scattering matrix ISO I as

Fi.9. otnumlp. where 00, is the differential scattering coefficient of the
surface for rt polarization. For the configuration previ-
ously shown in Fig. 3, the received power for ii polari-
zation is given by

P" WP~oft~ I ,(Og,(,)adA (29)

where P, is the transmit power. Go, and Go, are the gains
of the receive and transmit ;oatennas along their respective

00 boresight directions. S, (#,) and go (0,) ane the normalized
gains; of the receive and transmit antennas as a function
of the angles 0, and 0, relative to boreight. R is the range

two 41r to a given poim on the surface. and A is the area of illu-
minadon. The traismit and receive antennas had circular
be&=s. both with a half-power beamwidsh of 3.4', allow-

~u ~ ing e9" to be tteated as constant over such a narrow an-
Wglrrange. With this assumption, (29) can be written as

£ (4r)'1(0
where 1(h. 00) is thc illumination integral

I(h,,00) - ~g(,f(id (31)

az antena heigh I and incidence angle 00. The quantity
inside the'square bracket in (30) is determined from the
condwctin cylinder calibration described in Section 111.
and the iliminatioa iniegral is computed from knowledge

arof the atena pauum and the illumination geometry.
ItHenc.e,4.man be determined from the measured power

Pl,The eLazive phase#*, - #a 0 - *,A and 6,-
11W -W #a ame measured &dty by referencing the phase of the

Figto oiauim ipon fr twg Ca =onmm &V of0 - respectivel signAl to ##A-

135 10 a -43"). (a) Cop~ne UPM Wil (b 0011-O IA T differential scattering matrix (Sol was measured
lisnsul for thre surface: a rack surface, a visually smooth sand

surface, and a visually rough siad surface, all at an inci-
duced by Zebker et al. (6) and van Zyl et al. [M. The co- dence angle of 640 relative to normal incidence The tinge
.'olarized and cross-polarized signatures for twig C, based to the center of the illuminated cell was 4 2 m. A hic h i
on the scattering mnatrix given in (27). are shown in Fig. slightly shorter than the 5.4-rn far-field distance t"r the
10. Linear polarizations are located on the line x - 0*. antennaa. The illuminated cell was approximate '," V* m

A. 1b
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long in the range direcion and 25 cm wide in the azimuth
direction. The platform used for containing the target ma-
ierial (sand and rocks) consisted of a square wooden box
1.7 m on a side. Prior to conducting the measurements.
the radar was positioned directly above the box at a height
of 4 m. The backscattered signal at normal incidence was
then measured for a layer of sand as a function of layer
depth. This test was conduced to determine the penetin-
tion depth of the sand medium, and thus establish the3J
depth necessary for the target to appear semi-infinite W: 35
0Hz. The penetration depth of dry Yand was found to be......
around 7.5 cm. For the measurements reported in this
study, the box was filled with the sand or tock materi to
a depth of 10 cm. which insures that the backscatter con-(S
tribution from the base of the box is at least 30 ds lower
than that from the target surface. The target platform was
placed on a rotatable positioner. which allowed the ac-1.
quisition of data from spatialy independent footprints byW
rouating the platform in discrete steps over a full caicle. A
total of 100 spatially independent samples were taken for
each surface target. Fig. I1I shows the three surfaces with
the target platficam that was used.

The distributions of vo for the rock surface at hA, hi', ~
and vv' polarizations are shown in Fig. 12. and the phase
distributions of hi' and vv relative to hA aim shown in Fig
13. For all targets and 0polarizations, the standaurd devia-et
tion-to-mean ratio ofao was about 1. which as asexfe---d
for Rayleigh fading. This means that the standard devia-(b
tion associated with the mean values of the distributions
given in Fig. 12 is ±0.4 dB. The mean value of a*. was
0.5 dB higher than the mean value ofe4, and 7.7 dB higher
than the mean value of 00 . The distribution of ib.ia -

was approximately uniform between -1801 and I 8
while the distribution of 0. - ##A was gaussian-like with . .~f ~
a mean value of 8.48" anda standard deviaionof M.P. -

The a 0 results obtained for the smooth sand surface and
the rough sand surface w significantly lower in level
than those for the rocks, and the differences 4o.- #etand Z

-71 a 4" were larger than those for rocks (see Table 1).
However, the shapes of the .70 and relative phase distri-
butions were very similar. The distributions of *., - ##A)
for the three surfaces differ only with respect to their mean Fi.1.utksmma f antesracnwutetvalues, which are shown in Table 0. For the rough sand Fig i. Swtm;a uumckdsa. th diand icdK imioe awutn
surface, the mean of the distribution for 0., - #&A was
- 30.31 *(see Fig. 14), which is a jjgnificant shift from
0' based on the standard error a/ .IN - 7* for the three has a maximum at the linear polarizations (i( - 0*) with
surfaces. For all three distribtrmd targets, the distribution 4,. only 0.4 dB higher than -7* as predicted by the mean
of 0,- *Aa was approximately uniform between -1ISO values in Table 1. The minimum in the co-polanzed sig.
and l80*. and the standard devittion was between 1061 nature occurs at the circular polarizations ( % -t45*
and I 10*. For a uniform phase distribution. the calculated The cross-polarized signature in Fig. 15(b) has a mini-
standard deviation is 104*. mum at the liat polarizations and a maximum at circu-

Figl, 15 shows the co-polarized and cross-polarized sag- lar Thit type of polarization Signature is charactenstic cif
natures for the rocks, rough sand, and smooth sand sur- specular reflection from a smooth dielectric surface At
faces. These signatures were obtained by converting each normal incidence 171. The rock surface is not smooth, but
of the 100 scattering matrix samples to a Stokes matrix the scatnerng is dominated by specular reflection from
ior Stokes scattering operator), and then computing the smooth facets where the local surface normal is onernLej
average Stokes matrix representing the target. For the rock toward the radar.
surface, the co-polarized signature shown in Fig. 15(a) The smooth sand surface and the rough sand u1.i~e
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have polarnztioou-sigddm similar to the rock su'ace. ticity x for mxi.inum o is pixted as a function of the
For both sand surfaces, however, the mnialized co-po- oncntata angle Y as in Pit. 16. we find that even the
laried to is mium at &v polanzss. Siae the po- rock surface exubta this efft to a small degree. This
larizauon signature is an average power n.pmseusoa of curvare in the 'olauizatios signature anses at least in
the target,. the d"fere= between v and hA is equal to W from the ma phase shit between S,, and Sm.
the difference in the mes values as given in Table 11. [a The polarizatioa signaries fR all three surfaces show

contrnst to the rock surface, tl:e minia (mumul) for the the presence of in unpolarixzd component of the scattered

co-polarized (crss-polarized) signature ar at ellipti MW field in the form of a pedeual (nozeuro minimum level).
polarzations instead of circular. Notice that the maxi- which is approxiinwAly the &am for all surfaces The

mum (minimum) to for each value of , in the co-polar- pedestal can arise trom various effects, including multiple

ized (cross-polarized) signature does not follow the x - scattering, which is probably a significant mechani.m at

0* line as with the rock surface. In fact. when the ellip- 35 GHz for all three surfaces mesured.

A. 18
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(a) Fig. 14. Di-mnbution of * -of o the rough land surfaice

25.

TABLE 11
- w FORl T RE Tma StlrPACU MEAsuItic

Seib. Im (M ) SId. De. ()

R$.k 8.4 43.3.

11.i 82 106.2

" ~13 k l$10.1

S.

and, point scatterers has been demonstrated. The ampli-

0 rude and phase measurement precisions were found to be
-In gi a -a t a UL in 0.5 dB and 2.3' . respctively. over the range of cylinders

measured. The noise level of the system corresponds to a
46% (104) radar cross section on the order of -40 dBm 2 for co-po-

(b) lanzed signals and - SO dBm2 for cross-polarized signals.
Fig I I Osunbutioes of miave ps for do fcc afm; (a) o. - e These levels a realized by the ability of the network ana-

od (b) e, - ,.. lyzer to subtract out the effects of the target mount. It is
esumad that with a morn carefully developed technique

TAB I to mount smU targets. the noise level can be improved
MLAK VALU O 0. 1% Dc PM Tl Toi SasP IVACU MASuM by at least 10 dB. At the same time a new mounting tech- I I I°*Y° °

Swho O 1 4V nique will also improve the precision of amplitude and
S"phas mtasurements on asymmenic ta.-gets such as cyl.

• yI .13 inders where the orientation is critical.
Sam s@W .i. 3 ,:3 The second phase of the project involves measunnq the

-"* S( J. M .1 scatering matrix of natural tageu. Preliminary results on
a series of twigs and three surfaces were shown in this
paper. These results demonstruted the ability of the MMP

VIII. CONCLUSiOfS to measure the complete scattenng matrix for distnbuted
The results presented in this paper satisfy the Arnt phast targets. Now that the performance of the system has been

of a two-phase experiment. The ability of the MMP to demonstrated, measurements will be conducted to deter.
measire the complete scattering matrix of both distributed mine the polanmetnc scattering behavior for z vanet,. ,oi

A. 19
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Abstract - The goal of the University of Michigan millmeter-wave radar program is to

characterize terrain scattering at 35, 94 and 140 GHz. The 140-GCz channel of a truck-

mounted scatterometer system has recently been added to give the full desired operatini

capability. Two injection-locked 45.33-GHz Gunn oscillators use triplers to supply tbe up.

and down-converters. Full polarization capability is obtained through the use of rotatable

quarter-wave plates. Real-time signal processing and data reduction takes r,'ace in an HP

8310A automatic network analyzer on the truck-mounted platform. Sample measurements of

millimeter-wave radar backscAttering from vegetation and snow are given.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave systems offer the inherent advantages of high resolution, large bandwi*":

and small antenna size. In recent years sigificant advances have been realized in t~he development

of millimeter-wave components for the conswucnon and operation of imaging iirtorne radar

systems at the amospheric window frequencies of 35, 94, 140, and 215 GHz. Hence. there is

much interest in measuring tefrain scattering at these frequencies, and in the associated

development of heoretical and empirical scattering uoxdelL. While recent work has been carned out

at fillimeter-waveickgths on trees I11 and snow '2, 31, such data is still spa=, particularly at 140

GHz.

The University of Michigan 140-GHz scanvmeter system is the latest addition to the

network-analyzer based rnillinter-wave scatterometer system. a truck-mounted full-polanzatoll

scarterometer that has been developed in support of a progam to cha,-oize radar scantenrig from
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terrain at 35, 94, and 140 G-z. Basic operation of the scarterometer system has been described in

detail elsewhere (4, 5]. Conversion from a swept 2 to 4 GHz internediate frequency (IF) to the

millimeter-wave R frequencies is made in the front-end, allowing flexible real-time signal

processing by the remotely-located HP 8510A automatic network analyzer. An outline .t the

system is given in Fig. 1. An HP 8350B swep oscillator is swept from 2 to 4 GHz by the HP

8510A network analyzer. After a portion of this IF signal is taken off and fed to the at reference

port of the HP 8511 frequency converter, it is up-converted within the 140-GHz radar and

transmited to the target. The returned signal is down-converted to the 2 to 4 GHz range and fed to

the bi port of the frequency converter. Signal processing of the return and reference signals takes

place within the network analyzer, and1 is sent on the HPrB bus to the HP 9920S computer where

final data reduc'on takes place, and the results are printed out and saved on disk. The HP 8510

computercontrol system allows vector error correction of system imperfections through its

calibration algorithms. The system has previously operated in this mode at 35 and 94 GHz. and the

140-GHz channel is its latest extension in frequency capability.

I1. 140.GHZ SCATTERiMEgR D SGN

A block diagram of the i40-GHz front-end is shown in Fig. 2. The ransmit porton across

the top and the receive porion across the botma ne driven by a common local oscillator (LO)

chain. The LO consists of a 45.33 GHz free-running Gunn oscillator, two circulator-coupled

45.33 GHz injection-locked Gunn oscillatos actinS as amplifiers and two third-harmonic

frequency muldpliersL This combination provides a nominal output power of 10 dBm from each

multiplier to 9~ the up. aid down-conveumr. Other combinations of fundamental oscillators,

amplL~ems or frequency mutdplierj are possible. This parucular combination provided the best

combination of perforiance and co. Wave polari:- ion is controled by a fixed quarter-wave plate

foll:wed by a rotatabl: qux -wave plate. A 90-d&'7e rtiticn of t 'e movable wave-plate moves

the electic field vettor through 90 d egrees to give either venical or hotizontal polarizAtion. The

polarized signal is amnined though a conical suadard-ga horn with a half-power bean,,,idt of
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11.8 degrees. The-feceived RF signal passes though a 3.0 inch diameter lens-corrected horn

antenna with a half-power beamwidth of 2.2 degrees. Hence the antennas' product pattern is

essentially cont'olled by the receive-antenna panern, resulting in an effective beamwidh of 2.1

degrees. Receive poiarization is determined by movable and fixed quarter-wave plates, in the sane

manner as the transmit section. The RF signal is down-converted using a tripled 45.33 GHz LO.

Since the conversion processes must be phase-coherent, the up- and down-converter LOs are each

injection-locked from a cental dual-ended Gunn oscillator running at 45.33 GHz. This

arrangement gives a phase-coherent LO of sufficient power to supply both up- and down-

converters.

Ifl. CALIBRATION AND RERFORMANCE

For each data set. measurement of a sphere of known size and range is used to generate the

401 VV and -H calibration constant for each of the 401 frequencies in the 2 to 4 GHz, EF band. A

calibration target with known cross-polarizaton response is used for VH and HV calibration. For

an incident signal consisting of either pure vertical (or pure horizont) polauizaton, a return signal

oriented at 45 degrees to vertical ts generated by a calibrator consisting of a rectangular standard-

gain horn followed by a 38.1 cm long section of WR6 waveguide with a short on the end. This

calibrator is placed in the far-field of the 140-GHz rada, and pointed toward the radar with the

rectanular aperture of the horn critted at 45 degrees to harizontal. While a porton of the incident

radiation is reflected from the born, anoed portion passes frMn the horn into the wave guide and

propagates in the T2o mode with the electric field in line with the short axis of the waveguide.

which is orienad at 45 depmu to the hoizontal. Thi siaal. compised of equal vpitidi vertcal

and horizontal components, is reflected by the shot, and returns to the radar. It can be

distinguished from the return from the horn apartwe by its longer time delay. The waveguide and

short are encased in a metal cylinder to prvent return frcxm the outside of the guide and flange at

the range of the short. Figure 3 illustrates the VV, II, VII and HV responses of the cross-

polarzatuon calibrion target. While the return from the horn is complex, the it'urn frori the shon
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gives a kno,-n cross-polarization response. At the range of the horn in Fig. 3 the likc-. and cross-

polarized responses differ by approximately 5 dB. At the range of the short, where for a perfect

radar all four responses would be the same, all returns fall within a +/- I dB range (within

experimental, uncertainties). Measurement of this signal is :a generate the 401 cross-

polarization calibration constpnts.

Sphere calibration is made on a daily basis, but the standard-gain horn cross-polarizaton

calibration is more cumberme awd is made less frequently. Cross-polarization isolation of .he

system is typically about 15 dB, and this is checked at each use of the system by making cross-

polarization measurements of the sphere. For most natural targets, the cross-polaized return at 140

GHz is only 3 to 6 dB below the like-polarized return. Hence the cross-polarization isolation of the

system is quite adequate at 140 GHz. Noise performance of the system is checked after each

calibration by making measurements of the sky at typical target ranges. Table I lists the measured

system perf nmnce parmter

TABLE I

Param .ers of Truck.Mounted 140.GHz Scauerometer

RF Fmqwai: 138 to 140 GHI
T m pwmi .4 Sm

, 3SdWkf 0 to 2.0 GHs

Sw" Raw I m*tf., 5 1. 101.201.401 beq./wee

P di 1. -VV. V HV HH.

P06OWDeunwiih 2.1 fm
bdmms Angise 01o 70 1 g

Plann Hd&Z 2.7 mews minium o I m=s maunum

Noii, Equavi o* -. 20dB

Stawiry. - 0.2 dOot

Repe abbt -tdB

• .S&Abw . ,I I I



Near Feld Distance: 2.7 m
Footrin min.: 0.013 m2

max.: 16.8 m2

Signal Processing: HP8510A/851Abased

Outut Products: received power verses range (AR a c/.B)
rueeived powe veres -equncy (a fixed R)

Figure 4 illustrates de combined effects of stbility and repeatability of calibration of the

14,-GOHz system over a diurnal cycle. Repeaability of sphere measurements due to pointing only

is typically within ± 0.5 dB. Variations are the cumulative result of system gain variations and

sphere pointing error. Installation of a controlled heater on the triple LO unit was required to

achieve the excellent system stability observed in Fig. 4 (+/. 0.8 dB).

For most terrain measurements, a data set consists of measurements of the backscattering

coefficient ao as a function of incidence angle for V, HFL and VH (or HV) polarizations. The

incidence angle is set by an elevation positioner located at die top of the muk-mounted boom. The

target is scanned in azimuth to obtain spatially indeemdent samples. For each polarization

configuration the number of independent samples, including bandwidth averaging, is at least 50,

which corresponds to a meaw'ment precision of about +./- 0.66 dB (6]. Data is tabulated as it is

recorded and examined in red tim.

IV. SAMPLE RESULTS

Several typa olmiia srtraces and covers were observed by the 140-GHz scaneronmeter

in 1988 and 1969. Sample results are shown next for grasses, tres and snow.

A. Rhekststte ro (m rI

The backscatter plots shown in Figs. 5 and 6 correspond to a field of Amaranthus

Retroflexus. a spiny weed about 50 centimeters tall. commonly known as Pigweed. over gound
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cover of SteUsria Media, a low sround-hugging weed, commonly known as Chick Weed. Figure 5

shows the 140-GHz backs.atter response as a function of incidence angle (measured relative to

normal incidence) for VV, HH, and HV. Throughout this paper the "receive-Muasmit" convention

is used. As expected for such a medium, volume scatering effects predominate and the VV and

HI returns are companble to one anothc at aU incidence angles. The cross-polarized return is

approximately 6 dB lower than the Uke-polarized returns.

Figure 6 shows the HH backscaner response from the same target at aU three of the

scanerometer operating frequencies: 35. 94, anA 140 GHz. Te target shows a weak sensitivity to

frequency, exhibiting a maximum spmad of 5 dB between the three curves.

B. Backtrater from Tre

Figure 7 shows 140 GHz measurements of the backscanering coefficient, plotted as a

ftanction of incidence angle, for a uniform ce canpy of Thuja Occidcntat, commonly known as

Arbor Vitae. The trees were approximately 10n in height and the aveae water content of the

needles was measured to be 56.3%. The like-polarization components (HH and VV) we

essentially identical in level and exhibit an approximately cos 0 dependence between 20* and 70*.

The HV component, on the other hand, increases with increasing incidence angle and its level

approaches those of the like-polarizion coqponens at 70P.

In a septre invesigation, the backscann ing coefficient at 35 GHz was observed as a

function of tim over a two-week period for s canopy of deciduous trees (Bur Oaks). The

observation p iod covered the autuzm seresence stap during which the miszwr content of the

tmes decreaM w The empiwal sporno of the bakscaing coefficient (Fig. 8) exhibited a 3-dB

change in level beween October 2 and October 4 as the leaves underwent a rapid change is

moistur contenL

C. taektieater from inaw
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In February and March of 1989, the University of Michigan millimeter-wave system was

used to measure the backscaner from snow at a site near Ann Arbor, Michigan. Figures 9 and 10

illustate the angular variation of co for wet and dry snow. Figure 9 shows the response of dry,

metamorphosed snow with a crystal size of approximately 2.2 millimeters, and Fig. 10

corresponds to fresh, wet, unmetamorphosed snow, with crystal size of approximately 1.0

millimeter and a gravimeuic water content of approximately 1.9 %.

While the angular dependence of the two plots is similar, there is a 4 to 5 dB, level shift

between the like-polarized responses of the dry and wet snow targets. At these frequencies snow is

predominantly a volume-scattering medium, ,nd the presence of liquid water in the snow medium

leads to increased attenuation and decreased albedo. For the dry snow, the cross-polarized

response is lower than the like-polarized response by about 4 dB, while for the wet snow the

difference in level is about 6 cLB.

Figure I I shows 140 GHz backscater measurments 't L ,c .,,e angle of 40

degrees as a function of tme over a 12-hour inarval extending , m :o , x4 on February

27, 1989. The liquid water content measured with a freezing ca.z r ;r ¢ p 5cm snow

layer and the air temprture we also shown. The bck'a-tering'o .ent is &--.:rved to exhibit

a 3-dB change in level at mound 14:30 in esponse to the decraezsc kr .'mpenthre id liquid water

content. At 140 GIH the penem Ion depth is oa the order of I c , particularly when the snow ii

wet. As the air = m drops below 0 C. the snow layer srts to freeze from the top surface

downward. He, Aho lhe liquid wam contm of the aop 5-cm layer may still be greater tlhn

zero, the rnd mqnods only to the top 1-2 cm layer and therefore exhibits a time response that

leads the emporal varladon exhibited by the me&ured liquid water content. This dependance on

penetration depth is illusuud furter by the dam in Fig. 12 which was measured by the 35-GHz

channel. Because of the $,ater penetration depth, de 35-GHt system exhibits a much more

gradual change in level between 14:CO hours and 24.00 houri. Also, the magnitude of the change

is level is 12 dB at 35 (;Hz, compared to only 3 dB at 140 GHz. At 94 GHz., the measured dura'.
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pattern (not showu4-xhibited a response similar to the 35 0Hz data, but with a total change in

level of 8 dB. This observed decrease in sensitivity (of the backscattering coefficient to liquid rate

content) with increasing frequency is in ageement with earlier observatons reported at 35 GHz

and lower frequcncies 17,81.

V1. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the operation of a 140-GHz scanerometer system with a measured

accuracy of I dB. Sample measurements of terrain backscaner at 35, 94, and 140 GHz are shown

for grasses, tees, and snow. In all cases, the angular dependence is approximately as cos 8. The

two like-polarized components (HH and VV) exhibit essendtly identical levels, and the cross-

polarized response is anywhere from 1 dB to 6 dB below the like-polarized responses, depending

on arget type. At 140 GHz. the backsc, from snow exhibits a dynamic range of about 3 dB. in

response to change in liquid water content.

This work was supported by ARO conutr DAAG 29-85-K-0220.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 Block diapam of millimeter-wave scanterometer system.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of 140.0Hz scatterometer front-end.

Fig. 3 Meatured backscatter response of 140.0Hz system when observing a horn antenna
connected to a short through a 38. 1-cm long waveguide section.

Fig. 4 System calibration was established by measuring system calibration constant over a
diurnal cycle.

Fig. 5 Measured backscatttu angular response of pigweed grass at 140 0Hz.

Fig. 6 Measured angular response of pigweed psms at 35, 94, and 140 0Hz for HEI
polnr7izan.

Fig. 7 Measured angular response of Arbor Vitae ame at 140 GHz.

Fig. 8 Two-week temporal response of the 35-0Hz backscatter from Bur Oik trees at 70
degrees.

Fig. 9 Angular response of the bacicicanter from dry mewrAinpbosed snow at 140 GHz.

Fig. 10 Angular response of the backscatter from fresh wet unmetamorphosed snow at 140
GHz.

Fig. I11 Measured temporal variation of the 140-GHz radar backscatter, air temperature, and
snow liquid water content (of tie top 5-4m layer).

Fig. 12 Measured temporal variatio of the 35-0H radar bwackcter, air tempewiure, and snow
liquid water contens (of the sop 5-cm layer).
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HP 8510 SYSTEM Bus

Fig. 1 block diagram of mnillimeter-wave scatterometer system.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of 140-GHz scatterometer tront-end.
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Fig. 3 Measured back scatter response of 140-CHz systemn vnen observing a horn anf I
connected to a snort through a 36.1-cm long vaveguide section.
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45 v .

System Calibration Constants (Feb.27&28,1989)
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Fig. 4 System calibration was established by measuring system calibration ccnstant over
a diurnal cycle.
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10 Amaranthus Retrofiexus over Stellaria Media

15

Anmaimahus Renrflexua fPtweaed), about 50 cmr tall. 0 140HV

.20 SlIaza Media (Chickweed) is a low ground-heugging WO.-"W 4M

Oravimetrlo Water Conteont a 37.6% 861202
.251. - - - -

0 10 20 30 40 so 60
Inidnc Anl (Degrees)

Fig. 5 Measured backscatter angular response of pigweed grass at 140 CFz.
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Fig. b -Measured angular response of pigweed grass at 35, 94, and 140 CHz for HH
polarization.
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10 Thuja Occidentalis
(Arbor Vitae Trees)

V 5 Thuja Occiderilalis (Atror Vitae) is a noodle-leaf evergreen t7".

E
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I-o- 1404V1 Gravimetric Water Content.56.3%
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Fig. 7 Measured angular response of Arbor Vitae tre~es at 140 CHz
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0 Quercus Macrocarpa with Leaves Drying
0 (Bur Oaks)

-5

SaDryin LeavesA1V
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-- 35HH(70dog.)
.35 Incidence wigls is 70 degrees for all meaaurerwnt.

s80g30
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Ocober 1988

Fig. 8 Two-week temporal response of the 35-CHz backscatter from Bur Oak trees at 70
degrees.
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10 Dry Metamorphosed Sn'ow

V

.5

Snow depth is 10 cm - 14H

rms surface roughness appeimflas.'y 0.15 cm 890302

002030 40 so 60

Fig. 9 Angular response of the back scatter from dry metamorphosed snow at 140 CHz.
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10 Fresh, Wet, Unmetamorphosed Snow

E Snow depth is 6.5 cm

:5~ Crystal size approxirmately 1.0 mm

Gravimretnic Water Content a 1 .9 %

010 20 30 40 s0 60
rlnce Ange (Derems)

Fig. 10 Angular response of the backscatter from fresh, wet unmetamorphosed snow at
140 CHz.
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10

S DIURNAL MEASUREMENTS OF SNOW AT 140 GHz
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Fig. 11 Measured temporal variation of the 14U-CHz radar backscatter, air termperature, and

snow liquid water content (of the top 5-cm layer).
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DIURNAL MEASUREMENTS OF SNOW AT 35 GHz
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Fig. 12 Measured temporal variation of the 35-CHz radar backscatter, air temperature, an'd

enow liquid water content (of the top 5-cm layer).
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MILLIMETER-WAVE POLARIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
OF ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL TARGETS

M. W. Whitt and F T. Ulaby

Radiatior Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering

and Computer Science
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2122

ABSTRACT coherent scatterometer developed at th University of
Michigan [3, 41. With such a system, a comprehensive

The Millimeter-Wave Polarimeter is a scatterometer data set can be produced to facilitate the modelling of
system that uses the HP 8510A vector network millimeter-wave scattering from natural targets. The
analyzer for coherent processing of the received signal. results from individual target measurements (leaves.
It operates at 35 GHz and 94 GHz, and a third channel branches, rocks, etc.) can be integrated into a
at 140 GHz is to ba added if 1987. The MMP provides comprehensive model for terrain surfaces and
full polarization and phase capabilities to allow canopies. Additional data taken for distnbuted targets
measurement of the complete scattering matrix of both (soil surfaces, tree canopies. vegetation. etc.) could be
distributed and point targets. This paper describes the used to further improve these models.
calibration techniques used at 35 GHz to measure the
scattering matrix and presents some sample data. An II. MILUMETER-WAVE POLARIMETRY
analysis of the measurement acuracy was performed
by comparing the measured value# with theoretical A. II mam*S*hJ0

calculations for conducting spheres and finite-length The measurement system consists of an HP 8510
conducting cyinders. As an extension of the analysis vector network analyzer, transmitter and receiver
to natural targets, the scattering matrices of a senes of sectos and an anechoic chamber with a styrofoam
twigs were examined. and preliminary results are target mount. A block diagram is shown in Figure 1
presented. The transmitter produces a 34-36 GHz frequency swept

RF final by upoonveritng a 2-4 GHz signal supplied
I. INTROOUCTION by th network analyzor. A sample of the transmitted

signal is harmonically dow nvrted and applied to
In the past. much of the scattering data for both the a1 port of the HP $S1 tA frequency converter as a

distributed and point targets consisted of incoherent reference. A similar downconversion stage is
power measurements for only a limited range of employed in the receiver section, which is mounted
polarizations. Very little data at millimeter-wave directly below the transmitter, for both vertically and
frequencies has been taken at all. In recent years. horizontally polarized signals. The received
however, remote sensing has deveoped to the point V-polarized and H-polarized signals are then aoplied
where phase and polarization are being explored more to the b, a b2 ports of the HP 8511A, respectively A
extensively. Early woA by Sinc¢air. Kennaugh. Gent. et
al. has shown that a radar target acts as a polarization Faraday iotation polarizer is used to proide othe
transformer. The tragnsformatIon was expressed by polarization for transmission. A photograph of te
Sinclair in the form of a scatrienng matrix. An extensive measurement setup is shown in Fgure 2.
reference list for the work in this area is given in the The target mount consists of a styrofoam frame with
papers by Huynen (11 and Guill (2]. Much of the work the edges cut at a vainety of angles to allow rotation of
relating to the scattenng matnx has been done for point the trgse relative to the radar. The targe! is attacned
targets. Recent interest in its application to remote to the mount with nylon stnng as shown ,n Figure 3
sensing has grown, but very little work has been done where a cylinder is mounted as an example Tre
in measunng the scattenng matrices of distributed measured noise-floor of the systam CorreSOrds 'o a
targets. It is the purpose of this paper to descnbe a rada cross.section of approximately .50 dBm 2 a,"a ,,e
technique to measure the scatterng matrix of either radar cross-section of the t3rget mount was dete'- -ea
distributed or point targets at millimeter-wave to be below tis level. The orientation of ,,e
frequencies. The technique utilizes the relative to the radar is defined in terr"s
Millimeter-Wave Polarimeter (MMP), which is a coordnate systems shown in Figures 4(a) arc t

ProceengsotfIGARSS 87SyIeffomm. Ann ArOr 1821 ',i. " 8"
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Fgr1.BCkdarmoth m sytmoperating in the backscatter mode.

Transmit 3.40

X, X' 4l TargetJ<~~ Mount

Receive1*-5MX,

(a) Padar geometry (b) Target geometry

Figure 4. Geometry assocated wtth the target orientalion relative to tt'e radar
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B. Mauroment Procedure i r ' "(*VH*VV)1

Using the HP8510 network analyzer system as the ' =4W e 0
IF processor provides the user with several f:atures ri(HVi )ov i(-HH-
that can be used to improve tho accuracy of the •4
measurement. Complex math operations are available
and can be used to Subtract out the response of the (4)
chamber and any other spurious but systematic errors.
In addition, an internal real-time FFT processor is In this form, the scattering matrix can be determined
available to transform' the frequency swept data to the from quantities that are independent of range.
time domain where time-gating can be used to select
the target response and reduce sounous signals at
ranges different from that corresponding to the target. IV. RCS FOR A FINITE-LENGTH CONDUCTING
The gated frequency response can oe obtained by CYLINDER
Fourier transforming the time-gated response.

The performance of the system can be evaluated by
To make a measurement of a particular target, the measuring the scattering matrix of a conducting

time-domain response of te target is displayed to cylinder as a function of its onentation relative to the
allow the time gate to be set. The target ,s then radar. Figure 4(b) shows the geometry associated with
removed and the time-gated frequency response of the the onentation of the cylinder. Two coordinate systems
chamber is stored for all polarization Combinations. are defined; the unprimed coordinates are fixed relative
The target is then replaced and the complex math to the radar, and the primed coordinates are local to the
feature is used to subtract the gated frequency cylinder as it is rotated. The bistatic angle between the
response of the chamber from that of the transmitter and roceiver is approximately 3.4 degrees.
target/ch amber combination. To calibrate the system, a which is surficiently small to assume that the measured
target of known radar cross-Section is measured in the cross-section represents the backscattered case.
same manner, thereby allowing te magnitude and
relative phase of the scattered fields to be determined. For a vertic.lly polarized incident wave. the fijIds

are given by
Ill. THE SCATTERING MATRIX .iE 0 exp]-kx

We can define the scanering matfix IS) for a target in
terms of the vertical and horizontal components of the
incident and scattered electric fields by the followin g 0
matrix equation: 1 y - exP -1kx] (6)rT1 I '

E S EV  where an e'Jw t time dependence has been assumed
. IS] (1) ad suppressed. In terms of the primed coordinates.

E S EHwe have for the incident fields

where

V SVH 12 " a( .sin !_ exp [ik x (8)IS] "Vs ()I [
[HV ll The far-zone backacattered fields due to this excitation

for an infinitely long perfectly conducting cylinder witm

If we define the radar cross-section of the target to be diameter 2a an given by (5]:

QR a 4mr2 isTI 2 . (3) ;J2- E 0 in X4(,Lj] I .)n

where slbscnrits T and R are te transmit and receive
polarizations. the scattering matrx (S) can be wnitten in j 0 cos ,

terms of the radar cross-section. By factonng out the e z -- xp kX II X .

phase of the SVV term. we have i 0 x
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Ni1 xx~ (10) us 20 EO.SmY . 7  exp i kO0 ' 4L- CHH

where

C TM J(k 0 a) TM 2 ) - CHV (

= = ~ (11) '~ x~~~..] 0 V (9
Mfl~ (k0a)

n- n S
H .- (; (20)

J, i (k Oa) T
C H ( CTE  (12) In this case, the complex coefficients CHV and CHMi H(1 ) (ka) -

n ( are given by

In terms of the original unprimed coordinates, the CHV " CVH (21)
backscattered fields are given by

3 - E 2rnT.ex 0 (-1)nTn sinO_ nTE- m .X (.1) C,
X 40 HHn n.

E 0 X[kx CV(22)

Vsi, The scattering width for the infinite cylinder is

113) defined as

s i( s) (14) c limr ERI
H (14) 4 12 2)

The complex coefficients CVH and CVV are a function where subscripts T and R are the transmit and receive
of the rotation angle and can be wntten as polanzations. respectively. Using this deiniton. re

scattenng widths for the infinitely long conauct.-g
cylinder are given by

cvHarose sin$ (.1) c T (.l)'= T 4 1 2

(15)
Cvv sn 2e 0 (.) MT 2 0 n CTE a0 ICVH 1=0HV c251

VV n0nm- nm-.

(16) c 4 C 1I2

Similarly, for a honzontaly polarized incident wave. 0HH k0

the incident and backscattered fields are given by

The relative phase of the VH, HV. and HH sca."eled
' E exp[-,kox] (17) fields can also be to°.id from the toOwing eioress --- s

-. 0 a iH * ~ exp[.k01 a18 *VxVtn Re(CVWCVV j 0H
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r C minimum error bounds for the measured Sphere
-I 14 HHJCW cross-sections range from .0.48 dB and -0.5 aB for th-e

-HH "tan -)J (28) 6.35 cm diameter sphere to +3.9 dB and -7.2 dB for
CR4CHHCW) the 0.787 cm diameter sphere (6]. ft Is worth noting that

the measurements covered a wide dynamic range for

For finite cylinder lengths much largsr than a a, extending from -45.7 dBm 2 to -25.2 dBm 2 "

wavelength, the radar cross-section can be written in
terms of the scattering width for an infinitely long 1
cylinder of the same dialneter. The radar cross-section
denved in this manner is given by 7 -

0 c (
RT 'RT (29) , .

o
where L is the length of the cylinder. The relative I
phases for the finite cylinder at normal incidence for a W
finite cylinder can be approximated by those for the -

infinitely long cylinder. With expressions for CRT and
-RT "OVV. we can compute the scatienng matrix for a

-.

finite-length conducting cylinder versus rotation angle 0.'"e. 2r/X
9.

Figure 6. Normalized radar cross-section for a
V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS conducting sohere versus diameter.

Three types of targets were measured: a set of The phase performance was evaluated by
conducting spheres. onductirg cylinders, and natural measuring the scattering matrix of a series of
evergreen twigs. A photograph of these targets is conducting cylinders approximately 7.62 cm in lengti
shown in Fig. 5 along with the dihedral reflector used and ranging from 0.0533 cm to 0.957 cm in daimeer.
for calbration. Calibration was made by measunng a dihedral as a

reference target. The scattenng matnx for a Cihedral is
* given by [7]:

Is]. -=028 gn2C
r0 Sl.2b-cs ine (30)d)J L2.s.8 cos2J3

where a and b are the dimensions of a single plane of
the dhedral,. and Bi. the rotation angle. The relative
phase of the scattered fields for "H, HV. and HH
polarizations wera compared to the oreical values
as develoedk in this paper. The relative phase vefsus
rotation angle for two different cylinder diameters
(0.0533 cm and 0.1168 cm) are given in Figures 7 and
8. The standard deviation in relative phase for these
two cylinders was 9.7 degrees for all polanzations

Figure 5. PMasurod tMV9ets.
ThQ radar cross-section of the cylinders was also

measured, and an example of the measured and

A. AftfalTarguts theoretical data versus rotation angle is given in Fgure
9 for the 0.0838 orn diameter cylinder. The degradation

Radar cros.i-!ection measurements were conducled in accuracy for the magnitude measurement is due
for eiqht spheres ranging in diameter from 0 787 cm to pnmanLy to dffilcutty in positioning the target within !1e

635 cm. One of the spheres (d to 6.35 cm) vas used anenna beam. The length of the cylinders -9

to. calibration, and the measured normalized wavelengths) made the azimuth and elevat,:

cross sections of the others were compared to Mie onentation very cntical for accurate radar crosssec-
calculations. The results, displayed ;n Fig. 6, shOw measurements.
good agreement for all spheres. The maximum and
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to. B. NaturalITargets

: ' A set of three types of evergreen twigs were
M .A, • measured at angles of 0. -45, and 90 degrees eia,.ve
S to vertical. These twigs were shown in Figure 5 a,crg

ID. with the conducting spheres and cylinders. As an
M example, the scattering matnx for a pine twig at a .45

degree angle of rotation was measured to be

-- e__. VV 0.047 00168"2 2
Cr to [S31 41

t 1,, M. e-"'2190 0.034e
0 9 0 3 . W Ljo. LW. U. L.3

Rotation Arnle. e (8 eg.)

where the relative phase terms are given in deg'ees
Figure 7. Relative Phase for a finite-length condUCting Preliminary results show a reasonable accacy in not

cyinder versus rotation angie (0.0533 cm the magnitude and phase astocated witn -e
diameter. 7.62 cm length). scattenng matnx.

Jo VI. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this paper satisfy tMe first
,,.' o-' phase of a two phase expenment. The capaoility of rhe

" MMP to measure the complete scattenng matrix of Pont

,, .scatterers has been clemonstrated. The relative pnase
accuracy for a single measurement was found to be
9.7 degrees, and based on sphere measurements.

t the magnitude accuracy was found to correspondc weil
with that predicted from the measurement
signal-to-noise ratio as given in [6]. The noise ievei of
the present system corresponds to a radar
cross-section on the order of -50 dBm 2 . This levl .s

S .. realized by the ability of the network analyzer !o

Rotation Angle, a (dog.) subtract out the effects of the target mount. It s
estimated that with a more carefully developed

Figure 8. Relative phase for a finite-length conducting technique to mount the point targets, the noise level
cylinder versus rotation angle (0.1168 cm can be improved by at least 10 dB. At the same time a
diameter, 7.62 cm length). new mounting technique will also improve the accuracy

of magnitude measurements on assymetric targets
such as cylinders where the onentation is very critica.

The second phase of the project involves
measurements of the scattenng matnx for natural
targets. Preliminary results on a senes of twigs have

E been obtained, and an example of a measurea
Iscattering matrix was shown in this paper Now that !"e

. performance of the system has been demonstrated.
measurements will be conducted to determine ,me

Q.6. • . ... scattenng matrces for a variety of natural targets

..- including sol and rock surfaces and vegetat c!
S," "", canopies.

-a.

*- 3., 0. 3, 3. U. 1. AG Mo. W.

Rotation Angle, 0 (deg.)

Fgure 9. Backscatter for a finite-length conducting
cylinder versus rotation angle (0 0838 cm This work was supported by A-my Researc" 0" ce
diameter. 7 62 cm length). Contract DAAG29-85-K-0220.
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Fluctuation Statistics of Millimeter-Wave Scattering
.From Distributed Targets

FAVS')SAZ T LL.-BY. FELLON4. IEEE. THOMAS F. HADDOCK. MEMBER, IEEE. A -4D

RICHARD T AUSTIN. STLIDE'.T MEMBER. IEEE

bOtract-The applicabitill it the Ravteigh fading model fr char-
acterizinlg radar scattering from terrain is examined at 35 GHa for
both bAckw~attering and bisiatt %caltering. The model is founld to be ",

inl excellent agreemenut with e'srertmentai obse.'stions for iingle-fr.. 5

quency observations of uniform targets such as asphalt and snaw-cov.

:red ground. Th. use of frequenscy aseraging to reduce iginal fadingTO
artattons was examined cspertmentallv. bt sweeping the radar iginal

from 34-36 Gli in 401 steps. The results show that the formulation
based on the Rayleigh model relating the reduction in signal fluctuation
to the bandwidth used provides a reasonable estimate of the improve-
msent provided by frequency averaging.

1. INTROOLCTION Fig I X-band SAR images ofiat a crmfield and ibi a foresied art& %ote
thle textural diffcfences between the two images

'0fade. as defined in Webster's dictionary (I]. is -to
Icha nge gradually in loudness. strength. or visibility.

when used (in connlection)f with a motion picture image or other words. a0 of the imaged target is. by definitton. the
an electronics signal." In radio communications (2]. sig- mean value of the random process characterizing the in-
nal fading refers to fluctuations tn the ricceived signal tensity variations in the image. Texture refers to the low
caused by multipath interference. and tn radar sensing of spatial -f requency variations of intensity across the imaige
terrain the termsfading. scintlation. and fluctuation have [41; the corn field, being mome spatially uniformn than the
all been used interchangeably to describe random-like in- forest pircel. exhibits the same type of random vanations
tensity varia-ions corresponding to signals backscattered in all regions of the image. whereas the image of the for-

from cells at different loc21ti3ns on a distributed target 13. est parcel contains -clumps- of dark and bright regions.
pp 463-495, 1803-18041. If the radar is of the imaging on which the random variation is superrimposed. If we
type. the random variations produce a "speckle" pattern adopt the strict definition that the concept of -a back-
or appearance on the image. which co! .plicates the image scattering coefficient for a distributed target" is meaniriL.-
.nterpretation problem and reduccs the effectiveness of in- ful only for targets with unifoirm electromagnetic proper-
formation extraction algonthms. ties, then texture becomes the spatial variation of a' from

Consider, for example. the two image segments shown one segion czf an image to another. In the case of the forest
in Fig. I These two segments. one of which corresponds Parcel. these variatioeis are related to the spacial nonuni-

to a corn field and the other to a forest parcel and which formfity of tree density.
were parn of the same stip of X-band radar imagery. have Unlike textural variations, which may or may not ha~e
different average tomes, exhibit significantly different tex- specific directional properties and which are governed '

tures. and both exhibit large pixel-to-pixel intensity van- the spatial variation of the target scattering properties rel-

ations. The average tone of an image is the average value ative to the dimensions of the radar resolution :etll the

of the image intensity for all pixels contained in that im- random variations that give the image its speckled .ip-
age (Each image segment contains approximately il0, pearance ar- due to ph3se-interference effects and are a

pixels ) This average tone is proportional to the average characteristic feature of the scattering pattern for in,, ji%"

received power. which, in turn, is directly proportional to tributed target (provided the target satisfies certain on-

:!he backscattering coefficient o'' of the imaged target In ditions. as we shall discuss later). image speckle is .impl,
a visual manifestation of fading statistics, wvhich ,-

central topic of this paper.
Mamuscript received Ocibef 6 1987 Thus, there are three types of intensity vaflwnNfl ihjia
lrf iuihor5 art, wil me Raj,4J,.,m t..boiai,-N EECS Departmsent Thse

Lni--rs,iv o( iv-lias xims A"N'r MI 4109 one may iobsefve in a radar image I I iarlt:osl ri j% 'f' ii
IEEE Loill %NinoeF 44.' 14 tone fro~m one dtstnbuied target isuch as .I 'iarc

0196.1 , 1 88 050OU>8$0l (X) 19.8 IEEE
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to another (such as a forest parcel). 2) textural variations
from one region of a distributed target to another. and 3)
random fading variations at the pi.el-to-pixel scale. These
variations are governed by different processes and are
characterized by different probability density functions
(pda's).

In some radar applications, these three types of van.
ations are lumped together. treated as a single vanation.
and characterized as terrain clutter. To determine the sta-
tistics of the clutter random variable for a given terrain
type or geographic area. the area is imaged and then a pdf
of the received voltage or power is generated. Next. the
data is tested against theoretical pdf s to determine which Fis 2 The illummated area ,4 Contai% V, randomly disinbuted scatterers

fits best. Such an empirical approach may produce a sta-
tistical description appropriate to the imaged area, but it
has some severe limitations. The empirically generated 11. RAYLEiGH FADING STATISTiCS
pdf is. in essence, a convolution of the three pdf's char- A. Underlying Assumptions
actenzing the three types of vanations referred to above. The Rayleigh fading model used for describing radar
Hence, it is both target-specific and sensor-specific. It is scattering from an area-extended (dismrbuted) target is es-
target-specific in that it pertains to the specific mix of ter- sentially the same as the model used for random noise and
rain categories and the specific conditions of those cate- is based on the same mathematical assumptions. A review
gones at the time the radar observations were made. Most of these assumptions will prove useful in later sections
terrain surfaces .xhibit dynamic vanations with time of The sketch shown in Fig. 2 depicts a radar beam illu-
day, season, and weather history. The pdf is sensor-spe- minating an area A of an area-extended target. The illu-
cific because one of the underlying variations, namely that minated area contains N, point scatterers designated by
due to signal fading, is governed by the detection scheme the index i - 1. 2. - -• , N,. For simplicity, we shall
used in the receiver (linear or square-law) and the type of confine our present discussion to the backscatter case. The
filtering or smoothing technique employed in the signal field intensity at the input o the receiving antenna due to
processor. Filtenng techniques are used to reduce fading backscatter by the ith scatterer may be expressed as
variations- they may include spatial averaging and/or fre-
quency averaging schemes and may be performed coher- E, - KE,0 exp (, - 2&kr 6, )+ C I)
ently or incoherently 141-(9). where E,0 is the scattering amplitude and 6, is the scatter-

To characterize the fading statistics associated with a ing phase of the ith scatterer; P, is the range from the an-
terrain surface cif uniform electromagnetic properties, the ina o the scatterer r/ is the ran er an-tennal to the scatterer: k - 2r/X is the wavenumber; and
usual approach is to model the surface as an ensemble or  K, is a system constant that accounts for propagation losses
independent. randoml ;ocated scatterers. all of conlpa- to and from the scatterer, antenna gain, and other radar
rable scattering strengths. Such a model leads to the result system factors. The expression given by (1) may be ab-
that the amplitude of the backscattered signal is Rayleigh- brevuated as
distributed 13. pp. 476-481). If the return is dominated
by backscaner from one or a few strong scatterers, the E K,E, 0ot" .
fading process is charactenzed by the Nakaganmi-Rice where
distribution (101 Some expenmenui observations sup-
pon the Rayleigh behavior [41. f11. 1121 while others - - Zr, + . 1 31
particularly those measured for complex terrain cate- t pase of E,
gones. are in closer agrement with the lognormal or the Asiumption I: The scarterers are statistically indepen.
Weibull pdrs 1131-J17). or other more complicated dis- dent. This assumption allows us to express the total n-
tnbutions f181. stantaneous field due to the N, scatterers contained in the

The purpose of this paper is to: are A u a simple sum
I) examine the applicability of Rayleigh fading at 35

GHz for bcth backscattering and bistatic scattering from K'
uniform terrain media. E K,E, oe"  4

2) examine the statistics associated with the use of fre-
quency aeraging to reduce fading variations, and and it implies that interaction effects between adiaj¢ri

3) determine if the statistical character of the back. scatterers may be ignored.
scatter is affected by the size of the ground cell (antenna Assumption 2. The maximum range extent of the ,
footprint) illuminated by the radar Ir - I F, - r ,. is much smaller than the mean ar.

To this end. both experimental rriasurements and the. to the target area 4. and the antenna gain is unf or-, j, -
,)retical anal)ses were performed .4 This allows us to set K, a K for all i For on% ,-)
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Fig 3 The vector 9 is the pftv sum of N. Aids.

we shall set K 1.I Hence noiselike statistics do not apply and the statistics devel-
oped by Rice (201 for one or more large signals contained

E ,e' (5) in a background of noise should be used instead.
Use of Assumptions 3-6 can be shown to lead to the

The total field E is a vector sum of N, phasors. If we following properties (3. p. 4791:
express the~e phasors graphically (Fig. 3) with the first E,
one starting at the origin and the successive one starting p(E.) - -j exp (-Eel/2s), E, a 0 (7)

S,
each at the tip at the preceding one, the resultant is a vec-
tor from thrt origin to the tip of the last phasor. The length p(o) - 1/(2,r) (8)
Ot* this vector and its phas angle ame denoted E, and 0.E, ()/2respectively. That is 2

E - Ee'. (6) 3 2 (O

Assumption 3. N, is a large number. This assumption where p(E,) and p(O) denote the pdf s of E, and o. re-
allows us to ussumhe cetal-t the orem andch i-pnn ofuE. spectively, E , is the ensemble average (mean valuei of E,
E, and E_. are normally distributed. However. it can bie ans iws the aard ditbtion oEnL. Euto
shown through computer .aiualtaon that this conition ca sknn steRylihdstiuin
be satisfied (appircitimately) for N, as small as 10. (The
s~ime conclusion was reached by Xerr (191 in the 1940's.) S. Output Voltage

Assumption 4: The scattering amplitde Ea and the in- )LerDtcin ftercie ssalna e
stantaneous phase o, ia independent random variables. t)La ector. fs thpu ola e isdreciverprtue inar toE-
This condition is eusdy satisfied if E,0 is independent of eoritouptvlaeVsdrclyppoinltoE
the range P,. whichs %.ouaW be the case if the scatterers are -1 K, E,
randomly distributed in range, unErlydsrue

Assumption J: The phase *, is unfrl-itiue .E
over the range (0. 2 r1. To satisfy this condition it is not E,

only necessary that the scatterers be randomly distributed -KK 2 (a0 )1 f
in range. but the maximum range extent of the target 4r
must be several wavelengths across also. - ll'

Assumprion 6: No one individual scattervir produces a weeK sasse osat ,rltstema 1t
field intensity at magnitude commensurate with the re- weeKi ytmcntn.K eae h en'
-.ultant held from all scatterers In other words, the field A9, to the backscattening coefficient of the target a

E is not dominated by one (or fewi verv strong scat- tualty. Uj0 is directly proiportional to E~. but E
tererts) If this condition is not satified, the Rayleigh V.and! is the nornislized fading rando,', taurtr,
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by ex:orenva' POP 01P

f= E,'E,. (12)

Using the relation p( E,) dE, pl f) df, we obtain P oin

K
P(f) ex?)(-rf- 4'), f zO (13) 04

f= 1 14) 2

s = s,, 'VL - 0.523. (15)

Because the output voltage VL is a product of its mean a

value VL = K, k, a and the random vanable f. the I irp

process is sometimes referred to as a multiplicative noise
model. 13.

2) Square-Law Detection: The voltage output of a
square-law detector is directly proportional to the power 0
of the input signal rather than to its field intensity E,. Thus

S K3P 06. P(FF o)

E: 04K, K, E, J "
K1K~E~C P(Nt)' .2

K3KKG'aF (16)
20 .10 0

where f. 401 OF P. t@)
(1"7) I,, ,3

is the normalized fading random variable for power. The F,

pdf characterizing F is the exponential distmbution [3. p. ".
4801 t.

p(F) = e-". F ? 0 (18) .ib)
F i . 4. plots a( (at probability density functions and ibi curulwc J,-.

with inbuittls forand F

F" I (19)

and of this as the 90-percent confidence interval associated
with our measurement. The important point !o note here

Sir sp/P - I. (20) is the fact that this interval ( 17 7 dB) is very large indeed
The situation is not much different when square-law de-

C. Interpreralion tection is used; the 5- and 95-percent levels of the cu-

What do these statistics tell us? To answer this question mulative distribution for the exponential pdf are .4 8 and
we start by examining Fig. 4(a). which shows plots of - 12.9 dB. also totalling to 17.7 dB.
pi f) and p( F) for the Rayleigh and exponential distri- Now let us illustrate the fading behavior with measureI
butions, respectively, and Fig. 4(b). which shows the cor- data. Fig. 5(b) presents a trace of radar backscatter mea
responding cumulative da.'ributions. We observe that the surements made by a 35-GHz truck-mounted scatterom.
range of fading associated with these distmbutions is very eter as the truck was dnven across an asphalt surface with

large. That is. if one takes a single sample of the signal the radar beam pointing downward along the aft direction
from a Rayleigh-distributed or exponentially distmbuted at an incidence ingle of 40" relative to normal incidence
ensemble, one has very little chance of selecting a value (Fig. 5(a)). The antennas were mounted atop a telescopic
close to the mean. To illustrate this with a specific ex- boom at a height of 10.3 m above the asphalt surface The
ample. ac,:ording to the Rayleigh distnbution in Fig. 4(b) sampling rate was such that the footpnnts (on the asphalt
the value offthat exc!cded 5 percent of the time is 195 surface) corresponding to adjacent samples were tota1ll
(relative to the mean) and that exceeded 95 percent of the independent (no overlap). More detailed information on
time is 025. In decibels, these levels correspond to +5.8 the system and measurement procedure is given in Sectton
and - 1.9 dB. respectively. If we select a sample at ran- IV
doam. .he probability is 90 percent (95 to 5 range) that its The vertical axis in Fig Si h represents F. the j!.,,
value will be within the range extending from II 9 dB the received power to the average value computc ''

below the mean to 5 8 dB above the mean. We may think 1000 measurements. expressed in decibel% i It "

A. ;
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D. Independent Samples

To improve the uncertainty of a radar measurement ofthe backscatter from a terrain surface. it ts necessary toaverage many independent samples together. An easy wa%.
to increase the number of independent samples .N con-0 tained in an estimate at the radar bacitscatter is through
spatial averaging, which amounts to trading spatial reso-lution for improved radiometric resolution. Other ways to
increase N are discussed in Section 111.

1) Linear Detection: If N randomly selected samples
of a Rayleigh-distributed voltage VL are averaged to-Venailon of F(dS) with SWaIMl 13121111n gether. the average value VN ha h olwn rpr

Ities: .,atefolwgpre-

a~N VZ vV

-z I

0e 20 O0 40 0 '0 where we defined

Fit. S The Akeich to 'ai %no,% how Ihe mneasurenrirt or ihe backscaitennitfrom asphalt I shown in I bit -ere acquired The incidence antic was w -
*ihe platfonm height 10 3 mn. and he polantaition VV The measuredNbacksCattenng 4;oefftient t roerespondang to was -s 5 dB

as the fading random variable corresponding to the .,6er-
Caffowton f if~wi" Ml Exoneflu WSage of N independent samples. Its properties are

i. 0.523 13

01 Pf o~m and its pdf may be obtained by N-successive convolutionsI *-F - IF of the Rayleigh distnibution-l3). Plots of p(f,0) are shown
A-, in Fig. 7(a) for several values of N. As expected. as Vincreases the dtstribution becomes more peaked and nar-

ro w (the standard deviation decreases asN-
... U!22!32*UR U!21 2) Square-Law Detectiont: If the receiver uses square-

law detection
Fit 6 Comparisc olf the new"IM Pdrs witli d tim setti p.1! The -s KIK.Kia0F, :4

quamity F a 0.2 io ft im siat it

that the mean of 1000 independent samples is a good es- Iva Ftimate of the true mean.) We observe that N,.i
1) The measured values of F extend over a range Of Th.e mean value of F, is 1, its standard deviation is50.2 dB. and itat 90.8 percent of these data points arewithin the - 12.9- to +.4.S-dB range (which corresponds IF cato the 90-pcrcent interval for the exponential distnbu- Pw Sir 7N

lion).
2) The standard deviation s, - 0.97. which is in close and its pdf is a X' distribution with IN degrees ot I recdo'm

agreement with the value of I predicted by (20). 13. p. 19141
3) The measured pdf of F closely resembles the expo- FZ N vevi

nential distibution ( Fig, 6). an acceptance hypothesis test (it FF a
using the chi-square goodness at fit test shows agreement(V-1
with a probability of a6 percent. Plots of pt F,) are shown in Fig lib)
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23 such as a building or a corner reflector formed by two
intersecting flat surfaces, the Rayleigh pdf is no longer

2.0' N , applicable.
In a recent study on image texture [4]. Seasat SAR data

was examined for five land use categories in a test site in
- Northeastern Oklahoma. Comparison of pdfs based on

X to. the data from the digital SAR image with the Rayleigh
pdf revealed a good fit between data and theory fL.r back-

0s scatter from a lake surface, a fair fit for gras.lands and
N cultivated terrain, and poor agreement for forests and ur-

000I 2 ban areas. particularly for the latter.

iI. WAYS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT
al1 SAMPLES

I. According to the preceding section, if a radar is used to

12 measure the backscattering from a uniform, randomly dis-
tributed target with backscattering coefficient co. the volt-

1 0, N • 10 age observed at the receiver output will be proportional
to (o) " , with n - 1/2 for linear detect.on and n = I for
square-law detection. However, associated with the inca-

06 N surement process there will be a multiplicative error rep-

04 resented by the random variable fN (for linear detection)
or FA (for square-law detection). These random variables

0 2 N both have means of I and standard deviations proportional
to N" 111. Hence. the key to improving the precision of

0 the measurement process is to make Pis .ia: as possi-
ble.(bi

Pti 7 Pmbtiitiy density functions for X , I. A and to for (ai. (liear Fundamentally. increasing N is equivalent to trading off
detecoi and (b) F, (uiam-iaw detctifl. spatial resolution for improved radiometric resolution.

This statement is true when discre:e measure -ents (cor-
responding to discrete resolution cells) are a. eraged to-

E. Applicability of the Rayleigh Model gether after detection, as well as when the averaging pro-
Does the Rayleigh fading model provide an appropriate cess is an integral part of the detection process %as we

approach for charactenzing the staustics of radar back- shall discuss later).
scatter from terrain? The answer is a qualified yes. If the
assumpuions underlying the Rayleigh fading model are A Spati Averaging
reasonably satisfied, the available experimental evidence I) Discrete Samples: If N measurements correspond-
suggests that the Rayleigh model is quite applicable 14). ing to statistically independent nonovertapping footpnnts
1111. (121. Terrain targets satisfying the Rayleigh as- are averaged together. then the number of independent
sumplions include bare ground surfaces, agricultural samples characterizing the average value is simply N Sta-
fields, dense forest canopies. and snow-covered ground. tistical independence requires that the spacing between
In all cases the target has to have stationary statistics, adjacent footprints be greater than the spatial correlation
which requires that its "local-average" electromagnetic length of the random surface L,. Thus. reflections from
properties be uniform scroa the extent of the target. two nonoverlapping fooprints on a very smooth surface

Rayleigh fading is inapplicable for a sparse forest ob- are not considered independent because the correlation
served by a high-resolution radar because the high spatial length of a smooth surface is very long (it is infinite for a
variations in tree density at the scale of the radar resolu- specular surface). Conversely. for a random surface the
tion violate the stationanty assumption. Thus. a very in- returns f-om two footprints may be considered indepen-
portant parameter governing applicability of Rayleigh sta- dent even if the footpnnts do overlap, provided that the
tistics to backscatter from terrain is the size of the radar spacing between the centers r.f the two footprints is greater
resolution cell relative to the spatial frequency spectrum than a certain distance which we shall call the fadirn de-
characterizing the scattering from the terrain target under correlation distance Lj. Expressions for L, are gven n
consideration. succeeding sections for specific antenna pointing onfi

An urban scene is another targ:t class/condition for urations. In all cases the condition L, > L, has to he it
which Rayleigh statistics may not apply If the resolution isfied in order for the samples to be statisticall lnJcr.
cell size is such that the backscatter is likely to be domi. dent.
nated by the return from one or a few strong scattererls. 2) Continuous Averaging in A-tmurh ConsiJer "c
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decorrelation distance is simply

-L a 1, /2. (30)
The result given in (29) is equally applicable to a pen-

Sjcil-beam scanerometer and to a fan-beam side-looking
real-aperture-radar (RAR). In the case of a side-looking
fully focused synthetic aperture radar (SAR), the Doppler
bandwidth is used to improve the azimuth resolution from
r, -3,R to the resolution r, - 1,/2 corresponding to a

Ysynthetic aperture of length 1, = O.R. Thus. for the fully
focused SAR

N, r,/(/,/2)
H -1.

Looked at another way, N, represents the degradation in
spatial resolution from the best achievable (1,/2) down
to rP,

low R3) Continuous Averaging in Range: For a narrow pen-
cil-beam scatterometer traveling in the x-direction. con-
sideration of the time-bandwidth product leads to

N, a r,/L, (31)
r. .i ,' and

Ld a (I,/2) sec' 0 (32)

Fig. I Antenna *:th effective beamwidth 8. illurinatin a targt at rung where P, is the ground resolution in the x-direction. and
R and incidence aniae 0 1, is the height of the antenna in the elevation plane.

5. Frequency Averaging
tenna beam shown in Fig. 8; the boresight direction is in

the x-: plane, pointing at an angle 9. and the effective The criteria used to decide whether or not a pair of sig-
beamwidth is 3, in the y-direction. The antenna is moving nals V, and V, backscattered from two ground footpnnts
along the v-direction (azimuth) at a velocity u,. te nom- may be treated as statistically independent observations is
inal range to the antenna footprint is R. and the nominal based on the magnitude of the correlation coefficient be-
azimuth resolution (width of the footprint in the y direc- tween them. p( VI. VI). If. on the average. p is smaller
tion is) than some specified value, such as 0.2. the two observa-

tions may be regarded as statistically independent. De-
- ,R (28) correlation is a consequence of differences in the instan-

taneous phases of the scatterers present in the observed
If the radar output voltage is recorded as a function of cells. The phase of a given scattarer. as given by (3)
time as the beam traverses the ground surface at the ve- , - 2kr, + 9,
locity u,. the beam performs a form of continuous'aver-
aging equivalent to low-pass filtering. From considera- W 4, +
tions of the time it takes to travel over a distance r, and c
the Doppler bandwidth of the signal backscattered from
the illuminated cell. it can be shown 13. pp. 535-5961 that may be changed by altenrng the range r, between the scat-
the output voltage represents an a':..ge of N,-equivalent teer and the antenna, or by changing the wave frequenc.
discrete independent sarr;es. and that N, is given by the ". Birkemeie. and Wallace (211 derived an expression tor

approximate expression the correlation function for two silnals (one at frequency
, and the other at frequency PI) scattered from the same

N, a r,/(/,/2) (29) randomly distmbuted target as a function of the illumina-
tion geometry and the frequency separation As = v, -

where I, is the length of the antenna along the v-direction. io If Vs is the output voltage after square-law detection
The above result, which is independent of u,. may be in. (I e . Vs - KP. where P is the input poweri. the juw,-.r.

terpreted as iay.ng that the fading signal decorrelates relation function for VS ( v, ) and Vs ( V, I is gien r,%
whenever the antenna moves a distance 1,1 2 in the v-di- vS. i,) - V 5 (,) V .I ,
rection. and t'.eretore a resolution cell of width r con-
tains r tI . i independent -ample% Thus. the fading P! UI PI

A. ;PR
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where K has been set equal to unity for convenience. For
the randomly distributed target depicted in Fig. 9. Bir-
kemeier and Wallace 1211 argue" that the process is sta-
tionary: i.e.. R( AiP. Y:) - R(Av). and showed that the
autccovariance funtion. defined as

R, .v = Rta,) - P (34) 0 in J

is given by , " -i

- (35)

where P = Pi 'b ) Pt v: ;s the mean value of the input Fig 9 Backscattering geometr tor n lurnmnated cell with grouna-rance
power tassumed constant over the frequency separation dimension P.
ai,). and

2 x D 2 = r, s 0. (36) This result will be evaluated in Section V through com-
c c panson with measured data.

If aB >> I. the term j,/8 is negligible over the region
The correlation coefficient is the normalized autocovan- where the autocovariance funct;on is of significant size in
ance function the integrand. wI'-h allows us to integrate the function

R,.( ) (sin i ) i: analytically and obtian the approximate solution
R,.(O) a= N 2D

The two signals P( &, ) and P( v ) may be regarded as sta- C

tistically uncorrelated. and therefore independent, if the a B/Ave. (43)
separation .1, corresponds to the first zero of p(.1v). H
which occurs at ct , - r. This was called the critical Here D is the slant-range resolution of the radar system.
frequency change by Birkemeier and Wallace 121J. but we We may show the equivalence of the above result to the
shall refer to it as the decorrelation bandwidth %v,. and chirped pulse-radar case (as in a RAR or SAR) by noting
it is given by that 8 is the chirp bandwidth and 2D/c is the de-chirped

pulse length r. Hence
C 150
,, a w- MHz (38)N B

with D in meters. BIB, (441

For continuous integration over a swept-frequency where B, - I/ i is the receiver bandwidth. If the trans-
bandwidth B extending from a' to a2. the variance of mitted pulse is de-chirped in the receiver to obtain the

I r narroweci possible pulse length. the receiver bandwidth
P(B) - - P(P) di (39) 8, has to be equal to the modulation bandwidth B. Hence.~' N = 1. However. if it is desired to have N be larger than

I. the pulse may be de-chirped only parnilly, thereb,
using the excess bnd-idth to provide frequency averag-

2a ing. This is referred to as coherent frequency averaging
r .(B) 3 - R( ) di (40) (81, in contrast with incoherent frequency averaging

wherein the averaging operation is performed after the de-

where j is Av Use of (35) in (40) leads to tectm md sampling operattios. That is. full de-chirping
is performed to retrieve the best poisible range resolution

4(8) ~ -~\ /sn a~possible, and then after the image is produced. several
,( J 0: - ) - - - d . (41) range pixeLs are averaged together to increase N.

The effective number of independent samples realized IV. EXPERIMENT DucitirTioN

a% a result of frequency averaging may be obtained by Two types of experiments were conducted in support ot
ralatirg the vanance of P to its mean value as in (26) this study, one involving backscatter measurements using

a truck-mounted platform and another expenmcnt invol-.

"V P ing bistaic scattenng measurements conducted in the lab-
oratory. To maintain continuity in this presentat n ,'nl%

A the backscatter measurement system will be descntd n
= I - (n )df (4:) this section, and description of the bistatic connguraiior'

B)4 will be deferred to Section VI

I
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The backscattered data analyzed in succeeding sections Table I provides a summary of the statistics of the ra-
was measured by a 35-GHz scatterometer that was diometric observations. At 94 GHz, the mean value of the
mounted on a truck-mounted telescopic boom as depicted brightness temperature To based on measurement3 from
in Fig. 5(a). The system. wIiich is part of The University 10 spatially independent footprints was 252.8 K and the
of Michigan's millimeter wave polarimeter [221. uses an standard deviation was only 1.2 K. which is an excellent
HP8510A vector network analyzer to sweep frequency indicator that the asphalt surface was electromagnetically
from 34 to 36 GHz in 401 discrete steps. Subsequent to uniform. For snow. the radiometric observations were
calibration against a metal sphere of known radar cross made at both 94 and 140 GHz. and from heights of I I and
section. the output is presented in the form of a frequency 19 m. The two 94-GHz sets of observations (each con-
spectrum of the measured backscatterng cross section per sisting of 50 measurements from spatially independent
unit illuminated area ( i.e.. ,") or in the form of a plot of footpnnts) had mean value that were within I K of one
the received power versus round-trip delay. A more de- another and standard deviations of only a few kelvins
tailed description of the system's operation and signal each. In spite of the slighly greater difference between the
processing capabilities is given in Ulaby et al. [221. mean values of the 1404-GHz observations (which is at-

The scatterometer uses a pair of 15-cm diameter lens- tributed to the greater sensitivity of the 140-GHz radi-
corrected horn antennas mounted onto a common post- ometer (relative to the 94-GHz radiometer) to variations
tioner one above the other in the elevation plane. The an- in cloud conditions between the times corresponding to
tenna far-field distance is approximately 5.2 m and the the I I- and 19-m experiments), the results again indicate
effective beamwidth of the product gain pattern is 3. The that the snow medium was fairly uniform fron one loca-
antenna positioner may be set at an angle of incidence 8 tion to another. The magnitude of To a 166 K at 94 GHz
from 00 (nadir) to 90 ° . and the platform height may be is characteristic of dry snow [231. and considering that a
extended up to a maximum of 20 m above the ground changein liquid water content by only 2 perceni would
surface. cause Ts to increase by about 100 K 1231, the measured

Two types of terrain targets were selected: I) an asphalt standard deviation of only a few kelvins is a clear idi-
surface. as a representative of targets from which the cator that the snow layer was indeed dry everywhere. By
backscatter is due pnmanly to surface scattering, and 2) way of comparisons, we show in Fig. 10 radiometic ob-
a layer of dry snow over a soil surface, as a representative servations that were made later in the season for wet snow.
of media from which the backscatter is due primarily to We observe that 1' of wet snow is about 266 K at 94 GHz
volume scattering. Several experiments were conducted (compared to 166 K for dry snow) and 270 K at 140 GHz
for each of these targets to evaluate the statistical vari- (compared to about 208 K for dry snow), and again the
ability of the backscattered power for various combina- standard deviations are only on the order of 1-2 K.
tions of incidence angle and platform height. The mea-
surements for asphalt were acquired with the antennas ,A. SingI-Freq'.ency Observations
pointing in the aft direction as shown in Fig. 5(a). To
insure that measurements from acjacent footprints were As was mentioned in the previous section. the scatter-
statistically independent, the truck was moved a distance ometer measures the backscatered power at 401 equally
greater than the extent of the antenna footprint between spaced frequencies (channels) extending from 34 to 36
successive measurements. The arrangement for snow was GHz. In this section we shall consider only the statistics
similar to that employed for asphalt except that the truck associated with single-frequency measurements, namely
remained stationary and the boom was made to move in the 35-GHz channel. It should be noted, however, that
azimuth in order to avoid disturbing the snow surface. the results and conclusions realized at 35 GHz are statis-
The rms height of the asphalt surface was measured to be tically indistinguishable from those found at lower and
0.4 mm (from a surface mold). and the snow was 15 cm higher frequenc.es in the 34-36 GHz range.
deep and had an averag temperature of - I C. Our first example showing the variability of the back-

To limit thc ;copa of t!-- -d-ta-Colction segment of this scattered power u a function of spatial position was pre.
investigation, all obenations were made with the VV sented earlier in Fig. 5(b) for an asphalt surface, and the
polanzation only. associated probability densit) function was compared t,.

In addition to the scatterometer system. the truck- the exponential distribution in Fig. 6. Similar results were
mounted platform camed three microwave radiometers obtained for snow and a summary of the observed statis-
that were mounted on the same platform and their beams tics is given in Table 11.
pointed along the same direction as that of the scatterom- The asphalt results given in Table 11 are divided into
eter. Their center frequencies were 35, 94. ind 140 GHz. two groups: (a) the ne~ar-radir group (0" and 43 i. and i bi
and all three had temperature resolutions better than I K. the higher-incidence-angle group (20" and 40' This di-
At the time of this investigation. however, only the two vision is necessary because the mechanics of signa ?ad.

upper-frequency radiometers were in operating condition, are different in these two angular regions At in, !-,C
These instruments proved extremely useful in verifying angles near normal incidence. the backscaltere e. r
thai I i (he targets were uniform. and 2) tle snow was dry consists of a coherent componen P. and an in.
i.e . it contained no water in liquid form). component Pt [3. p 18121. and only the latter '" ,t

A.60
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Brightness Temperature of Wet Snow to signal fading fluctuations. Thus
272 -P -P, + (45)

j270 - AA AA R VtSP SP, (46)

j :ind

For the incoherent co~mponent. Rayleigh fading suggests
20 0 4 that sp, - P, (20). Hence

Fi. 0.eiasuied variation of the bnlgtinesa empeture ofte noia - P, /( I, - P) 48
94 and 140 GHX. Each dmt point represenis an rntiptndenu footpfnit

which is always significantly smaller than I if P, is sig-

TABLE Inificant in magnitude relative to P,.
SVMAAAYOF VERICALLY POLARizzo RAOIOMrrnIC 0SERVATIO"S MrADE The coherent component P, is largest at 8 - 0. de-

CONTE11MPORANOISLY win. THE RADAR OBSERVATION&
(TMe inciodence angie was 40". and the stailatics ame band on creases exponentially with increasing 0. and becomes

oheervatiolia of M spstally irldep&em et ompnts. Sr. as the nwasured negligible in comparison with P, (for most natural sur-
staadaft leviaaioof T.i faces) at angles greater than a few degrees (241. Conse-

TART PRIOU6NCYe Me." re quently. the vali': of splP computed on the basis of the

AW4 a 5Gb~a 5" to 2112 '2 experimental data was found to be 0.35 at6 = - ." 0.59
atG0 - 4". and close to I at 20' and 40".

SAM NtM Ui loss Is The major conclusions reached off the basis of the sin-
Ss 94as 1 SO~ los 556 Sicg-frequency observations are

SAP 140 Il 01I ) The Rayleigh model is a reasonable descriptor of
smw 140 000 t" 90 aa signal fading for uniform targets. This is supported by the

good agreement shown in Fig. 6 between the measured
pdf and the exponential distribution and by the result that

TABLE Ht sp/P a I for boti asphalt and snow (the deviation from
SLMMANT Of TME Smirics ASSOMATID Win. TMa BACKSCArralimG an eu4:t value of I is attributed to the fact that the sample

MIASUalipMEH1 0014 ASPHALT ANDO S60ow (INotpftim ? FooTratirra,.: size is only 50, and therefore the values of sp and P given

in Table 11 are merely measured estimates of the true val-
ues).

2) No discernable difference between the statistics for
the beckscatter from snow and thosa for asphalt is ob-
served.

3) No discernable dependence on footprint size is ob-
served over the range of valutes examined in this study.

(T.11 which varied in footprint arma from 0.07 to 3.24 m-. T he-4+ corresponding dimensions of the major and minor axes of

the elliptically shaped footprint were 0.29 mn x 0 Z9 m
for the smallest footprint and 1.75 m x 2.31 m for the

thsroA4 ftee" onsomo Ans I I So P largest.
41 311 S7 Ole

lks re 041 Ole 8. Frequency Av eraging

Fig. I I displays a typical example of the frequenc%
at Stell fo ON spectrum of che measured power for a given footprint We

Ill 'aa ON 131 observe that P varies relatively slowly as a function ot

4111"~ tea "fa a o requcncy. implying high coffelationi between adjacent
frequency points. but the overall variation across the 34-

JI__ 36 GHz band is on the order of 23 d8.

'wAtis" At" "agala I a (le"n AMMMu~ I~ I The improvement (reduction) in spatial vanabilit% &ot
the return provided by frequency averaging is, deme'n

43 4089 014 S' '0 strated in Fig. 12, which shows both single-treque'-'
101 '0' 36 .06 measurements and the 2-G~z averaged measurcree"

23, rlS13 the return from snow as a function of spatial po..itwr

A.61
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0 Measuareld vs. Theorstlcal Autocorroallons - Snow

1 .10 O.-.M.3

1* 0.6

B0.
.0

34 20 34 3?50 3's 300

F-*-nmey)a 0 so 100 ISO 200 250

Fllg I Typical trace of the frequency variation from 34 to 36 GHI of theWOM
received power for a gie otrn of snw Fig 13 Companison of theoretical aultocorrelation function given bI, 31)

with that computed on t bas15 of the %pectral measurements ot the radar
backaCAttef.

10

a ~relation coefficient is given by 5

A plot of p, (AP) is Shown in Fig. 13 for snow. The fiture
cw ruam 2.P isalso includes a plot of the expression given by (37i .-We

now Aor~i. toP &Vobserve that the measured correlation coefficient de-
is 30 39 0 s creases with increasing frequency shift As, in an exponen-

uI poem" tial-like manner and at a rate somewhat faster than the
Fig 12 Reduction of signal vartability through frequency averaging. theoretical function. Similar results were observed for as-

phalt.
associated normalized standard deviauion is 1.0 for the 2)~ Normalized Standard Deviation: From 137) aznd
single- frequency data, compared to 0.27 for the fre- (4). the normalized standard devi.jtion associated with
quency-averaged data. the received power P. when averaged over a bandwidth

/) Correlation Function: Now we shall examine the 8. is given by
role of frequency averaging relative to the theoretical ex- Sp(B) r2 8/ \
pectations presented in Section 111-8. We have 50 traces P a T. I (E) d 52
corresponding to 50 independent footprints, each consist-LO.0\ 8
ing of measurements at 401 frequencies. Let us denote where -Au. Fig. 14 shows plots of ihe normalized
P, i, ) as the measured power corresponding to sptial standard deviation as given by (52) with 0(.I&,i
position a (with a - 1. 2. -- . 50) and frequency P, . P( A',). the measured correlation function. and voith
where v1 - 34 GHz. P, - (34 + 0.005(j - Il)j GHz. *(41v) as given by (37). The figure also includes a plot
and j - 1. 2. - .40 1. For each pouauoe a, we comipute 'of the normalized standard deviation as computed directly
the autocovaniance from measured data. For a given bardwidth B. so is based

14f on the values of P measured at all frequencies between
R1,(A' Z [P,) [ IP,(~.)-~ (49) !/2 below and B/2 above 335GHz. We observe that the

Nf J. I measurted" normalized standard, deviation is close to the
and he An cofficentcurve calculated using the theoretical expression ror
and he ~ ioncoeficiet eAP) given by (37) and that using the expenmental func-

p,(Aa')(5R(A) tion P. (a.).
M P ,(0) (5) To provide a simple for~nuls for estimatinig spi B IP

where k is the displacement index. N, - 401 -k. Au - Ar
0.003k (GHz). and P is the mean value of P, (,, ) aver- r I-F for B au
aged over both i and j. The correlation coefficient is corn- P 7O _
puted for integer values of k from 0 to 200. corresponding I.forB8 S -1,,
to a range of As', from 0 to I GHz. Once this process has wit v ee~dt ~oicago i oteJI
been -:ompleted for each position i. the correlation func- t r eee opoicago i otel(

tion p, (AP') is averaged outr all a to obtain a better esi process led to
mate of is frequency spectrum. This, the measured cor- Ar; - 1381D. (in rnegahertzi
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and is shown graphically in Fig. I5. In the above expres. been designed to operate in a bistatic mode as well r:
sitns. 8 is in megahertz and D (the slan'-ra.,ge resolution Bistamuc scattenng measurements were made for se%erjl
defined in Fig. 9) is in fneters. sand and gravel surfaces using the arrangemnent shown in

Ti,ese formulas, which provide an excellent fit to the Fig. 16. Details of the results and their significance are
measured normalized standard deviation for N z 2. in. given elsewhere (251I. our present interest pertains to the
dicate that the effective decorrelation bandwidth is ap- vanability of the bistatical'y scattered signal only More-
proximately equal to the theoreyical value predicted by o~ver. we sthall limit the discussion to a typical example
(38y In one of the bistauc scattenng experiments. the re-

V1 RSULT OFTHE ISTAIC C~rTmNGceived power was measured at many azimuth anale-, o
VI ESU~sOF SERV ATI S C~T R ranging between 10' and 180* for fixed and equal, le

Qssimv~ro"4sof the incidence angle 9, and scattered elevation angic
The swatternmeter system that was used to .acquire the namely 9, - 9, - 66'. The configuration with - =

bat.kst;Atering diatA reported fii the preceding .ection had corresponds to ihe %pecular case At ea, h .'nizie
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was found to be only 0.015. This result is analogous with
the backacattering result for the normal incidence case (see
(48) and Table l1).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

at DM 000" "timThis paper has shown that the Rayleigh fading model
alloist 0* IO' . 1"is indeed appropriate for characterizing the fluctuat:on
VI~M 50 I sainstics associated with radar scattenng from terrain.

provided the target's properties satisfy the model's un-
at6 * derlying assumption.%. One of these properties is ,patiai

a 0 9 o li i 0 uniformity. If the terrain target is an asp~halt surface.
A4111IN11111 000snow-covered Bround. or a grass surface. the Rayleigh

F,% Il Siandard-deviation ic nean ratio versus the azmuth angle for it model gives results in good agreem:nt with experimental
ti,latICic scaterng mealuremefi, (or smotmh sand Each dat pointis a bservations at 35 GHz for both backu~attering and bi-
bae on m'easuretli Of ii) spatial posiloma (roaintsi static scattering. When frequency averaging is used to re-

d-ice the variability of the radar return. however, the for-
received power was measured for 10 independent (non- mulations based on the RiAyleigh model p-ovde a good
overlapping) footprnta on the tariet surface. This was ac- estimate of the improvement prowided b) frequency av-
compb ' .,d by parhaily rofiting the target platform be- eraging.
tween su% cessive meisurements. In each cas the reccrded
power was the received po-ver averaged over the 34-36 RFFEIENCES
GHz band.(1Wese'Ne otow tnotr.Srtlld M G4dC

Fig. 17 presents a lto safnto o . At IlWbt. toIgwOscoue 5rnei.AGddC
,: pot o spl as funtionMemamn Pub Co . i105, is411

each value of 0. p.and P were calculated using the 10 (21 Rt L. Frel Toreecommwtaaao TIWA~.Isjto* Handbc't New
observations described above. Except for the near-spit,- York Wiley, 1975. pp 197-198

uli dretins(~a 1(Y. ~w nrmlizd tadad e- 131 F T Uiaby, ft K Moore.and A K Fung. Wi~aeR-r Sens
ulardiretion (.oa 10* ) thenormlizd stndar de- iA5 Active and PiUsi'.. Vats, 1-11I Reding. MA Addison Voes.

viation exhibited an approximately constant value of 0 2 Iev Atmech House 1911i- l"I
The equivalent total number of independent samples is N 14 F T Liaby, F K . e 8 ansctv and T H LA "

turai ntormatio" SAR images IEEE rwmf.. .

0 I 22 25 Thus. frequency w-ernging Provides SEfoovt vol GE :4, no Z.pit 235-:45 198
aubout 2 5 independent sampies per spatial sample The III I S Zeleits.v C'Omnsis of conulijut in, J-.. "
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Extinction Behavior of Dry Snow in the 18- to 90-
GHz Range

MARTT T HALLIKAINEr#. SE-41OR M.EMB8ER. IEEE. FAWWAZ T. LLABt. FELLOW. IEEE. k'.'
TAHERA EMILIE VAN DEVENTER

4k~~u-Tha eatimction properties of several dry mo~w typ e re microwave sensors for snow measurements will be rz-
examniged in the Is- to SO-riz ramp. The sno types trage tVrm tnieval of the water equivalent of dry snow cover. high-
fwip fallen Snow eotom thesnw. UAn the dimay a" moun Vials
size varied from 0.17 to 0.J9 j/'cm' end frm. o 1.6 man rese frequency data on the dielectric and scaterng loss of dry
tiv*i7. From mNemaat of the trmmkaaom iWe a & fatono snow are needed.

umietickmns at a tapntr ot - ISIC. th eirtactlea co.tifti The total loss of dry snow is expressed by the extinction
a"d the surfact scattering to"e (due to sarface usulahm At the froft coeffcient. which includes both absorption loss and scat-
and back surfuce of the snow sabi w~fl 6oUwtifled for owk SOw tering loss,. At low microwave frequencies (snow-particle
type. The sipeatanenal vaiues were compareag ais thiekgca ro-
sulu computed according to the strong mnciatime t~iory. Itsno pm* size is much smaller than the wavelength) absorption is
good aqfemet with the experimetail da as obaie 0 1,. !, sai the primary loss process, whereas at high microwave and
60G4Z when the grain sin need I& ibe theivretcal calculathlon Am all limeterwave frequencies (snow-particle size is of
Chose to be slio)ty aaalr dian the obserwed mnew-prtick sia* the same order of miagnitude as wavelenbh) scattering
H4owever. the eahttaciee cUUJkeA of ta, t-raned refrosee saew as dominates over absorption. According to Mie theory cal-
predicted by the strong 11ectuatiee tbsey is awls larg at IN GHs uain o nwpril ihadaee fImntan the vlues d terminied se rtustaly. The Ultimatum to an uaonwora~ atcl ihadamtro m
one "bad eat increase onl G1I, wM imasf tep i is scattering dominates at frequencies above 15 GHz [141~.
the - 35to - VC rag.. Few experimental investigations on the attenuation of

dry sniow have been reported at millimeter wave frequen-
cies [2). (7J. (151, (161. The snow parameters were not

I. INTRtODUCTION documented in a daled manner to allow *he derivation

T HE FEASIBILITY of microwave radometers and ra- of any quantiLitive expressions for the extinction coeffi-
dasto provide inforimation on seasonal snow cover Cient and the susfac loss as a function of snow properties.

has been evaluated in several experimental programs, in- In the preent '!vestigation. the extinction coefficient
cluding both ground-based [11-171 and satellite I&I-1101 and the surface loss, for teveral. snov. types were obtained
investigations. Recently, the frequency range of the ex. from trmnsmissioo-loss measurments of snow slabs as a
penimental programs has been extended to 90 op.z 131, function of sample thicknes . The effects of frequency.
(41. (71. However. tc basic tools to iterpriu the reut snow-particle size, snow metamorphism. and temperature
from those measurements, namely the diele adctric a ".sar wene invesdipa" in a detailed manner. The expenmenw~~
tering properties of snow. arm wit iknt via rth adequate reults were comed with throreutcai values obtained
accuracy. At present. experimental micro*ave dielectric from the suros fluctution tileory [171. Recent evalua-
data combined with verified dielectriC models (the ma tions of this theory suggest that it can be applied to cal-
and imaginary parn %f the comsplex dielectric constant e, cilate the effective dielectric constant and the extinction
= # - je.) are available as follows: e; - je; for wet coefficient of snov, as well as the brightness temperature

snow and et for dry snow at frequencies up to 37 GHz of snow-covered terrai (181.
[Il11. and e; for dry swo- at frequenrcies up to 13 GHz
1121.1j13 1. U sing a ndiomc tecftuque. ,*' was recently I]. TRAmsissioiii MODEL FRe SNOW SLAB
measured up to 94 GHsz for two snow densities by elimi- Th folwn discussion concerining the transmissi'n
nating the effect of scaring [7). The temperature depen-oa lw avthugasabfscnrsismny
decresonfe;mp erture.lSncerea ofte; pnrary wishsIof based on a representation available in the literature [P?1creaingtemeraure.Sine oe o thapetazyuse ofSince a detailed derivation of an approximate solution to

tht problem has been given previously 1201. only a br'ef
Manaunp eci,e )anar 22. W.5 rud!.0y 10. 1907 1,%" aork discussion is included in this paper.

AA2-8U-0: 1upfr4 J b ieAi7Pesc ~nma~rCe~ h geometry of the pr, blem is depicted in Fig I The

%.4 T HaNiamii,ki *it ci t* Hitiamak Uniwemy of Tecimnotogy. Ratijo total intensity incident on the slab is denoted b-, I ,',=
Laboratory' OUakunm IA. 01150 Espyo Fi~i to. The intetuiry trainemirted through the air- .no-& ntct-

F T Liab7 sied T yeva Devir'i e withet tan Unitversity 42 fc i edcd yT.t..Frselpwe ra'msr.-?
sam Radaon Labortory. Ann Abfr '41 49109 fc srdcdb .ti.Fenlpwrinmsir',i

IEEE iWg Nuber 1'1646 ficient. and by S. a surface roughness factor-lat j,

0l96-2892'187'O60-737SOl 00 -c" 1987 IEEE
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F!g Transmission oi electromagnetic wave through a slab of scatterers.

346 72 k'.
for scattenng by a nonspecular surface. Thus

(0) - Io7 . ( 1 ) nhtTnl9$
Fig. 2. Poiof the Iransmlssion loss.

A relatively simple model for S that has been used in con-
nection with soil-surface scavering [21) takes the form

S~ - exp[(-(2ks)' (2) the dominant contmbutor to I and (9) may be approxi-
mated as

where k0 = 2t/Xo and f is the effective rms height of the L(dB) a L,(dB) + 434,,d 110O
surface fluctuation. In practice, this model is reasonably
adequate, although the value of s needed to match exper. where L,(dB) - 34.72kl 2 is the loss factor atmbuted to
imental data usually is smaller than the measured rms surface roughness at the two slab boundaries. For a large
height of the surface. Combining (1) and (2) leads to slab thickness such that exp ( -,€,d ) << q(exp ( -%d

I(0' I0 T exp (2...IzL.'.1  (3) - exp (- ,.d ) 1, the incoherent intensity modified by q
becomes the only significant remaining component of the

In the snow medium, the total intensity consists of A original incident power, and (9) may be approximated as
coherent component 1, and an incoherent component , LW(d) a L,(dB) - 10 log q + 4.34xd. ( I I )

/() - '(z) + 1(z). (4) Thus, because of multiple scattering, the rate of attenua-

The coherent intensity attenuates due to both absorption tion for prpagation through a thick sample becomes pro-
and scattering portional x. rather than x, beouse the loss due to scat-

(5) tering is approximately equal to de generation of
1'(z) = A(0") e-" () mbere ineit by scattering.

where the extinction coefficient x, is the sum of the ab- According to the preceding model, if we measure the
sorption coefficient i, and the scattering coefficient A, transmission-los factor L(dB) as a function of the slab

tickess d. the following four parameters can !.- deter-
+ . (6) ed: 1) the extinction coefficient a, (from Slope I in

The forward-scattered incoherent intensity ia given by Fig. 2). 2) the absorption coefficient it (from Slope 2 in
lshimaru [20. pp. 268-2741. assuming that the wanen Fig. 2). 3) the effective rms height of the surface s ( from
is mostly concentrated in the forward direction, u L,). and 4) the parimeter q (from the absolute le'el of the

M10 = /(0")40'  - ' (7) curve).
Equation ( 11) was not used to determine ,. in the pres-

where q represents the fraction of the totad scathred power eat investigation. Thui would have required the measure-
intercepted by the beam angle of the receiving antenna. ment system to be able to measure transmission losses as
The total power transmied across the boundary at z - d high asa hots 70 dB. Hence. the accuracy of (0 1P couit
is am be evaluated either. It is relevant to note that the tota

attenuation of tree foliage (observed range: I I to SO iB
I(d") - i(da) s b, : fod to follow a behavior siirular to that ,

W for-S'[e
"
4

a + q( 1 '"d - e'" )]. (8) in Fig. 2 1221.

The loss factor L(dB) is defined as [I. EXPEJUMENTAL ARstANGEMENT

L dl -1 Io (d) A. Snow Sa'vitplesL(dB) - -tO o j All snow measurements were conduc:d under j''r:

tory conditions at the RFdio Laboratory. Helsrki L 1
- 34.72k ' - 10 log (e-' versiy of Tech ology. The snow saniples were .

4- T' a 1. (9) from natura snow cover. including both the : -

botom layers. Extreme care was taken not to I
For a small slab thickness d such that exp ( -x,d) >> structure of the samples The extra sno, ir.-
q Iexp i -,oJ ) - exp ( -5,, )1, the coherent intensity is tial sample (diameter 38 cm. maximur- 1(ii, b,. .
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TABLE I
PIROP9e1TES OF S-40W SAMPLES

%0. lit* 'list% - l4g.-vt Surface %*It- Vlusoee" OenSlty 31oi.ctric cooet
1196s1 Soolvoic AW Grain Rouq0.mo15 f14 jit Can unt

SiZ4 (MI !401 :'tIlos flics at 10 r.41

C* 'e3 oo. ':a 1.. 3.17Ran 1.31 .non- Oi snow
-Io. *04 "n ~ s 3 'o. 140-0 1.194 1.34 loi'ft l all .A.
-0'0. :40'4 3 4- 40-0 eoi .7 139 '4"1Iy 0$1* I R

4 no. :5 see 3 %One Ron* 0.322 1.58 4198-dili. S-day al %o
5 wa'vt. '*a 0e 1.* on. %a"* 0.27 1.52
5 'c. :Z -lid!@ .9 3 o0t@4 "one 1.2611 1.49 Separate 1,4.6

. ..en :a4041a *so 11.4 3 Rome "Ate 0.235 1.&1 Nowl falls" n o
R "lr1 21 "if latton 1.3 1 "As. con 0.1S 1.51

; 'e4'1? 79 **at- I VON "o. 0.311 1.711 w.i %aw
3 %4"C" 29 "41 sottow :.3 1. on* 11o"41 0.7 1.50 Saga'ato ,41-'s
It ;Sr, ' ise 1.3 2 .o 1 Sa Sms 0.107 1.81:z.Z 411 SeC 1. 3 S400 Sm 0.104 1.41
13 W~vit 11 mL 0 1.3t ~ 1- to 3 Rome 41o041 0.Z93 L.54
:4 Aorl) 13 ?'ce 1.s 2 to 3 Sml so" 0.34S 1.84
:5 Agri, 13 ""Idle 1-I I to 2 "4W "Anl 0.332 1.83
18 Agri, If Sottan 1.1 1 to Z No, o"* 0.361 1.7, Seogaat. ;ralms; -o cot-uoys i'.Ccl'O

1-$ 2g~ to lo . 4 sm Sm 0.390 1.79
to &or', 3a Near s. 1.8 2 to I So..r~1 Sam 0.151 1.68
19 % P'C' ft8 10f' !06 111.4 0 None soft 0.280 1.43 hcoat,84 1 4 away #" '00. 7
20 %C14'C 29 404f lotal 1j I mone mon. 0.771 1.84 Acquired I a #.4y fro 40. 13
21 Agri) 7 ?eC 1.3 2 to I Smal sm" 0.311 1.84 Acquired 1 * away ftin "a. 11
72 April 13 Too 1.1 2 to 3 smf smn 0.350 I.81 AcaWI't4 I a away from. o. 4
23 April 17 '00 1.5 Z to 4 some Soam 0.31 1.72 Acqueir" I a AN47 F-011 No. 17

Samples I to 1S werm measaad as a fuacm of sample Iticklies and samples 19 to 23 a a functbou of temperature.

was removed, the upper surface was smoothed with a B. Measurement Procedure
straight edge. and the sample holder was placed upside The transmission loss for cases I to 18 (Table 1) was
down on top of the sample. the sample was then cut, measured at 10. 18. 35. 60. and 90 GHz using free-space
turned right-side up, and its lowrer surface was smoothed. tasission systems. In free-space transmission neia-

A total of 23 snow samples were acquired between Reb- surements, a sample is placed between the transmitting
ruary 5 and April 30. 1985 (Table I). Samples I to 19 and receiving antennas and an electrorragnetic plane wave
were used to determine the extinction coefficient nd sur is transmitted throgh the spimple. 1The use of the free-
face loss for different snow types at - 150C, whereas spae technique for dielectric measurements is discussed
samples 19 to 23 were used to investigate the temperature in (231 an (11. In Wition. the phase shift due tu .

dependence of the extinction coefficient. The samples ac sample was measured at 10 0Hz for each sample thick-
quired in February were new snow. whereas those ac- ams to prvide @;. Since e; and the dry snow density o are
oluired in late March and April were infrozen snow. The related (111 by
melt-freeze period (warm days. cold nights) in late March
and April was exceptionally long in 1935. lallowing the ,;-I + 1. 90 1
development ot a thick crust layer on the snow surface.
Consequently, the samples acquireid even from the top- in the miwwave range, the measured e; can be used to
most snow layers in April were reasonably homogeneous verify the density values
in terms of grain size and density. which is not the case Aftercomplaiing "I ement in the 10- to 90-GHz
during a nonm&! winter, ag each sample was cu, thinner and the measurement

The density of a sample was detemined from its vol-. procedure was repeate. The manimum sample thickness
ume and mass. For cassit I t 8inTab#A . these pra - used inthis invstipuoumwas 1.5cm. For cases 19 to 3.
eters were determineid for every thickwu of each snow the ranssiuao loss at each frequency was measured as
sample in order to check for density variions. The den- a hunctione of temperature in the - 35 to - I1C range. The
sity range among all the samiples was 0. 17 to 0.39 g/cm3. samipts thicws in each case was 10 cia. The first set of

The average grain size anid the surflace roughness were measuemew was made at -35'C; that temperature then
determined from photoraphs taken with a macro lens. wus increaised to the next desired value and the measure-
For photographs, small samples of each snow type were menus wene repeated4. Onc, temperature step per day was
placed one~ glass plate eqaipped with a millimeter scale. used to guarantee stabilLAtion of the temperature within
It is emphisized that, although extreme care was taken to the sample. In order to avoid damage t-. the sample .ur-
provide accurate grain-size estimates, the absokate values faces in the environmenital chamober (from air blo'A en.
may have a bias. However, it is believed that the relative etc.). the styrofoem sample holder was always col-ered
accuracy of the grain-size estimates is good. For non- with a styrofoam lid.
spherical snow particles, the niean grain diameter esti- Upon completion oft :,.c transmission,-loss rnlel.u'e-
mate iii based on volume. In case of clustering, the par- ments at - i *C three -f the samples were coo'if! I...~
ricle-size estimate is for individual crystals. to - 15 C and the tranusmission loss was me nu c
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sample thicknesses of 7. 5. 3. and 1.5 cm. This allowed range of the sample thickness. This would have required
the loss behavior for each snow type to be ccmpared with the measurement system to be able to measure transmis-
that of the neighbonng sample (see Table i). For exam- sion losses as high as about 70 dB. The maximum loss
pie, sample nos. 7 and 19-were acquired simultanenusly the present free-space system at 90 GHz can measure is
from the same place (I n apart) and depth. 5 dB.

Durng the measurements, the samples were handled The temperature dependence of the transmission toss
and stored at - 15*C. The sample holder and the lid (both was observed to be negligible in the -35 to - IOC range
made of styrofoam) provided the necessary thermal in- (cases 19 to 23 in Table 1). Between - 10 and - I°C the
sulation dunng the measurement (the free-space transmis- experimental loss increases with increasing temperature.
sion systems were at, room temperature). The measured loss values are compared with theoretical

The distance between the transmitting and receiving an- results from the strong fluctuation theory in Section V.
tennas vaned from 60 cm (60 GHz) to 75 cm (90 GHz).
Hon antennas were employed in all free-space systems. S. Exiinction Coefficient and Surface Loss

The maximum loss that the measurement system could The extinction coefficient and the surface loss were de-
handle was about 55 dB at 90 GHz. 47 dB at 60 GHz. and termined for each case by fitting a straight line to the mea-
40 dB at 35 and 18 GHz. Since the transmission loss of sured transmission loss. For snow types exhibiting a
snow samples increases with increasing frequency, the quasi-linear relationship between L and d. all the data
sample thickness was limited by the maximum loss that points were used. This was the case for practically all 18-
the 90- and 60-GHz systems could measure. and 35-GHz results and low-loss types at 60 and 90 GHz.

For snow types exhibiting a nonlinear variation between
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RzsULTS L and d. only the data points failing on the first linear part

of the curve (see Fig. 2) were employed. Typically. the
A. Transmission Loss number of data points used in that case was three. The

Due to the structural variations within each snow sam- intercept of the straight line gives the surface loss factor
ple. the transmission loss was found to depend substan- L, (in decibels).
tially (the largest observed variation was :t5 dB for an The values of the extinction coefficient and the surface
average loss of 50 dB) on the location of the sample be- loss factor determined using the above procedure are listed
tween the transmitting and receiving antennas. Conse- in Table [I. For convenience, the values are given in dec-
quendy. the loss at each frequency was measured as a ibels instead of nepers. To convert decibels to nepers. the
function of the sample location. The sample was moved values must be divided by 4.34.
systematically both across (to some extent) and in the di- It is evident from Table I1 that both the extinction coef-
rection of power propagation; the loss was recorded using ftciem and the surface loss factor exhibit strong vanations
a pen recorder. The loss value used in this paper for a with snow type. For newly fallen snow, the extinction
given snow sample is the average value of the recorded coeffcient at 90 GHz is only 10 to 20 dB/m. compared
signal. The results of the transmission-loss meas menu| to -400 dB/m for some samples oi refrozen snot
for different sample thicknesses are given in Fig. 3. The The following empirical expressions were developed to
sample numbers refer to those in Table 1. giving the tern- relate io (in decibels per meAer) to the observed snow-
poral order of measurements. The precision of the results particle dianetr do:
in Fig. 3 is estimated to be *0.3 dB for the lowest values

-l dB)and ± 2dforthehigbtvsahu(-5OdB)" = 1.5+744o; in decibe permeter at 10Hz
The measured loss values at 10 GHz an practically zero 13a)
for all samples; hence, they am not shown. i

The main observations from Fig. 3 anr: 1) the muns- g,- 30d.'t in decibels per r.ter at 35 GHz
mission loss increases with incmaing frequency and in- 1 3b)
creasin grain size (we Table 1). 2) the loss depends lin-
early on sample thickness at 18 and 35 GHz; at 60 and 90 it. - I800; in decibels per meter at 60 GHz
GHz the nonlineariyt of th relationship increass with 13c
increasing snow-particle size, 3) the surface loss factor L,
(estimated by extrapolating the transmission loss down to
zero sample thickness) is, in most cue. negligible at IS x. - 3004 .; in decL,,.,s per meter at 90 GHz.

and 35 GHz. but it may be as large as 20 dB at 60 and 90 1 13d i
GHz for refrozen snow.

Companison of the experimental results shown in Fig. The observed paiucle diameter do is in millimeters

3 with the model behavior in Fig. 2 indicates that slope I Equatons (13a) to (13c) can be combined into a ,ingle

(extinction coeffic'-nt) can be estimated easily fom the equauoG of the form
data in Fig. 3. but that is not the case for slope 2 (absorp- 0.0018fzdo0;
tion coefficient). In order to obtin the ahsormton coetfi-
cient. the measurements should extend over a much larger in decibels per meter for IS-S) H ' .
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In (14). f is in gigahertz and d is in mllimeters. Equa- between the observed (Table 1) and calcul -d ,$g. 4)
tlor (14) holds for particle sizes below 1.6 mm in fhe 18- values forthe surface roughness shows that i.,. calculated
to 60-GHz range. For 90 GHz. (13d) should be used in- values am much smaller.
stead. The surfae loss at 90 and 60 GHz was observed to be

From the surface loss values in Table L1. the effoctive negligible for new snow and to increase linearly with in-
rms height was calculated from creaing observed rin size for reftien snow types

__ ,, (90 GHz)

a = (35) dB. for d < 06mm 1• i0 171
where L, is the surface loss in decibels an k is the weve -10.87 + 18.63d4 fix do z 0.6 mm
number in free space. The experimenal surce loss val.
ues at 60 GHz are compared with those at 90 GHz in Fig. 4, (60 GHz)
4(a). and the corresponding effectve rms heights ae com- '0dB fordo < 0.7mm
pared in Fig. 1(b). The effective nu heights at the two ( 81
frequencies are strongly correlatd (R - 0.863) with C,-6.86 + 10.27d4, fordo z 0.7 mm

Yw - 0.019 + 0.958sa (in millimetes) (16) V. COMPARISON OP ExPEIUMENTAL A-O THEOIRET1CkL

*here xr and sj am the rms heights at 60 and 90 GHz. RESULTS

respectively This rlationship is very close to -ao sIo, The strong fluctuation theory was applied s'. Sr,r
which is what the model in (2) would predict. Comparison [17. [18 to calculate the effcctive complex Jectc
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SURFACE LOSS 60 GHz vs. 90 GHz

£ / SURFACE ROUGHNESS (R. 0.863)

-. 4 a

a
$ a 20 2540es

IIS

11) AM M4 C~~pnii fttv uf#Mgns aues, 1)

at ' v90 G S =0
' 3 5:s :

Fi 8 . 4 Comlrsof f (a) eipeimental suttee ;oea voalue ifrom Table
I)). an (b) cof',spoadui ef'ective surface svughnea values (from I1iS)
a: 60 and 90 GHz.

TABLE a
EXPUMINITAL ExyTNicmnoN C01MCIRT AND SIRFACE SCATTIRGis LOs

Poit Ds Ir Spmov Tyro

Smle Eatlnction CoefflicieAt Surface Scatteln LOSSqe. ,(dq/*) L11ldl
16 Go 3S !iz 60 GO 90 Goa IsCH IS 01 60 4iz *A oi

1 2.2 2.3 5.1 10.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0
2 4.3 1.3 32.l 106.1 0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.21 4.9 13.1 43.3 175.6 0.3 0.1 .. 3 0.4.
4 1.6 2.9 7.9l 1.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.21.4 1.1 .0 4. 0.0 0 2 0.6 .0.1
6 4.2 10.1 67.6 3.8 -0.1 0.0 3.6 3.6
F .9 2.1 Z2. 5 36.4 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
a 6.4 26.4 144.1 31.8 -.'I.* 0.1 2.2 0.1
I 10.2 36.6 241.2 0.0 -0.3 -0.7 2.6 '.1t0 4.7 14.2 1,73, 136.3 0.o 0.1 -0.3 0.8
It Z1.2 42.9 26#.9 t41.9 -0.2 1.4 23.3 24.0
12 19.0 44.Y 3.0 437.S -0.9 0.2 10.6 16.9
13 16.1 14.5 ]13.4 471.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.1 7.9
14 29.2 96.1 414.7 416.7 0.4 0.6 S.S 13.s
is IM3. 4. 161.4 3611.9 -0.3 -0.4 6.0 22.5
I 6.0 23.0 242.6 6.7 -0.1 -0.2 3.1 7.2
1? 25.4 P6.3 3 3. 6 3.4 2.6 3.2 14.4 19.1
is 22.3 106.4 44.9 3.1 -0.3 .1.6 3.9 M.0

constant of dry snow e, using a exponential correLation sorption coeffcient
function with a coreLation length given by

1 a 1(l - v,) d (19) In order to calculate e, we need to know e,. the quasi-

where V, is the volume fraction of ice in the snow and d Pax value of the delectrc constant of dry snow The
is the average grain diameter (181. The as umpion of an aeal pan of e, has been observed to follow (12) in the I
exponential correlation function is supported by experi- t 37-Qtl n;e. Since a' for ice is practically onst.n'
mental data aiscussed in [24). The formulation (181 for i the I- to 100-GHz rane (251, (12) can be assumed tc
the effective dielectic constant t, accounts for both sc bold in the I- to l00-GHz range also. For f,'. ho ,e'.erexeheena damciv deelist onlym for frequncie for,- 0GHs7t
tering and absorption by the ice panicles, in the snow me exeiimeaJ data exua only for frequencies bemoe - GH
dium. The extinction coefficient can be obtaincd readily (121. For the purposes of this paper. we shall adopt ,ht
fmm following mixing model f141:

., - .4roM (e. ,)I 1  (209) e3ve .,-(2e I
The expression in .20a) is analogous to that for the ab- +2e;)(E' *-e
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101 Because the assumption of no correlation between the
rempratre .5"tsnow density and the average grain size is not realistic, a

0.'O 300 g/tin regression analysis between the measured densities and
10, O]Si0i6- :6d estimated grain sizes in the present data was performed

C resulting in
102 ~:~D-0. 159 + O.136do (22)

-- - - wherep is the density in grams per cubic centimeters and
9 10 .0 d is the observed grain size in millimeters. Fi g. 5 shows

0. theoretical x, values for both p - 0.3 g/cm3 and for a
05I from (22). The effect of density on it, is significant only

for small particle siz.-s. For comparison. Fig. 6 sho%%s the
.4 absorption coefficient for snow. calculated from (20b) and

of 
( 1)

0 0 4 60 00 10Comparison of Fig. 5 with Fig. 6 indicates that at 35.
Frequency IGHzI 60. and 90 GHz, the scattering coefficient (t, - t - ,

Fig S. Theoreiical extinction coeffcient for dry snow. with snow density is much larger than the absorption coefficient for all re-
o and gri sueC d as paniffeters. alistic grain sizes. At 18 GHz. absorption and scattering

losses are comparable in magnitude for small-grained
10' snow.

Tempeature-15tIn order to compare values of x, from the strong fluc-
tuation theory with the experimental data, theoretical val-

S uts were computed for the 18 snow types. In each case.
I . the snow density was kept constant, and the grain size was

10treated aafreparameter whose value was chosen such
i t Dnsitythat it gave a theoretical extinction coefficient equal to the

Wg(/ctI measured value. By repeating this for each of the 18 snow
- 05-

OA- types, a set of model-derived grain sizes was obtained at
16 01Z each frequency.

________02______ Fig. 7 is a scatter diagram of d,, the model-derived
010 20 (4o 60 so ogrmn sizes. versus the observed grain sizes do. The model-

Frequency lGimzl derived values at IS80Hz are larger and those at 35. 60.
Fig 6 Calculated absorpucei coefici.u for dry sees wti saawss a.my and 90 GHz are smaller than the observed values. The

as a uwrlinear expressions shown un Fig. 7 are given by

d,0 -4 0.26 + 0.91dat 18 GHz (23a)

-SO I qALine d, -- 0. 15 + 0.82d4at35 G1L 23b)
~ 6016 /

90MZ 0Gft d,--0. 15 +0.83dat 60 Hz (230

a Z.-0.11 + 0.67d4,

do as for d s 0.9 mm. at 90 Hz 2d
So s 0' 0.1 +018do.3d

for do>0.9 mm, a 90 GHz.

00 ............ A-The slopes of the linear equations at 18. 35. and 6C
0.0 0as 10 1.5 10 GHz in (11~) an reasonably close to 1. The experimental

Observvd Size I=) values of;g at 180GHz may be biased, due to the lo'
Fig 7 Theoftncai optiasated sas grati disisn ae a liague.i olf ob. values of the Unnsmissiooi loss L (mostly below I dB

served snow Wicie sine. wiih fseiqmy a a p even for thick snow samples. ft is remarkable thai the
expmusmoe for 4, at 35 arid 600GHz are almost iiientical

where ;j, is the volume fraction of ice in the snow medium This, combined with the -imlar slope at I1SGHz. strongl ,
and subscripts j and i refer to snow and ice, respectively. suuemt that the smog fluctuawin theory Pro'.Ides rea
Data for fe as a function of frequency anid temperature sonably accurate results in the 18- to 6G-GHz ranee ?'c
were okained from ( 13 1. all realistic grain sizei, and alw at 900GHz tor gfrt- '1e

Fig. 5 shows plots of a, that werr computed using (20a) smaller than 0.9 mm.
after computing e, using the formulation given in (181. At the present time, we do not have a qoijX% ! J't 11I
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for the observed departure of th~e 90-0 Hz results for re- 1
frozen snow (do > 0.9 mm) This behavicr may be due Frequency: 350GHz
to the fact that at 90 GHz the wavelength in ice is about 10 -a- Measured L.
1.8 mm. which is compatable in size to the ice particles Theoretica~l K,

in refrozen snow such a condition is conducive to re~o- ., re I" KInant scattering and absorption. ;40
The following method was used to obtain an esia0

to the temperature dependence of the extinction coeffi- a
cient from the measured tranimission- loss values in theFeq nc:60H

- 35 to - Il'C range.- It is assumed that the si~rface scat- Frqeny 10G~
tering loss does notdikpend on temperature. This assump- CU

constant and the measured e; for each case (19 to 23) was
found to vary only ± 0. 01 between - 35 and - 1 *C. Fur- '

ther. it is assumed that the surface scattering loss for each 0~.......
case is equal to that measured for its neighboring sample. ~ 1
For example. samples 19 and 7 wert acquiired from the 0) Frequency: 90 GHz
samnearea( I m apart) and from the same depth (Table 1). w 10 -...*..measured L, .

Hence, the surface scattering loss can be subtracted from -Theoretical K, ...

the volume effects only
L, - L- L(in decibei,; (24) 0 -

In (24). L and 4, are the experimental transmission loss -20 -15 -10 -S0
and the surface scattering los, respectively. Although .L, Temperature (*C)
divided by the sample thickness is equal to the extinction Fig. 8. Sn annamnom u a frActaon or temperature. wit - :o*C is
coefficient only when the data point is located on Slope I refertrix potat. Expeieiai dame: average values for snow types 19 to
in Fig. 2. the temperature behavior of L, should give a 23 (Table 0.

reasonably good estimate for that of iv,
L, for cases 19 to 23 was calculated from (24) for each loss factor wus observed to be highly correlated with grain

temperature used in the experiment. Since the values for size.
- 35 and - 20*C were practically the same for each case, The measured values of the experimental extinction
the value observed for -20*C is used as a reference. The coefficient were compared with theoretical values ob-
observed average increase from L at -200C is depicteid tained using strong fluctuation theory. By matching the
for 35. 60. and 90 GHz in Fig. S. The experimental val- theoretical values (with grain size as a free parameter) to
ues are slightly smaller than the theoretical behavior ob- th~e measured valueo. in each of the 18 cases. a set of
tained from (20). model-derived grin sizes was obtained for each fre-

The present theoretica and experimental values in Fig. quency. In gene-ral. the aodel-deniied grain sizes are
8 are substantially smaller than the experimental increase slightly smaller than the observed ones. It is emphasized
of 100 percent reported for Lat 35 GHz in (151. that. Plthough the absolute accuracy of the observed grain

sizes is difficult to establish. their relative accuracy is be-
Vt. CONtCLUSIONS lieved to be good. baseid on macro photographs of each

snow type. Good agreement betwicn 1) the model-de-
The extinction coefficient and the surface loss facor for rived grain sizes at 35 and 60 0Hz. 2) the slopes of the

18 dry snow types. ranging frow newly fallen snow to tDOdcl-derived grain size versus observed grain size at all
refrozen snow. wet, measured in the I$- to 90.0Hz maage. frequencies (only nonmetamocrphosed snow at 90 GHz v
The experimental results indicate that the extincu'-.. coef- and 3) the observed andl calculated temperature depen-
ficient increases rapidi, with incresling fraquency aod in- deuce of the !osa su&Sests that the strong fluctuation the-
creasing average snow-purticle sizao. However, the extinc- ory provides fairly accurate estimates of the extinction
tion coefficient at 90 0Hz exhibit a weaker 4epne coefficiem of dry soo-w at microwave and millimeterwave
on grain suefor snow with grinalpTa n 0.9mm in freqlumoits
diameter than for snow with smaller grsirs. The effiect of EFRNE
temperature was examned in the -35 to - IOC range. EEEC.
only a slisht increase in snow attenuation with increasing IIl A. T. Edeence. A. Sagry. SAW G. Pol. 'NiCrOwav'e Pidomelnc
temperature was observed. The surface lons factor (in- teaengete of lawscks. AMmjetiCe Corp. Mo,:mLC Di'.

cludling toth surface scattering ari reflection loss) was (1El !onw. C.%. Final Rep 128-R4. 1971
('1 Hofer Ivd C %41uler. "Investigation of %no nr'-e- Ifound to be negligible at iS arid 35 GHz and quite !ub- diorrtry in the )- to 6O-mm *AveitnPi reglout

suntial at 60 and 90 GHz. The magrutude of the surface '.oi $5. P 45)-4wO. 1910
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EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT OF DRY SNOW AT MICROWAVE AND 14ILLIMETERWAVE FREQUENCIES

Marttl T. Hallikainen Fawwaz T. Ulaby, T. Emlillie vIan eveite'

Helsinki University of Technology The University of M1cnigan
Radio Laboratory Radiation Laboritory

Otakairi 5 A, 02150 Espoo, Finland Ann Arbor. MI 48109. JSA

Abstract milllmeterwaVe frequencies (snow particle is of
the same order of magnitude as wavelengthi) scat-

The extinction properties of several dry snow tering dominates over absorptior. According to '4ie
types wore examined in the 18 to 90 Q~z range. The theory calculations for a snow particle witm a
snow typos ranged from newly fallen snow to re- diameter of 1 'E scattering dominates at frequen-
frozen snow, and the density I and mean grain size cies above 15 G4i (a].
varied from 0.17 to 0.39 g/cu and from 0.2 no to
1.6 mm, respectively. From measurements of the Few experimental Investigations on the attenlu-
transmission loss as a function of sample thickness ation of dry snow have been reported at millimeter-
at a temperature )f -150C. the extinction coefff- wave frequencies (S.61. However, the snow parame-
dient and the surf~ce scattering loss (due to sur- ters were not docuiriented in a detailed manner to
face roughness at the front and back surfaces of allow the derivation of any quantitative expression
the snow slab) were determined for easch Snow type. for the extinction Coefficient and the surfice
The experimental values were compared against loss as a function of Snow properties.
theoretical results computed according to the
strong fluctuation theory. In general. good agree- In the present investigation, the extinction
sent with the experimental data was obtained at coefficient and the surface loss for several
18. 35, and 60 GHz when the grain size used in the snow types were obtained from transmission loss
theoretical calculations was Chosen to be Slightly measurements of snow slabs as a function of .ample
smaller than the observed snow particle size. How- thickness. The effects of frequency, snow particle
ever, the extinction coefficient of large grained size, snow metamorphism, and temperature *ere
refrozen snow as predicted by the strong fluctu- Investigated In a detailed manner. The expertmen-
ation theory is much larger at 90 0Hz than tie tal results were compared with theoretical values
values determined experimentally. The attenuation obtainied from the strong fluctuation theory "'.
In snow was observed to increase only Slightly with Recent evaluations of this theory suggest that 't
Increasing temperature in the -350C to -10C range. can be applied to calctilate the effective dielec-

tric constant and the extinction coeffizient of
Keywor'ds: Extinction coefffcio't, Snow. Attenuation snow as well as the brightness temperature of

snow-covered terrain.

1. Introduction 2. Transmission Model for Snow Slab

At the present, experimtal microwave dielec- The transmission of a plane wave through a slab
tric data (real a"d immglnary part of the comple . of scatterers has been discussed previously '9.10
dielectric constant a gs -jes') are available The genimetry of the problem is depicted in Figure
as follows: C1'-Jh5  fr wet snow and es' for dry 1. The total Intensity Incident on the slat, is
snow at frequencies up to 37 GHz (1). and e 0for denoted by 1(o') a 1o. The intensity transmittel
dry snow at frequencies up to 13 dh (2.31. The through the air-snow interface is reduced by '.
temperature dependence of es' Is very smll, the Fresnel power transmission coefficient. ario 3y
whereas es; increases with Inc rtasin2 teimperature. S, a surface roulhness factor that accounts for
Since the frequency range of microwave sensors has scattering by a ncn-specular surface. A relatively
been recently extended to 90 GHz, high-frequency simple model for S that has been used in connection
data on the dielectric and scattering loss of dry with soil-surface Scattering [III takes the form
snow are needed. S-op-2o~

The total loss of dry snow Is expressed by the
extinction coefficient, whli , includes both absorp- where ko w 2x/xo and S is the effective -'s re, ;-t
ticn loss and scattering luss. At low microwave of the surface fluctuation. In practice, tnis 'lc:,
frequencies (snow particle size is much smaller is reasonably adequate, although the vaI' .12
than the wavelength) absorption Is the primary needed to match experimental data usually is %-'
lost process, whereas at high microwave and all than the measured rvs height of the surface.
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0- 
1 (0)

Z 0 2.c

d+d -*'3. 72 k'

Figure 1. Transmission of electromagnetic wave Figure 2. Plot of the transmission loss.
through a slab of scatterers

2). (c) effective 9-ns height of the surface s -,
The total power transmitted across the boundary at LS), and (d) the parameter q trom the ioszYjte

z*d is level of the curve). It -. relevant to note trat
,ad d the total attenuation of tree foliag-! nas oeen

1(d4) *IoT 2S 2re ed~q(e'a - e-ted , (2) observed to follow a oeriavior similar to triat
shown in Figu.re 2 r121.

where q represents the fraction of the total
scattered power intercepted by the beam angle of 3. Experimental Arrangement
the receiving antenna, and cthe extinction
coefficient, is the sum of the absorption coef- 3.1 Snow Samples

ficimt & ad te satteingcoeficentcsAll snow measurements were conducted .inde-
C*a *t (3) laboratory conditions at the Radio Laboritory of

the Helsinki University of Technology, 'te snow%
The loss factor L(dB) is defined as samples were acquired from natural snow c:ove,.

+ including both the top and the bottom lafe-s.

L(CB) s -10 log[ 1I 11 Extreme care was taken not to disturb the sc".,c-
1--ro-ture of the samples. A total of 23 snow samples

2 2 * oo~ -d -xde-1cd) "ere acquired between 7ebruary 5 and April 30, 1385
34.72ko s -1lgeCq(e

t aeC 1; (Table 1). The samples acquired in February were
T2 .new snow, whe~reas those acquired in late 4arcm and

T2*1 . (4) April were refrozen snow.

For a small slab thickness d such that exp(- Ced)>> The density of a sample was determined from i's
qrexp(.rad)-exp(-ced) ] the coherent intensity is volume and mass. For cases I to 18 in 7'uole '
t6e domant contributor to I and (4) may be these parameters were determined for every thick-
approximated m ess of each snow sample in order to check for

density variaiions. The density I range among il'
L(dS) I Ls(dB) + 4.34 ited ,() the samples was 0.17 to 0.39 g/cm.

where LS(dB) - 34.72kc 2 s2  is the loss factor The avorage grain size and the surface rougnness
attributed to surface roughness at the two slab were determined from DnotographS taken wit'i a 'iac~o
boundaries. For d large slab thickness such that lens. For pnotographs. smali samples of edcn sn,;
exp(-t Cd) (< q~ex;-(-r4d)-4xp( -red)],. the incoherent type were placed on a glass plate equipped withl a
intensity modified by q becomes the only signifi- .illimeter scale. It is emphasized that. altmou-,n
cant rewmiig component of the original Incident extreme care was taken to provide accurate graii
power, an.' (4) may bw approximated as size estimates, the absolute values may %ave

ZbIas. However, it is believed that the relative
L(d8) ! L-(dB) - 10 log q + 4.34 cad . (6) ,accuracy 0f the grain size estimates is good. -. r

non-Spheri:al snow particles, the mean grain
Thus, because of rmltiple scattering, the rate of diameter estimate is based on volume. In case of
attenuation after propagation through a thick cl-staring. the particle size estimate is f:r
sample boscomes proportional to ra rather than ce Individual crystals.
because V.# loss due to scattering is approxima-
tely equal to the generation of incoherent inter 3.2 Measurement Procedure

sity y sctterig. Te transaissich loss for cases 1 to 13
According to the preceding model, if we measure 1) was measured at 10, 18. 35, 60, ln IC

the transmission loss factor L~dS) as a function using free-space transmission -.ystems. 1
of the slab thickness d, the following four para- space transmission measuiremenits, a sarro' -
meters can be determimed: tal the extinction coef- between tite transmitting and receivl'; '-

ficient to (from Slope 1 in Figure 2), (b) the and an electromagnetic plane wave i i -
absorpt Ion coefficient ea from Slope 2 in F!,..e through the sa"Qle. The use of free-!:3.?
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Table 1. Properties of snow samples. Samples I to 18 were measured as a function of
sample thickness and samples 19 to 23 as a function of temperatL-e.

NO. Oate Oeptn in Observed Surface Melt- Clustering Density Dielectric Coments
11985) Snowoock 4ean Grain Roughness Freeze Constant

Size (nol (m) Cycles (l9/cm )  at 10 GIz

I Feb. S Too 0.2 U NOne None 0.172 1.31 One-cour old snow
Z Feb. IS 4ear 'od 0.5 0 None None 0.194 1.34 Newly fallen snow
I Feb. 15 Nedr To .? 0 None pione 0.217 1 39 Newly fallen snow
4 FeO. m9 Top 3.2 0 None None 0.322 1.58 WInO-driver 5-4ay Old snow
S Me IrC 12 To. 0.3 0 None None 0.277 1.52

er¢c 12 Middle 0.9 0 None None 0.268 1.49 Separate grains
% Mrtn I8 Near Too 0.4 0 None None 0.235 1.41 Newly fallen snow

8 Karch 21 Near Bottom 1.0 1 None None O.21S 1.58
9 wArcn 29 Top 1.0 1 Few None 0.38S 1 " Hard snow
10 mrch 29 Near Bottom 1.0 1 None None 0.276 i.50 Separate grains
1, Ao.-l 7 Top 1.3 2 to 3 Some Some 0.307 1.61
22 April 11 Too 1.2 3 Some Some 0.304 1.61
11 April 11 Near Bottom 1.3 1 to 3 None None 0.293 1.51
'4 Arril 113 Top 1.5 2 to 3 Some Some 0.34S 1.64
IS April 13 414dIt 1.1 1 to 2 Few None 0.332 1.63
:6 April 16 Bottom 1.1 1 to 2 None None 0.361 1.77 Separate grains; no continuous st'jct.re
17 April 17 too 1.5 2 to 4 Some Some 0.390 1.79
18 April 30 enr Top 1.6 2 to 3 Several Some 0.351 1.66
19 amc 18 Near ,..F 0.' 0 None Non@ 0.240 1.43 Acquired 1 a away from NO. 7
20 MSire 29 Near Bottom 1.0 1 Nmn None 0.271 1.46 Acquired I a away from No. 10
21 April 7 TOo 1.3 2 to 3 Some Some 0.311 1.64 Acquired I a away from No. 11
Z2 LOrli 13 Top 1.S 2 to 3 Some Some 0.350 1.68 Acquired I away from NO. 14
23 April 17 Top 1.5 2 to 4 Some Some 0.380 1.72 Acquired I m away from No. 17

for dielectric measurements is discussed in detail measured loss values at 10 GIz are practically zero
in F13]. In addition, the phase shift due to the for all samples; hence, they are not shown.
sample was measured at 10 GIz for each sample
thickness to provi.de cS'. Since cs ' and the dry The main observations from Figure 3 are I) tme
snow density p are riated [1] by transmission loss increases with increasing f-e-

quency and Increasing grain size (see Table 1).
S '  1 * 1.90 (7) (b) the lost depends linearly on sample thickness

at 18 and 35 GIz; at 60 and 90 GHz the nonlinearity
in the microwave range, the measured cs' can be of the relationshi Increases with increasing snnw
used to veri'y the density values, particle size, (c, the surface loss factor LS

(estimated by extrapolating the transmission loss
After completing the Measurement In the 10 to down to zero sampla thickness) i., in most cases,

90 Giz range each sample was cut thinner and the negligible at .8 and 35 GHz, but it may be as large
measurement procedure was repeated. The minimum as 20 d at 60 and 90 0Hz for refrozen snow.
sample thickness used in this investigation was
1.1 cu. During the measurements, the samples were Comparison of the experimental results Shown in
handled and stored at -IS°C. For cases 19 to 23. Figure 3 with the model behavior in Figure 2 indi-
the transmission loss at each frequency was meas- cetes that Slope 1 (extinction coefficiqnt) can
ured as a ftnction of te'mperature in the -350C be easily estimated from the data in Figure 1.
to b10C rarige. The sample thickness in each case but that Is not the case for Slope 2 (aosorption
was 10 -a. The first set of measurements was made coefficient). In order to obtain the absorption
at -3SQC; the temperature was then, increased to coefficient, the measurements should extet;d over 3
the next desired value and the easurement; wore Much larger range of sample thickness. This wouli
repeated. have required the measurement system to be able to

measure transmission losses as high as about 70 18.
The sample holder and the lid (both made of The maximu loss the present free-space system at

styrofoam) provided the necessary thermal insula- 90 GHz can measure Is SS S.
tion during the measurement (the fret-space trAns-
mission systems were at room temperature). The temperature dependence of the transmission

loss was observed to be tegligiile in the -350C to
4. Experimental Results -100C range (cases 19 to 23 in Table I). Between

-10C and -10C the experlxiental loss increases wit'i
4.1 Transmission Loss increasing temperature. The measured loss val es

are comrared with theoretical results from t"'c
The results of transmission loss measurements strong fluctuation theory in Section S.

for different sample thicknesses are given in
Figure 3. The sample numbers refer to those in 4.2 Extinction Coefficient and Surface LosS
Table 1, giving the temporal order of wL.asurements.
The precision of the results in Figure 3 Is esti- The extinction coefficient and the sarfac )sS
mated to be -.3 S for tUe lowest values (-I dS' were determined for each case by fitting a i-'i*
Ana -2 dg for the highest values (-50 d). The line to the measured transmission loss. r;' V-
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Figure 3. Measured transmissfon loss for snow samples. Sample nufters refer to Jios* in Table 1.

types exhibiting a quasi-linear relationship bet- Table 11. Experimental extinction ccefficient ad
ween L and d, all the data points were used. lhis surface scattering loss for different
was the case for all 18 and 35 GHz results and low- snow types.
loss snow types at 60 and 90 0Hz. For snow types
exhibiting a nonlinear variation beten L and d, S'.* C U,' o C.t .,.*'* S

only the data points falling on the first linm.r 00. "*o,

part of the curve (see Figure 2) were emloyea. -
Typically, the mumber of data points used in that 1. . 10. 0.3 0 2
:ase was three. The intercept of the straight line 0.. '1 12 2 ,A.1 ' 2 a

1ives the surface loss factor LS(d3). .. . 34.4 oA 1 1 .3 S _

4 14 3 13 41 0.0 2 3

The values of " extinction coefficife and 4) 3o ' ' I74 1 ! 1.

the surface loss factor determined using the above 1 6 394 s.. ". 4 .0 0.
1 10.1 1.1 14.8 2 0 1 -Oprocedure are listed in Table 11. The values are ,o 4.7 1.4 . 3.l 3)4.3 0 I Igiven In decibels instead of nepers. To convert dB I I it . . , V M. 9 24.9 * 0 1
It it..) 44.7 333,0 437 S -0.S I ato Np, the values must be divided by 4.34. i 19.3 -' )61 4 473. -0. S i L
I4 s t 1 .3 44 4s,, .0 I

The following empirical expressions were deve- 1 * 1 " I., 43A74 1 .0 L

loped to relate ce(dB/U) to the observ(d snow par- , 14 1 A) 6 A) 6 1 6 1

tidle diameter d0 :

*e 1.5 * 7.1do2 .3  ; (dUll) .zt 18 0Hz (Ba)
The observed grain diameter (0'. is i111 t-s.

to 0 30 402.1 (dB/m) at 3 Glz (8b)
Equations (8a) to (8c) can be ct'evi - ,

Ke  1 180 020. (dB/M) at 60 G0z (8c) single equation of thi 'Or'

3,a a 300 d0
1 . 9  ; (dO/%) az 90 GHz (8d) -e " 0.00l8;2 8 do2 '0  3/m) -or 11-o :

A. '
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In (9). f is in GMz and do in millimeters. Equa- In order to compare the theoretical values of
tion (9) holds for particle sizes below 1.6 mm in ie from the strong fluctuation thoory with experi-
the 18 to 60 GMz range. For 90 GHz, (8d) should be mental data, theoretical values were computed for
used instead, the 18 snow types. In each case, the snow density

was kept constant, and the grain size was treated
From the surface loss values In Table 1I1 the Cs a free parameter whose value was chosen such

effective rms heignt was calculated from that it gave a theoretical extinction coefficient
s 112 equal to the measured value. By repeating this for

1s 10) each of the 18 snow ty,,es, a set of model-derived
34.72 ko , (10) grain sizes was obtained * each frequency.

where LS is the surface loss in dB and ko is the Figure 4 is a scatter diagram of tl, the model-
wave number in free space. The effective r derived grain sizes, versus the ooserved grain

sizes, d0 . The model-derived values at 18 GJz areheights at 60 and 90 Giz are strongly correlated larger and those at 35, 60 and 90 GJiz are smaller
than the observed values. The linear expressions

S60 " 0.019 + 0.958 sg0 (mm) shown In Figure 4 are given by

where s6o and s1o are the rvis heights at 60 and di - 0.26 + 0.91 d0  at 13 GHz (13a)

90 GHz. respectively. This relationship is very
close to S60 - 390, which is what the model in (2) d * -0.15 * 0.82 d0  at 35 iZ (13b)
would predict. do a -0.15 + 0.83 d0  at 60 GHz (13c)

S. Comparison of Experimental -0.11 + 0.67 d0  for 400.9 mm at 90 Ghzand Theoretical Results d,
0.31 + 0.18 do  for do>0.9 mm at 90 G4z

The strong fluctuation theory (7,81 was applied (13d)
to calculate the effective complex dielectric con-
stant of dry snow, ce, using an exponential corre- The slopes of the linear equations at 18, 35,
lation function F8,14]. The formlation for the and 60 Gz in (13) are reasonably close to 1. The
effective dielectric constant ce  accounts for both ex r al u of a t 9 l y e biase
scattering and absorption by the ice particles in wxpertuntal values of at 18 314 say be biased,the snow mdium. The extinction coefficient can be due to the low values ol the transmission loss Lreadily obtained fro (mostly below I d) even for thick snow samples.

It Is relarkable that the expressions for am at 35
e e- 2kllm(col/2)I  (12) and 60 G9z are almost identical. This, combined

with the siullar slo;e at 18 GlI. strongly suggests

In order to calculate te, we need to know es, the that the strong fluctuation theory provides reason-
quasistatic value of the dielectric constant of ably accurAte results in the 18 to 60 Glz range

now. For " a mm model from ,[84] for all realistic grain sizes, and also at 90 Glzdry sn. Fr efor grain sizes smaller than 0.9 a. The observed
was adopted and for es '. (7) was assumed to hold departure of the 90 Glz results for refrozen snow
in the present frequency range. (do > 0.9 m) my be due to the fact that at

90 GHz the wavelength In Ice Is about 1.8 m. This

is comparable in sitze to the Ice particles in
2.0 ,refrozen snow; such a conditions is conducive to

0 18GHZ 18GHZ resonant scatterng and aosorption.
-e 0 35GHZ :- 1 Line The following method was used to obtain an

a OG z estimate to the temperature dependence of the
90GHz * 60GHz extinction coefficient from the measured trans-
0Gz/ .. _mission loss values In the -3SC to -10C range. It

o. 35 GHz is assmaad that (a) the surface scattering loss
T1.0 does not depend on temperature and (b) the surfacea a scattering loss for each case is equal to that

0 " a measured for Its neighboring smmple. For example,
Z 0 smles 19 and 7 were acquired from the same area

all 90GHz (one eter apart) and from the same depth (Table
0 1 1 I). Hence, the surface scattering loss can be

subhtracted frm the transmission loss resulting in
a value that accounts for the volume effects only.

O1 29 Lv - L - Ls  (dB) (1

00 05 10 is 20 m!n (14), L and LI are the experimntal transmission
Observed S:zt (miloss and the surface scattering loss. respectively.

Although Lv divided by thi sample thictress is
Figure 4. Theoretical optifized snow grain diame- eqt,41 to the extinction coefficient only w en tme

ters as a function of observed snow par- data point is located on Slope I In Figure 2. tne
ticle size. with frequency as a para- teiqerature 1behavior of Lv should give a reas.'ao'y
meter. good estimate for that of ce

A.
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emphasized that, although the absolute accuracy of
the observed grain sizes Is difficult to estaolils,

Frequency 3SGz their relative accuracy is believed to be good.
10- -- Good agreement between (a) the model-derived grain

- -- -- sizes at .3S and 60 0Hz, Wb the slopes of the
-. model-derived grain size versus observed grain size

.~at all frequencies (only nonmetamorphosed snow at
o_ !5 _____90 GHz), and (c) the observed and caculated tem-

ecuency 6 peraturt dependence of the loss suggests tnat tnea reT uny 0 H strong fluctuation th~eory p-ovides fd'.riy accurate

snow at microwave and millimeterwave frequencies.
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MILLIMETER TRANSMISSION PROPERTIES OF FOLIAGE
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Ann Arbor. MI 48109-2122. USA

ABSTRACT 11. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A compaict indoor m~easujrement system has been The system used to measure the transm-.ss cm adc
developed to study the transmission properties of bistatic scattering properties of foliage s a
foliage at 35 GHz. The system uses an up-converter Millimeter-Wave Polanmeter (%IMP), [5]. The MMP s a
and mixer-downconvorter to extend the operating network~ analyzer based scatlerometer system ,!at
frequency range of a comrputer-controlled HP 8510 onerates at 35 GHz. It was designed to be used m
network~ analyzer to millimeter-wave frequencies. The three configurations: baCkscatter mode. Oistat~c '*cce
system has been used to measure the transmission and tiransmission/reflection mode. in this laroratc'y
and scattenng properties of two different typos of trees expeniment. the MMP is used in the ooitatic mode r.-e
for horizontal. vertical, and c7osS poianzation. transmitter and receiver seictions are mounted as ,h

independent units on poles of variable height arc ca-
be placed at the desired locations with respect :o -

Keywords: Radar scattenng from trees. attenuation, target. The set-up is shown in Fig 1, 'cr
b'static sca' ernrg. transmission mode.

Tree
1. INTRODUCTION Transmit "active

Antenna Antenna
Accurate models for microwave scattering by

complex random structures. such as a tree canopy. are
not existant. This is due. in pant. to thes to* of accurate
scattening and extinction data for single scatterers
(such as a leaf) atid single treew Thie is especially lidtweit
true in the millirmeter-wave pan of the spectrum. Afialaler
Relevant studies reported in the literature are given in ajjstatm
(11 -(4]. This paper docujments an attempi to examine Notating
some spects of wave extinction and scaittening by Platform
trees at 35 GHz. Using separate antennas for F
transmission and reception. a calibruted transmissiom ______

system was used to measure the attenuation of 6 m
individuall trees as a tunCtaOn Of azm~uth poasbon and of Fig. I - Transmitulslen P4006uremant Set-Up
several trees placed in series. The mesurements
were conducted for two types of frees of markcedly
different structure The system was also used to The MMP includes a swept-requency source c, vio
measure the bislatic raicar cross-section of a tree as a by the HP 8510 network~ analyzer It sweeo -

function of the azimuth angle between transmitter and frequency from 2 to 4 GHz The signal s se('t .
receiver. The combination of the direct transmission transmitter section and is upconverted to 34236 -- :
measurements and the blatatic scattering using a mixer and fixeri-Irequency Gi.rn- s-'_
measunrmns provide a picture of the relative levels of operating at 32 GH-. The RF signal is tfaiii- -: -.
coherent and incoherent scAtering by the tree. Such len1s-corr4cted hrtfn antenna wItli a oea'A%
measurements are strong indicators of the relative Part of ttte transmilled signal is SA -
importance Of diffuse scattering and hlow Multiple Cirec, onial co pier and is dJcwnconv@e!e
scattenng may be incorporated in volume Scatterng !me reference signal The receiver sec ,c^
models another morn antenna Since the tea-.%

Prxceings of IGA RSS 8 7 Symposium Amn Artto'
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,,e receive ard rarism~t artenras were of the order of dif'erences as larg s± B*r ~e~c'rs-
3~.an nfrredosa wa usd t inureoroer of the trees between measurements !aKe, a -ve

anterna alignment. The received signal is mixed cown ecart This is attributed to 111s 'act *.?at !?ese ,ees :s,,
,o the 2-4 G~z range ard then sent :.- the test cort of some leaves dluring that oerioct of -l'e 3, O -- 9
th e HP 8510 The mel,; characteristics of the syS,.Pm moisture content of !he remaining eaes ay -a.9
a-e srrarzecl 1 Taoie v canged also

- -- - - -.- --

Table I - M.P Systemn Characteristics

Calibration of thesSysterm is accomplished oy
referencing thes received power level wih 'se !arget
tetween transmitter and receiver to that received !or
'ree-soace. The Systerm is calibrated for eacn
polarization configuration Calibration for NH (both
tranismitt and receive antennas honzonta:ty polarized)
and VV polanzaton configurations is straight forward.
tl calibration of NV polarization is not so straight

forward for the transmission mode. The ratio of the free
space measurements in the NV mode to Itat in the H
tor VV) mode provides a measure of the polarization
solation of the tw-o antennas in combination If we Fig. 2(a) - Photograph of the Crown of the Ic .s t-ee
regard the transmission problem as a
'onward-scattering problem, rather n~an as an extinction
rerohim the received power im the NV mode lin the

zresence of a tree should o* compared to the received
power im the NH made under froe-space conditions in
c'der !o determine the forward scatter~ng cross-section
of the tree

Mleasuremenmts were conducted for two differit
types of trees. 'icus and pine trees. They were chaoe m
tlecause they are eiisticty different ir -- rance and 4
geometrical structure. The ficus tr ' F:sNitida- k
Green Germ) has small flat. untootho.: Is lees
acoroxim~ately 10 crm2 ifl area (see Fig. 2t.,. The pine : ~ '

-ee s an eastern Attar Vitlae with a branched trui'K
ama a comical crowin of short. spreading ofrnches nm

~evertical dirctionl It has narrow neeo'es
approximately I 5 to 3mm in length (see Fig 2(bnl
More detailed information about this trees examined m
this study is given in Table 2 and shown in Fig 3 The
dielectric constant of the leaves and trunk were
measured up to 20 GHz using the coaxial line method
The results wore compared to a dielectinc mhodel for
vegetation (6). where the input parameters are ithe
frequency of operation and the gravionietnic moisture
TMe trees were kept in their pots and did not undergo
anly major chianges during the experiment However Fig 21bi Close-Up Photograph of treo

A . -2
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measured as a function of rotation angle over 1,j
The area covered by the beam on the tree was aooi.t

rnm and therefcre was well within the crown ot :-e
Vee.

A statistics test was purlormed to determine .. 'a
i~unbor of samples N necessary to obtain a standard

.~ deviation SN for the average 64 of N samples such r-'at
S N' / N Z 0.2. If the sarroes are statistcafIy

independent, SN n S A ~ where S is tihe standard
deviation associated with a single measurement T-e
number of samples N is equal to 3600 / Q2. wirere ( s
the spacing between measurements in degrees F':-i
N transmission measurements. 1!,e mrean ,, a-a

- ~standard deviation S are read~y comrouted a~a*e
* used to determine SN,. The clot shown in F g4

- based on measurements made for various sa~o '
intervals extending from one sample every 50 ( e a
total of 72 samples per rotation) to one sampe evey
1800 (i.e. 2 samples per rotation) From Fg 4 One
can see that sampling every 50 around the tree gives

~ the desired precision. H~ence. most of the data
acquired in this study represents averages of 72
samples obtained by rotatig the tree about ;is axis

Fig. 3.- Photograom of the Relative Height of the trees

Fi.cus Pine 0

7re wil.1 icrowni > I M 60 Ci' 06-
.. X C.iYeter 4 ca 2 cma ~

.ea(I Sledle area 102 cmS i N
;zavloumtric =Lsture 0.74 0.55

I .eavwsl

02.

frt Vie pia tree, no man trunk, bit vertical
f ers : .'tr.400

a 20 40 60 so
7az.* 2 - Tree Infloct0fl ePbj f e e

111. RESULTS Pg. 4 - Stat.stics test on the hicUs

3.1 Transmission Measurements

For t?,e single-tree experiments, the tree wasn placed
on a rotating platform at 3 m from the transmit andThOuptdaofhestmwsn rs e
receive antennas, That cistar-ce corresponded to the magnitude of the received power calibrated
far fielu of the antennas. The transmission loss did not respec to free-space atnenuatio~. The totai *'ee

seemto eped o th tre'sloctio bewee hOtwo attenuation includes absorption loss and sca".e -g

antennas The transmit antenrid. the receive antsr.na. loss. At lower lre~uilriCiSS absorPton S !'e -3
and tl'e tree crown were at the same height and contribution. but at millirmeter-wave lrec~e^c - s
arranged Such that the rerseive antenna was an szattennig loss becomes an imrportant facoe~~ .

azimuth angie of 1800. The received signal was leaves are of the same order of mraq",.t is~
wavelength)

A.q'f



Polarization information gives an nsigrmt :r'o *eFrequency averag~rg over mte 2 GHZ bandwidth of geometry of the tree. At !owrer frequencies. olre wo.. athe KIMP Sy~stem was used to reduce tadmng effects. expect thie VV return !o be stronger th ai' --!-e,wrienever applicable Plots of the attenuation versus Polarizations because of the oriep.aticn of Ire -arotation anlgle are st~own in Fig. 5(a) for tre pine and ;in branch (conlinuation of the Iunk). A t m;, - ,-Fig 5lb) for tiiie fiCus Thie difference between !m frequencies no major difference have been Ce!ec',isimgle-frequency attenuation data and the 2-Gl- we oprngtetotps ftesfrHaveragedl attenuation data is on trio order of only 0 3 Parizntcompng 8.oee the two pso trees for, HHce This indicates that thne !ranismitled wave is voer ifrntnation (0.4lues owfv r he too rees ex
essetialy Ti~yco~iieentin ontast.forDisauc (7 5 dB). This is due to the vertical struc*t.re c' -escattering at o - 900. frecuency averaging produces branchei (see Table 3).

results thiat are significantly different from
single-frequincy results because trie scattered sgnal
5s essentially incoherent in nature._______

r ILOB Vv Tp"

0 sil -H -29.5 !

W -21. "1 :I 343 .6 - 150

For cross polarization (horizontal tranismssio'
I,! vertical reception). the deolarizaticn ratio of *:e

system was of trio order of -24 dB. Witil t'"e -ee
present, the received signed level for HV Ocial :a'

________________________________ was 19.4 d below that received for VV oc ar za:
M W W M W* no 13 M W the 'icus. This difference n evel s r'cca: e-".

degree of (multiple scattering that takes oiace -t
0Oliap. If the mediumn consists of randomly ar e'-ec

Fg 5el tteuaton s rtatng tnge fr te fcusscatterers and strong multiple scatteii takes placeFig5ja -Attnuaio vsrottig aglefo th fluSit, the HV-polarized signal would approach1 "etree i * a 1800) showing trio physical asymetry like-polanized signal if the path length -s suff C'ei'i yof *,he tree long to allow incoherent scattering to becomre Ile
dominant component. In contrast to 'he ficus tree, -9e
received HV -Polarized signal for the Pine tree wZS
greater than the VV -polarized signal (0 5 CB

0 l vTr indicating that depoianzation is more pronicu"i'cd
- ~Pine thar in ficus.

- - . -Attenuation measurements versus foliage deC!"!
* . --.... -I-were also Performed by adding some !'ees r

.~... ... ~ -transmission path The Penetration depth at a Ce-3
freqenc isdepndet uon he eomtryof thie -'e?

4- . the volume percentage of foliage and the water ccoeli~ *'4of tmie tree. The oower leivel was recorded wr'i e *
tree% were rotatst3 about their axis of symrmetry -1'j
positions of the two trees The N post1 Or-s
selected by a random number generator 'lor, 26
3600 possible positions The same# procewue ivas

1 1 used for three trees. From Fig 6. it is DossZ'e
_________________________observe the non!-iiear t-.Iavior ef atienuation 've's-3

a v, a W W-W A foliage deplh; i.#. the attenuation in decibels ii'ceas~sft-~f 1" 091.@with foliage depth at a rate s:ower than linear T' s S-
agreement with data obtained by V,01e'1e V, 3

F:g 5 (b) -Attenuation vs. rotating angle for the Pine Moreover. similar trends have been oDSe-- e: A

tree ( 0 0 transmission loss tughso ~
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0 4 Pt~ w s

20.44

- 30-L !. ---.

40

so' -

0 -.--

Fig. 8 - Attenuation vs. rotating angle for thie otre
tree (~-900)

Fig. 6 - Atenuation (dB) for several treds placed in
series in the measurement path For line-of-sight free-space propagation conditions

(calibration configuration), one -an use the Friis
transmission formula to d'Thme thte calibravon power.

3,2 8 static Measurements

Similar measurements were conducted in the ( 2

tistatic mode for a single tree to gain information about PC a GIG
bistatic scattenng of a tree as a furction of the azimuth I 4xRJ

angle 0 (see Fig. 7). With the transmitter remaining
fixed in location and orientation and the tree remaining
fixed in location, the receiver was moved to several where R is the distance between the two arienras

locations on the perimeter of a circle as Shown in Fig. 7. The racar equation for bistatic scattering is given by

At eac- location, the received signal was measured as
.ne tree was made to rotate about its axis. Plots Of the
power measured versus rotation angle of the tree for 0
. 900 are Shown in Fig. 8. The sing le-f reQuency
pattern is quite different from that averaged over a
bandwidth of 2 GI~z.

%.etwert opnn

mnetyserI Tso

a go ISO 210 360

6 m Fig 9 - Bistaitc Scattening Measurement for VV
polanization as a functon of azir!Ut, A-g e

F 79ist'itic Measurement Set-Up (top view)

A. .35



0
.2

P P.GG. N 3 2)

(471) R.R.20

wlere RP R 2. a-a c -s th e bstat c radar 0

c'oss-sev-'o" c' :-e .arge! AS rrentzored earlier. i-e A
tai o-c ecedo a'ea --f !,-e oeamn on the tree s A=.t 1-* si

0 cz02  SnMCe the bearm is within the Crown and
covers a good nu~moer of scat,,erers the foliage can q
cescrioed as a Collection of randomly oriented -6023

scatterers). the area-ext!ensive form of the radlar
equation can oe used

;O 12010 02024 27

P, 16P, G , A anl&-

(4,~ P'Fig. 10 - Bistatic Scattening Measurement for l,
polanization as a tunictcn Wf azim~uth ar-g~e

wplere A is m to luminvted araa. Combining (2) With 131
!eadls to

0.

P p, 2- a3 a or 3 'dB) a- iB)3 2 1B) 0*PC PC .IIu(V
wrere 5 s the antenna teamwicth 130) '0

Figures 9-11 show plots o! co as a function of 0

azn-uth angle * for VV oolanzation, HH polanrzatiom,
and HV Pola'izatiom. resoectlvsly For the pine tree (VV
polarization). the attenuation at o* a1800 is larger than 4
at 700 arz 1, 900 This is because the trunx of the tree
"ihibits Strong attenuation for the V-polarized wave (E ____________0____

Parai~ei to the trunk) in !ms forward scattering direction. -710IO S 1 202
in general. ,he like-owanzea patterns have narrower g 2 S i ; 7

-ain lobes in the forward scattering direction (o a me l11
, 00 than those of the cross-polarized patterns For

VV polarization, the bistatic scattering pattern was Fig i1 B istatic Scattering Meaiurerment 'or H,,
ca-' ea out from o a 100 to o a 3500. Surprisingly.poaitonsafuconf zmmare
-sc.te of ditference ini canopy structure. the two typesplaiaonsafuconfazmtage

of trees exhibit cormfparable biStatic scattering patterns

4 CONCLUSION

The data presented iri this paper demonstrates the
,.tility of transmission and bistatic scattering data for
developing an understanding of the nat..re of the
scattering that takes place in am an-sotropic
.nhomcageneous mredium such as Dliage inl' uluf
phases of this program. adlditional data will be arcuired
and appropriate scattering modc(els will to deveoped
and examnred
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Millimeter-Wave Bistatic Scattering From Ground
and Vegetation Targets
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4huirect-A 354(.Hi hitatic rrJar %%stem -as used to measure the _______ -:.e:-
attenuaion through trees and the bistatic scattering pattern of tree * 1 - C,,

foliage. The data wsi found to be in good agrettment with a firstorr i. .

multiple scatterit.gt model. Mleasurements wetre also made to study the ~ .. n.
angular variation or the hitatic scattering coelllcient of a smooth sand .C
surface, a rough %and surface, and a gravel surfases. The measure- . '*

mcttts. which wer-e mad-! for HH. i% , and S'6 poilartiation conflgu. -N
ratio". over a wide range of the azimuth angle v and the scatterinag "PCCSC
angle !,. provide a quantitative .eference for the design and use of

mglliimeter-wavii bisatuc radar stitems. - 1 N OA ~

1. 1%TROOLCTIO% l

T ~HERE IS A dearth of data available on the millimeter-
Iwalve backscattening properties of terrain surfaces. but FiIBlc iganoih !Gt arf)l:t'6,1vlfipaeI

bys cormparison. btstattc data ts almost nonexistent The n ic~oga cim !-t Js nrr mode U *,r,'e~e

onhIv btstattc data of note were measured in the late 1950's
at 1 t i GHz [I I and in the mid- 1960's at 10 GHz [:). The covretopduea-4Gzsptfqenyig!
scarctty o ittcdtisdeinpntotefttht for the reference port of the HP 8511 A frequen'c% :on-
bistatic radar measurements are more difficult to make
than monostattc measurements, and this is especially true v erte, (port a. in Fig. I) Trhe receiver section consi!)ts of

at milimeer w~elegthsanother ant.enna and another harmon:C: downconverer A

This paper documents the results of an experimental tn- :;ample of the 10 7-GHz signal transmttted from the trans-
estgaton ondcte toexainetheextvicionand bi- mitter section to the receiver section through a 10O-i-ong

static scattering beha- tot of trees and the bistatic scatter- lwls oxa al evsa h o4 sil~rga

ing patterns of smooth and rough ground surfaces, all at the receiver Thus, all cabies connecting the iransmitrer
made at35 G~zsection and the receiver section with (he HP 8510A 4and

associated peripherals) cary .1-4 GHz stgnzls and the ca-
1I. !iEASLREMEST SYSTEM ble connecting tht transmitter to the receiver carries a

The data reported in this paper were acquired by the IO.7-GHz signal. This design arrangement makes it pos-
sible to operate the rZAda system *n a bistatic mode A hile

35-GHz channel of the millimeter-wave polanmeter manangphscoenebtwntetrsitdad
iMMP) (31 opera:td in the bistatic mode (Fig. 1) The mmanr hs oeec ewe h rnmte n

%MW includes a swept -frequency Source driven by a HP received signals A summa.y ;j. the system characteristics
l51 IA iector network analyzer. It sweeps in frqec i s given in Table 1.
from - to .1 Glz The signal is sent to the transmitter The system was used in a laboratory setting for mea-

-,ection and is upconverted to 34-36 GHz using a mixer suning the power scattered from trees and from sand and
ind fied-frequency Gunn source operating at 32 GHz. gravel surfaces. as discusited next.
The RF signal is transmitted by a lens-corrected horn an- IlI MEASLIRE-ENT OF FOIG Arr-1LATIO's k-D
tenna with a beamwidth of 4 2* The transmitter section BisTAi-IC SCATTERING
also contains a fixed-tfrequency source operating at 10 7
GHz Part of the swept 34-36 GHz transmitted signal is rwo types of measurements were conducted tor tree%
sampled by a directional coupler and then mixed witth the I i transmission measurements to determine the attenua-
third harmonic of the 10 7 GHz using a harmnon;.. down- !ion rate versus the number of trees in the transmis.,ion

path. and ') bistatic scattering measurements to e'alu, te
iau~rjpt fvei~c.j OIobef 4 141" rese December 10. 19g, the azimuthal variation of the bistatc scattering ,)ertfi

The ju'h,,r, ire .Pin mir DNp rtvi -I kiton~.il Eognriirrng if cient The configurations used are sketched in Fig in
( -puler S..,e. T,'e I_ 'c" ,,mIijir Ann Artksr %41 4904 1Ath cases. the t.animtter and receiver antennai A

iEE Liifl~ s~'-mounted on pole's at the same height atN-e the jrL,

)%8288 O500-029S')I (A) MS8 IEEE
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this spac:ng was surfictent to satisfy the far-field condi- fact that ,is branches and needles were oriented m ,r-. ,'n
t,)n. transmission measurements were made for several the vertical direction than along the honzontal. ir coonir.'.
locations of the tree betveen the two antennas extending with the Ficus tree whose leaves vere essentiallk ran-
from one extreme of placing the center of the tree or', domls orented.

"m from the transmit antenna and 4 m from the receive
antenna up to the opposite extreme of placing the center B. Prop.. dtton Model
or the tree at 2 m from the receie antenna. The trans- Except for tae main trunk, tree foliage consists prma-
mission loss %,as "ound ro be approximately independent ily o.f randoml? disibuted lea es (or needles, .ir..
of the tree's location between the two antennas (variation branches, most of which are much larger than the Aave-

2 JB) length :n size iat mfilnieter wavelengths). ha,,e complex
The receiv.ed signal was first measured with ro trees shapes. and are characterized by a quasi-uniform orien-

present in the transmission path. This provided the free- tation distnbution. These properties suggest that Ahereas
space reference level P). Then. with the tree standing on individual scattenng elements ma? exhibit highl. conm-
a rotatable platform placed midway between the two an- plex and polanzation-dependent scattering patterns. an -:1-
iennas. the received power was measured as a function of emental volume dVcontaining many of these element, ,,
rotation angle over 360 ° The area of the tree illuminated likely to exhibit propagation and scattenng properties )at
by the antenna beam was a circle approximately 15 cm in are weakly polanzation-dependent and characterized h,. a
diameter (and 0.02 m. in area) which was well within the relatively simple scattenng pattern. This prediction i.,
crwn of t.c irec The attenuaton A is related to the re- supported by the observations made in this stud% that ,ho%&
ceied powe:r P through that measurements of both the tranxmission through and

the bistatic scattenng from trees exhibit comparable re-
P = P.)e" I-l suts for H and V polanzations.

and in decibels The random nature of the tree foliage supports tre use
of transport theory [61 for modeling wave propagation

4(JB) = 4 34 .4 through the canopy [7]. We shall consider the fotace :o

= 10 log (P./P). (2) be compnsed of randomly distrbuted particles with num-ber density N (number of particles per unit volume and
Plots of :he measured attenuation versus rotation angle are average extinction, total scattenng, and bistatic ,catterinc
show n in Fig. 5(at for the Ficus tree and in Fig 5(b) for cross sections 0,, a,. and ab,. respectively B?, a% -ruae.
the Arbor Vitae tree. We observe that A(dB) exhibits we mean that
large fluctuations. particularly for the Ficus tree, which =

are attributed to the physical asymmetry of the trees. For a, - - a,(D) n(D) dD '
each tree. two plots are shown, one corresponding to CW N o
measurements at 35 GHz and another corresponding to where n(D) is the particle size distmbution and a i Di is
nie.a.urements of the received power when averaged over the extinction cross section of a paricle of size D Similar
a 2.GHz band centered at 35 GHz. The difference be- definitions apply to a, and ab, as discussed by Is',maru
teen the single-frequency data and the 2-GHz averaged in (6. p. 74t.
.attenuition is on the order of only 0.3 dB. This indicates T e bstatc scatteing cross section a., is assumedthat the transmitted ,.ave is esnilytalycoherent. Tebsai cteigcosscinai sue

sessentially totally cbe atimuthally symmetric with respect to the for-ward.
and that the relative contribution of multiple scattenng is
ne.gligible In contrast, for bsttic scattenng at an azi-
muth angle * = 90* (with * as defined in Fig. 2(b)). 0 ,(4) = ag(4) -,
rrequency averaging produces results that are significantly a
Jaferent from single-frequency results (as discassed later and s:nce
in connection with FiS. 6) because the bistatically scat- I
tered signal, being a result of diffuse scattenng. is essen- a, - 4 d
tially incoherent in nature -i

Table Ill presents a summary of the attenuation results, the scattenng pattern g( 4' has to satisfy the condition
including the mean values of the measured attenuation and
the calculated standard-deviation to mean ratio. For the i g,
Ficus tree. the mean attenuation is approximately the same 4r ).
for both horizontal (H) and vertical (VI polanzations. but as
for the Arbor Vitae tree the mean attenuation for vertical In their anal)sis of millimeter-wave propagati, n t-
polarization. 4, 1 iB). is 6 5 dB greater than AH(dB) The trees. Schwenng and Johnson [71 proposed a ,._ -.
,ave polarization ii dehned as V when the E field is in pattern of the form
the .ertical direction, and as H when E -s in the plane
parallel to the ground surface The highier attenuation for I')' =

f l - H1 - CA

A. -
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%here 3. is the effective beam idth of the forward lobe G. 3 ) = G.,. exp 3;-, ..j) I 161
and is related to the half-power beamwidth s3, by 3, = 1.4
3,. The multiplying coefficient of tne above function was the factor q is given by
obtained by satisfying the condition given by (6).

An additional function of interest is 'he normalized q I , 17)
icattenng pattern 23

,= , where 0, is the antenna angle measured froin the boresight

e(O) direction and 3, is the effective antenna beamwidth ( 3,
= 0.6 3, where 3, is the half-power beamwidth). The

2cal - J-) e - .s -- ) I - a) above expression for q was derived by iniegrating the bi-
2at I I - ci ) staticall., scattered intensity over the antenna -attern and

is valid only if J. is significantly smaller than 3, (For the
C Tansmission experiments discussed in the nex: section. 3, -4 2° and

For ine of sight propagation along the forward direc- 3, a 10.)
tion i '1' = 0) with no trees present in the propagation Upon inserting (12) and (14) in (11. we get
path. the receised power is given by P = Poe'"{l - q[ezp(,ad) - l . (18)

P,,= P,oG, o (10) For a highly directive receive antenna. such that 3, <<
,3,, and K,d not very large. P, is much smaller than P and

where P, is the transmitted power. GO and G,0 are the P - P,. When this condition is satisfied, the attenuat'in
gains of the transmit and receive antennas, X is the wave- is A(dB) = 4.34 xd. As d increases. the diffuse corn-
length, and 2R is the distance between the two antennas. ponent. which accounts for multiple scattering in :he me-
When we place a tree of crown diameter d between the dium. becomes more important relative to the coherent
(ransmit and receive aniennas. the foliage attenuates the component and eventually becomes the dominant term
incident intensity as wel, as generates some forward-scat- Thus
tered intensaty through diffuse bistatic scattenng. The re- A(dB) - 10 log (Po/P)
ceived pow er is given by - - 10 1l g e- -'f 1 q w --' d - )]) (19)

P=P, + P (II)
a 4.34 ,d. forq[e' - l] <<I (2C')

where P is the cuherent compone t (also called the re-

duced incident intensity) given by a 4.34 ,,d( I - caw) - 10 log q,

P. = P)e " ' (12) for ic,d >> I. 21)

and P, is 'he diffuse component. In (12). x, is the wtinc- The expression for A(aP) given by (19) includes four
nion coetficient (or extinction cross section per unit vol- unknown parameters: a,. w. a. and q. Actualiy. the pa-
umet of the foliage and is related to a, by rameter q is a proxy for s3, (because the only other param-

eter in (17) is the antenna beamwidth J., which usually
is a known quantity). To determine the values of four in-

In his book on wave propagation in random media. Ish. dependent parameters from experimental measurements.
amaru 161 provides the basic formulation for relating the we need to conduct at least four nonreduandant exper-
diffuse intensity P, to the scattering properties of the ine. ments. This was done by measuring A (dB) for one tree.
dium Schwerng and Johnson (71 extended the formula- two trees, three trees, and four trees placed in the propa-
inon hi. developing an elaborate model that accounts for gation path. The trees were placed very close to one an-
all orders of multiple scanenng in the form of a senes other. simulating a continuous canopy. The dstance be-
solution In the present analysis, we shall adopt their tween the transmit and receive antennas was increased to
model, but we shall limit the formulation to the first-order about 8 in. To measure the average attenuation for t%%(,,
,olution. which takes the form trees, 72 measurements were made corresponding to that

many combinations of azimuth positions of the two trees.
P, P.,)qe ""jiexp (x,wd) - 1) (14) the combinations were selected by a random number gen-

where w is the scattering aibedo of the foliage medium erator from 360 x 360 possible combinations A similar
procedure was used for measunng the attenuation of three

, No, a, trees and four trees. The experiment was conducted tor
-- a , -- (I) Ficus trees only. The results, which are discussed in de

tail in Section Ill-C. confirm the general dependene,
and 4 is a %eiihting factor related to the scattenng pattern 4i AB ). as *.ven by t 19). on the foliage depth a An,

i .jnd the radiation pattern of the receive antenna For in agreement with the experimental results repor. : -.
i re ei ,e antenna with a Gaussian pattern of the form Violette et al. 181. but a was not possible to ihtain
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values for the unknown parameters bec2use of variations mean value of the received power P with the a,.erazing
in 41 dB associated with ph,,sical 'ariations among the being performed over both the angle o, (by rotating the
four trees. It was not possible to make transmission mea- tree about its axis over 72 positions) and frequency (over
surements for more than four trees because the attenuation a 2-GHz bandwidth).
measured for four trees (which was 32 dB) was only 10 Now. we shall consider the power received at an angle
dB aboe the receiver noise level and. therefore, the ad- * as a result of bistatic -cattenng by the volume formed
dition ot another tree would have placed the received by the intersection of the beams of the transmit and re-
rower below the noise level. ceive antennas. The sketch shown in Fig. 7 has been

To solve this problem. we decided to complement the drawn at the co-rect relative scale so as to show the size
transmission measurements with bistatic scattering mea- of the intersection region relative to the dimensions of the
surements. as descnbed in Section IIl-C. The formulation tree crown. For an elemental volume dV located at point
needed for analyzing he bistatic measurements is given B in Fig. 7. part of the power incident upon it in the in-
next. dicated direction is bistatically scattered in the direction

In an effort to learn more about the transmission and of the receive antenna at an angle 1 * ) relative to the in-
bistati scattenng properties of foliage. bistatic scattenng cident direction. The differential power amving at the re-
measurements were conducted as a function of the bisiatic ceive ?ntenna due to scattenng by the element dV at the
angle 'I, defined in Fig. 2(b). The transmit and receive position vector F is proportional to N.., (F. ') exp
antennas were at the same height above the ground. and [ - r, (F ) - .:(F ) J. where Ob, (F. t ) is the bistatic scat-
their beams always pointed in the honzontal plane and tenng cross section. and r, ( F ) and r: ( F) are the atten-
always intersected at the center of the circle. which was uation functions associated with propagation through the
also the center of the rotatable platform on which the tree foliage to the element at P (points A to B in Fig. 7) and
was placed. Proper alignment of the antennas* boresight again from that element to the receiver (points B to C).
directions was realized (pnor to inserting the tree) using respectively. If we consider first-order multiple scattenng
infrared guns mounted onto the transmitter and receiver contmbutions only and we regard the gains of the two an-
platforms and an infrared detector connected to a vertical tennas as constant over their respective beamwidths. the
pole placed at the center of the circle, radar equation takes the form 16. p. 731

With the transmitter remaining fixed in location ano on- X
entation and the tree remaining fixed in location, the re- P(t) - P,G,0 G,0  -
ceiver was moved to several locations on the penmeter of (41)

the circle iFig. 2(b)). For the vertical -transmit vertical- ob (P. ~ *e "'' d
recei,,e polarization configuration (VV). the measure- cc.(..1
ments were conducted over the range from , , -170' U
to * = 170'. but for the HH and HV polanzation config- va,,m
urations. the angular range was limited to * - -90" to wher" R,(P ) ind R, (F) are the distances from the trans-
.-90 At each receiver position. the tree was made to mit and receive antennas to :he volume element at posi-
rotate about its vertical axis through 360' in discrete In- tion P. We shall assume that o, (F. ') is uniform
crements of 5"'. The received power P(#,) was recorded throughout the foliage-intersection-volume and that it is a
at each of 72 positions comprising a complete rotation function of 'i only. In that case, the ratio of ,22) to i 10)
over the tree's azimuth angle 6,. Sample plots of the re- yields
ceived power for ' 90 are shown in Fig. 6. We ob-
serve that the strigle-frequency plot and the plot repre- P(*') R ( 1:31
senting the received power averaged over a 2-GHz Po ir

bandwidth are poorly correlated with one another, in stark where R is the illumination integral
contrast with the 4' - 0 observations discussed earlier
in connection with Fig. S. Bistatac scattering at an azi- elp - ,(d(?) - ddFP))l dV
muth angle of 90" is a result of diffuse scantenn . which I(M) , R(P ) R(?) t 24
is incoherent in nature (does no premserve phase mnforn a. IF,,.f,"
tion), and therefore the received signal will decorrelate v 060"

with freqiency separation Consequently, frequency av- , is the extinction coefficient. d, is the path length in the
eraging helps reduce the vanability (of the received sig' foliage traversed by the incident beam as it propagate. to
nal) caused by phase interference effects: the standard- the element at P. and d, is similarly defined for the rKow#er
deviation to mean ratio of the measured power is 1.2 for scattered by the element Ioward the receiver In Fig 9.
the single-frequency 135-GHi) data. in comparison to 0.8 d, and d, correspond to the distances between points -N
for the 2-GHz averaged data (34-36 GHz). Because of the and B and between B and C. respectively From 2"I the
greater precision provided by frequency averaging . all bistatic scattering cross section per unit volume i%
bistatic scattering measurements were conducted in that P(
mode Each bisiatic scattenng data point presented in the . -) P,.
remainder of this section is based on measurements of the P, R:h
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cally for the specific geometry and antenna pattems .is

If we use f8) to replace No, ( $1 with No, g( 1) and then sociated with the measurements of P( , ). Hence. we :.in
replace Ne, with a. we end up with I) compute a, g( * ). as a function of *. 2 compare the

shape of the pavem to that described by the theoretikl
P() ) ( function given by (6). (7) and if the agreement is good

P0  RI(), we can then estimate -,. a. and 3,.
At first examination, it would appear that the u

C Estimarion of Foliage Propagation Parameters of thus procedure would hinge on havtng a priort kni, I
With regard !o (26). P0 is the (calibration) power mea- edge of a,. Based on the transmission measurement% tor

sured witLh the two antennas boresighted towards one an- one tice. we can make an initial estimate f ,(, by ignorir:
other. P( *) is the power measured when the receiver is the contmbution cf diffuse scaltering and using iui to ':
at angle '*. R - 3m is the radius of the circle, and 1( termine x,. Such an estimate may be smaller th.n o.e ,
is the tllumination integral given by t24) If the extinctitn \,alue of a,. but not larger Furthermore. caretul ,.,
coeflcient a, is known, we can compute I 4) numen natiun of the illumination integral I * i re,.ei., itnji

A. +4



riii :.hjn.,e in q :iu-e, tri C : -I cio the okerj.I pitern
,it 1i * i to chinize hut hiN i minor intlue'.. on i1 'hipe
Hence. using the initial estimate ot 5 ' \p m '.it
-,hould be possible to deteriici the hipe of the resuitint MGM 1 ct
pattern if *4 i This exercise led tw the results 'hown in i
Fig 1. Ahi,:h shows !he 6rili/ej tun,.:ion 4 1 *4 4% is
J ri' ed 1r.,m the mea'~urecc J :'ll ing the proc edur
outrine jN1 e. and jI..' mo%% , plot of the tunion _nien-1
h% ) A' ith it, parameter'. .uii ii- "cen selected to bes.t fit
the experimcnrall,. dJri~ed ,jn.tion The gcwid o~crallI
agreement f'et%4cen the t,.) !un~tion'. inJicac' that the 4

functioinal form g,'.en b ,1 i is ippropriatc for i t Pugb Depts. es

Moreo% er. the ht allow. us to ohtjin re.-a'onable estimates
* 2 3 4 11 ~of )r and .3 and in initial estimite of 'ith 3, already N.umbe o(Tr~w

knowkn. %&e can compute q using2 i I' - If Ac then insert a F, 9 .~rs 1~j~e i~'. " .~~-, .

and q in 1 191 and replace w i h A. .e end up A ith :"i nonimear ieenm n pi: en*.

Sn express.ion for .4 (dB ithat h's ,ni'% one unknoh n pa- io: -o ~ur irec.i

rameter t, By comparing the express'ion to ;he measured
ialues of .41 dB )for each of the tour transmission cases Thu.tepwranigtth c- :naisee-
one tree. two trees. -- . four trees). we obtain four us.lI the poerto avang t the er :.'a imnae .-

i-alues for (,. We .hen useC the ai~er3ge ',alue as a new the transmit antenna.
input into the computation of ei '4' and i, The bistatic scatteiring measurements were comprisedAfter repeating the abo-.e process through two cycles. cf tw ma)or experiments. In the firss experiment, both 93we obtained the following results and 6, were maintained constant at 66' and the azimuth

2 Np M* angle * was vanoed from 10" to 180' At a nominal range
of 3.2 mi between the target and the transmit and recei~e

S4.7 Np m antennas. the area illuminated by the transmit antenna was
an ellipse with minor and major axes of 24 and 50 cm.

0 9 respectively. The target material (sand or grasecli Aai.
a= 0 38 rlaced in a "sandbox" at the center of a circle approxi-

mately 5 m in diameter. The sandbox, whose surface had
J3, - 0 P7 rad - 9 5 dimensions of 1.2 m x 1.2 m. was much larger in surface

and the theoretical curve shown in Fig. 9 area than the footpnnt of the transmit antenna. The nioor
The preceding results support the validity of the firs- area surrounding the sandbox was cosered with absorbing

order multiple-scattering propagation model given in Sec. material.
tion I11l-B and provide a quantitative picture of the bistatic The purpose of the second experiment was to extend
'.catterlng pattern of tree foliage at 35 G~z. the results of the first experimenit by examining the ,ar-

ation of the bistatic scattering coefficient a" 1 . 0.,o as
IV BISrxrtc SCATTERING MEASUREMENiTS FR SA-4D a function of both 9, and 40 for a fixed value of 19 . namnel-,

'..o GRAVEL 60' The rationale for choosing 0, - 66' in the firmt ex.

The arrangement used for making measurements of the periment and 60* in the second one will be discussed later
bistatic scattering coefficient of sand and gravel surfaces A airto
is illustrated in Fig. 10. the incidence angle 0, is between Cairio
the surface normal and the boresight direction of the The radar equation for the bistatic scatternga cas.e i'.
transmit antenna, a similar definition applies to the seat- given by
rering angle 9,. and the azimuth angle 0 is defined as the
Azimuth angle of the boresight direction of the receive an- P ,GG g, (a. g 1.9,1
tenna. The* 0 direction (x-axis) is chosen to coincide (4w R' , 03
w ith the azimuth direction of the transmit antenna. When 3 RR
using narrow-beam transmit and receive antennas. it is where P, is the transmitted piower; Go is maximum giin
difficul: to achieve perfect overlap of their fmoprints on of the (transmit or receive) antenna. gi 9 is' the non-iji-
the target surface. To avoid measur'pment inaccuracies that ized radiation pattern; R is the range to the tarev the
may be caused by imprecise pointing of the transmit and subscripts it and r stand for transmit and ree -~Pe..
receive antennas. a broad-beam antenna was used for re- tivelv: 6 is the antenna angle rela'ive to the 1,rc-c'! Ji
ception And a narrow-beam antenna was used for trans- rection. and d.4 is an element of area k"u- -."' i
mission The transmit Antenna tad a beamwidth of 4 2'. approximately constant over the angular %Cc.*

compared to 15' for the beam of the receive antenna tranismit antenna beamwidth. the precedinice- 1.

A. )5



F~g 10 GeometrY o( the biatic ,calienng arrangement

be rewriten as Large Metal Plate

(4r) 4. pubt ndo

where 35ra

I g d (2.9) co .10

is the illumination integral, which is readily comnputable li
from knowledge of the antennas' radiation patterns and t .0
the measurement geometry. Because the beamwadth of the
transmit antenna is much smaller fthn that of the receive
antenna. the illumination integral is governed primarily
by g,10, ). 1 0 6#

The system was calibrated by measunng the power re- 4014 16 a
ceied with the transmnit and receive antennas pointing at1" 72 74 la 14 I$ a
each other along their boresaght directions. This providez Adjmth Angle* (D~ecxs)
the reference level P0 given by (10). Combining (10) with Fi 11mmdP-relmwfmmrWpae1OiilzdI t
(28) provides the expression pa maw a the specu direction) as a function of thle iiimuI

A (0)is a produc of the radiation patterns of the transmit and
An alternat:ve calibration approach is to measure the receive an ninas. butt the receive antenna pattern IS much

po~ier reflected from a do mnetal plate in the specular di- wider than that of the transmit antenna and, therefore. its
rection i.e., the plate is onrited such that 0, - 0, and its effect on the shape of the product petem is secondary in
surface normal is in the plane containing the boresight importance.
directions of the two antmnnas). Ifthe plate is much larger r mn adHauee rcso
than the 3-dB footprntw of the transmit antenna pattern. *B. NOWC PerOP lc 0n ccarmn Peaef
image theory leads to the same expression given by (10) The radar system used in this study had been designed
if 2N is replaced with R, + R, The two calibration ap- to step in frequency from 34 to 36 GI~z in 401 steps 131
proaches were found to yield results that agree with one Fou net-tratstform i ng the frequency response of the re
another within a difference of I dB. ceived signal to the time domain, atis possible to gate the

Using the metal plate as a specular reflector, the azi- time response such that reflections from objects other thin
muth pattern of the transmit antenna was measured by the target area are filtered out. This procedure led i
moving the receive antenna in azimuth in steps of 2 The noise. equivalent level for a* equal to -45 dB h
re~ul:,%. shown in Fig. 11. are in close agreement with the a" value presented in this paper as - 35 dB. corri:Npor.';
pattern measured at an antenna rang-!. Actuall). the plot to a sign&. -to-noise ratin "1 10 dB.

A. 16
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According to Rayleigh fading statistics. the ratio of the to 8, - 7.5 cm at 35 GHz. The sandbox was filled with
standard deviation s to the mean value Fr associated with sand to a depth of 15 cm. or two penetration depth% The
a radar measurement of a random target is given by two-way attenuation for a depth equ;,i to Z 6, is 17 dB

Thus. contributions from depths greater than 15 cm may
S I (31)be neglected. This conclusion was verified e),penmentalls

a by measuring the received power from the sand layer as
a function of layer thickness.

%6here V is the total number of independent samnples in-
cluded in the measurement of a' [91. In the present otudy, .o* Bustrc Scattering Fro2m Smooth Sand
10 spatially independent samples were measured by ro- The first question that needed to be addressed was.
tating the target to different positions while always point- . Now close to a specular surface is a visualiv smooth
ing the transmitted beam off-center such that its footpirint
is positioned halfway between the center and the edge of sand surface at 35 GHz?- The scattering function for a
the box. For 10 independent samples. j/ i I 0. 3. This specular surface is a delta function: for a given incidence
is, .er close to the v.alues measured experimentally and angle *,. power is reflected only in the direction corre-

presented in another paper in this issue 19). sponding to 0, - G, and 0 -190". Moreover, the re-
fPected signal is totally colterent in nature. As the surface
depurts from perfectly smooth. the magnitude of the co-

C Targer Characteristics herent scattering component decreases and incoherent
The targets examined in this investigation included two scattering becomes present in addition.

sand surfaces and a coarse gravel surfacc. The first sand To answer the question we posed above. we first com-
surface was prepaied to be flat and smooth and the second puted the Fresnel reflectivity r for sand f with t - 2 S -

one was artificially roughened to generate a randomly dis- j 0.03) a~s a function of the incidence angle 9. for both H
trabuted. slightly rough surface. Base on measurements and V polairizations (Fig. 12). We wanted to choose 4
of two transects of the surface height profle. the IT- s such that the ratio r. (s, ) / r.(e, ) is large so it would h~e
heitht is estimated to be smaller than 0. 1 cm for the easy to measure. aNd yet we did nor want 9, to be too large
smooth surface and about 1.67 cm for the slightly rough because that would make the pointing geometry difficult
surface. The litter surface consisted of smooth undula. to arrage. In our first experiment we chose 0.- 66'. at
tions with no significant small scale structure; the undu- this antie. r. (66") - 0. 27 (or -5S.7 d8't r, 66', =
litions looked like randomly oriented plane facets ap- 0.014 (or -18.5 dB) a&d the ratio r / rv - 19 3 4 r
proximately 10 cm in diameter. The gravel consisted of 12.8 dB).
itones that had relatively smooth surfaces and raniged in With 0,- 660. the received power was measured .alone
size from 1-2 cm in diameter, the specular direction first for the smooth sand surface and

The depth of the material placed in the wooden box was then for a perfectly conducting flat plate placed on top ofi
.elected .uch that it was equal to twice the penetration the sand surface. The signal reflected from the %and 'ur
depth 6- The complex dielectric constant of the sand ma- face was lower than that reflected from the metal r~i-'te h%
aerial was measured at 10 GHz as f - 2 5 - j 0.03. The 6 4 dB for N polarization and by 19 4 dB tor -~ r i
sand was totally dry Hence. is f at 35 GHz is not ex. azation. Thus, the mreasured reflectivity r,, .nj r '

pected to he different from its value at 10 GHz. This leads smooth sand surface are respectively only, 0 if,

A.
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lower in level thani their theeical counterparts for a In our second experimeni. we fixed 0. at 60' ,and n.j

specular iurface In u#Nar words, a "visually"' smooh swred o' ( t, 9, as a function of * for 0,z

sand s;urface is also electromagnetically smooth with re- es-entially replicating the previou3. expenm'enti ind 'A,.

gard to reflection along the speculAr direction at 35 GHz. function of 9, at each of two values of o. njmeki, 1(

Fig.- 13 shows measured values of the bistaic scattering and 270'. Also, the measurements included ob%ir~jiainN

coefficient a* 10, 0.. o*i plotted as a function of* # or 0, with HV polarization. in addition to HH and V% riljr
- 9, -66' Thc plots cover thie range from 10' to 350'. izations. The polanzation orientation is defined 'A 1hr.

Although the actual measurements covered only the range spect of the frame of reference of the iraiinmitO r ~'
from 10' to 180* and the remainin'g pan is a mirmnr im- antenna Thus. HH polirization. for example r,!-C"

age We obierve that in the specular direction. o'wq i%~ tran%mited wave whose E ield pointi, along ~
largcr than a,, by 1.1 dB. but outi'ide the main Jobe re. tion iFig 14) and to J reccitte jntenna Orieni'd
gion. av,, tend% to be slightly largcr than GMM ,c whose E.tield is along the i direoion
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270* and along the i' direction when to4 180". This with 0, at 0 130' and 270". Fig. 15(d) show% a ont,'ur
mean!, that at o - 90* we shoti:d expect stronger cross- plot of o" as 'a function of both 0, and o The plof 'A3

polariz!ed scattering than like-polanized scattering. Our generated using simple interpolation between the o'ne di-

expectati on was confirmed by the results shown in Fig. mensional profiles shown in parns ta)-Ici of F~g 15
l5a. auv is much %maller than amm for 6 between 150'
ind 21l0' factualIv a., could not be measured at 0 - E Bisratic Scattering From Rouqh Sandi aJr (G.j

l90" beciuse 1( is lower than aMM by more than the 30- The like-polarized iFIN and VVi bistaui%. Ntc:.'.it

JS depolarization isolation factor of the antenna). but terns of the rough sand and gravel surfa,;ce. F c's".
a,, is larger than a,4 tor W -'-)O* (and 2700-30001 and 17(aii exhibit signhicanth lovier lcekei M 'le 're
Fig 15ibi and 1c) depicts the variation of or'(VG 9, (0 ular direction and their mair. lobes are IraNj,2Cf -inl nc
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LIMETER-WAVE BISTATIC RADAR MEASUREMENTS OF SAND AND GRAVEL

F. T. Ulaby, T. F. Haodock, and M. E. Coluzzi

Radiation Laboratory
Department of Electrical Entgineering

and Comrputer Scoence
The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor. MI 48109-2122, USA

ABSTRACT lasting and evaluating the applicability of theoretical
scanenlng models, however, the availability of oista'ic

Sistatic radar measurements were conducted for data provides two additional degrees of freedom. In
sand and gravel surfaces to ovaktato !!. vanation with the backscatter case, the incidence angle e1 and
azimuth angle and polanzation configuration for
various surface roughnasses. The measurements scattered angle 9. are equal, and the azimuth ang~e
wore made at 35 GHz using the Millimeter-Wave between the incident and scattered directions. o. is
Polametor (MMP) system. With the transmit and zero. Hence. for an azimuthally symmetnc randomly
receive antennas oriented to observe the target at the distnibuted targrst. which most terrain surfaces are, the
-same incidence angle (Oi a 03). the received power backscattening coefficient is a function of only on.

was recorded as a func.lon Of the aLzimuth angle * over directional vaniable. Oi In the bistatic case, all three

the range from to0 to 1806 (specular direction). A angles (06, as. and 4) are independent vaniables. If
second expeniment is planned. which will consist of bistatic data are available to characterize the
measurements at * -1800 as a function of 93 for bidretinal scattering function of a target. the process

specific incidence angles 01. Assuming the scattering of developing a scattering model appropnate to the
target or class of targets under consideration and the

pattern of the target can be modeled as a product &1 an testing of these models would be greatly facilitated.
azimuth pattern f(#) and an elevation pattrin f(Ol, 9s),
the two sets ot measurements provide an estimaste of This paper describes an attempt to calibrate a 35
the biclirectionall scattering function of the target Such G~z sciatterometer system and to use it to make bqatalic
a function is far superior for oviustn th vat and scatteingQ measurements for sand and gravel surfaces.
degree of appilicablity, of theoretical scatteing models I.SE ECITO
than the traditional approach of only testing the 1.SSE ECITO
backscattr response as a funcdon of hndi nle . The block diagram shown in Fig. I depicts the basic

Keywords: Radar. hieItticatteg ftlimilrwv elements of the IMillimeter-Wave Polanimeter (MPP)
systems. system when operated in the bistatic mode. Details of

the system description are given in [3). For the
I. INTPODUCTION purposes of the present study, the system was

operated at 35 (aHz and used to make HH- and

Compared to the volume of backacAtterling data VY-poLaulzed measurements over a wide range of the
available for both point and distributed tairgetS. lbigtatic azimuth angle.# The4 arrangement used is illustrated tn
data is almost ronexistent. The only bistat data of Fog. 2; tOe angle Ol is betweesn fte surface normal Of the

aewr srd in the late 9W9 at 1 .15 Hz (11. l argets surface and the borsight direction o: the
and n te md-160' at10 Gz jj. he carityof' transmill antenna, a similar definition applies to the

bistatic data is in part due to the tact that bistatic radar sctengale.,ndteziuhale9idfnd
measurements are more difficult to Mane than scteigage111.AMhezmuhnle#sdfnd
monostatic measurements. From the standpoint of as the azimuth angle of the boisisight direction of the

receive antenna (the x-axis is chosen such that the
azimuth angle of the transmit direction is zero) To

Th-i work~ was supported by Army Research Office avu iiwiasarnem,It Orros associated wit, the Poi"ng
Contact A.AZ9-8.K-020.of the transmit and receive antennas such that tme~r
Conlrct OAG29-5-K-220.footpnints always overlap perfectly, a broad-beamn

A.10 A Io edrGARSS 87SymipoAjmu~. AflAti.3 i82t k~ay 1987



-1 W3WW where P tis the transnmited power; Go -s maximr r- gan
of the (transmit or receive) antlennia. g(O9 s ,-e
normalized radiation pattern; R 's the range !o -e

42 ~target; the subscripts t and r stand !or !rarnsm,: aw--
421 receive, respecively; 8 is the antenna .1 - e tealowe !o

hi ocresight direction: a* is the t tatic scatte,!rg
t J, fficient Of the target. and dIA is an element of area

),CC i-1 ESAssuming a* is approximately constant over .rme
angular range of the transmit antenna Dearnwicth 'a

i; 11 preceding equation may be rewntten as

G G
2to ro

r t 23
Fig. 1 Block diagram of the MMP operating in the (w

,istalic mode.
where ,, the illumination integral. -ay be cc-co.ec

V~ from knowledge of the antennas' radiation patterns ar-a
4M the measurement geometry.

A. Cairto

The system was calibrated by measuring !-e
ieceived power wth the transmit and receive anten-as
pointing at each other along their Oores-ght direct ons
if this is referred to as the calibration signal PC,

(4tRc)2

where RIC is the distance between the two antenras.
then

P 
(4)

An alternate cahbration approach is to measure !?e
reflected power from a flat metal plate in tMe soacu..ar

Fig. 2 Geometry of the bistatic measurement problem. direction (i.e. *he plae is orientedi Such that Oj u . arc

a .onna was usodfor reception and a narrow-beam its surface normal is in the plane containing 1?e
antenna was used for transmission. The transmit boresignt directions of the two antennas) If the plate s
antenna had a beatirwidth of 3*. Compared to C IS much larger than the footprint of the transmit antenna

forthereciveantnna Ata nm'ni dstace f 32 m pattern. image thwory leads to the same express-cn
beto the ieatretnand Ath anmi t and ofeceive given by (3) if RC IS replaced Wnth Rt + Rr. The two
antwens the illumi ntd area ftrasi an receise calibration approaches were found to yiold resuits that
antennas, for il mt e d t r eait 1ia sa 6 i agree with ne another within an accuracy range V17 c x 2 emforthe ranmit eamand 5 cm x about I d8B

200 cm for the receive beam.
The radar equation for the bistatc case is given by: Using tie metal plate aC a specular reflector. ,tIe

azimuth pattern of the transmit antenna was mreasutec*

GoGO gt (O)g B by moving the receive antenna in azimuth in sleob C'
Pt 2 22 & le dA ,()20. The results are shown' !n Fig 3 Aclua'y "e z' S

r4) R t a product of the radiation patterns of the transr-t m
(4) r receive antennas, but tt'e receive antenna oatter, s

N. 104
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Fig. 3 Azimuth pattern of the tran'smit antenna determined from measurements of the power
reflected by a largo metai plate.
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much wider than that of the transmit antenna, and and smooth and the second one was artificialyhence its effect on the shape of the product pattern is roughened to generate a randomly distributed. shghly
secondary in importace. rough surface. Based on measurements of twoB. _______.______.__ transects of the surface height profile, the r.m.s. heightis estimated to be srmaller than 0.1 ct., for the smooth

The radar system is designed , stop in frequency surface and about 1.67 cm for the slightly roughTero r sytem is desind 1 sep.n Trequency surface. The latter surface consisted of smoothfrom 34 Gl to 36 GHZ in 401 seps. The 2ByHZ undulations with no small scale structure; the
bandwidth provides two major advantages. By unuain oelkerdmyointdpnefcsFouner-transforming the frequency response to tle undulations Ocked like randomly onented plane facetstime domain, it is possible to gate the time response to acroximave ly 10 cm in diameter. The stones n the
correspond to reflections from the target area alone, gravel had diameters rangg from 1 to 2 cm.
thereby eliminating reflections from other targets or The target matenal (sand and gravel) was placed inobects in the test area. This procedure led to a a usand box at the center of a circle approximately 5 m
noise-equivalent level for o° equal to -45 dB. When in diameter. The sand box could be rotated about tsabsorbing matenal was used to cover the target area, axis. The sand box v as several times larger than the
the reflected power corresponded to o , - 25 dB. This the size of the antenna footpnnt at the target surface
is because the test was performed for 9i 0 e s - 660 and The depth of matenial placed in the box wasdetermined through calculations and verified
0 - 90. Away from normal incidence, the reflection experimentally. The dielectric constant of the sand was
performance of absorbing materials deteriorates measured at 10 GHz as
rapidly for large values of e. As a data-quality test, only
values of e larger than -35 dB. which corresponds to a e 2.5 - j0.03. (6)
Signal-to-noise ratio of at least 10 d8, are ccnsidered
acceptable for further processing and analysis. The sand was totally dry. Hence. the dielectric constant

of the sand at 35 GHz is not expected to be differentC. Measuremant Precis in from that at 10 GHz. The penetration depth for c/tl' << I
iS given byThe second major advantage derived from using the

2-GHz bandwidth is tPat by averaging the receivedsignal over such a wide bandwKth, the precision with a 7.5C. (7)
which o is measured is greatly improved. According tn P 2W
Rayleigh fading statistics, the ratio of the standard
deviation s to the mean value a* associated with a The sandbox was filled with sand to a height of 15 cm.radar measurement of a target is given by or two penetration depths. The two-way attenuation for

z a 28p is 17 dB. Thus, contibutions from depths- = . (5) greater than 15 cm may be neglect d. The fact that this;o TN was a valid conclusion was venfied experimentally by
measurtig the rec ved power from the sand layer as a

where ,I is the total number of independent samples function of Layer thickness.
,ncluded n the measurement of a. Frequency The stones comprising the gravel had a permttivityaveraging over a 2-GHz bandwidth prvides to a 46 at 10 GHz. The thickness of the gravel layer
approximately five independent samples for the
geometry used in this study. The caljulation leadng to used in this " was 15 cm also.
Nf a 5 is based on the expressions given in (41. 9. slstrie S.etann_ Fmm ,o3=h Sand

In addition to frequency averaging, spatial averaging The first question that needed to be addressed waswas used by rotating the tar-get about its own axis. This How close to a specular surface is a 'visually smoOthled to l0 independent spatial samples. Hence. sAnd surface at 35 GHZ? The scattenring function for a
NaNfNs ,$0. and Sotora C.14. specular surface Is I delta function, for a given

incidence angle e1. power is reflected only in the
Ill. RESULTS direction corresponding to e s a e, and * - 1800

A. Taroet Charactndsti r Moreover, the reflected signal is totally coheent in
nature. As the Surface departs from perlec:ly srroo'!The targets examined in thIS phase of the program the magnitude of the coherent scattenring comrro'ei'included two sand surfaces ard a coarse gravel decreases and ncoherent scattering becomes prise",

surface. The first sand surface was prepared to be flat in acitiOn.
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Fig. 6 MeUsured bistatic scatterng oalm of a gravel surface.
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With 8j a 660. the received power was measured 7 and 8 Show the HH-polarization and VV-pclarzat on

along the specular direction first :or the smooth sand curves presented earlier in Figs. 4-6.
surface and then for a perfectly conducting fiat plate
placed on top of the sand surface. The cignal reflected IV CONCLUSIONS
from the sand surface was lower than that ref Iccted
from the metal plate by 6.4 dB for H polanzation and by The matenial presented in this paper represents tme
18.4 dB for V polanization. For a specular sandl surface. first phase of a new program designed to establish th'e
the difference in level should bo equal to rs(660) for bistatic scattening behavior of natural surfaces. TheH~ pnimary tasks realizod so far include system calibration
H polaration and equal to rV(66-) for V polarization, and noise performance evaljation and preliminary

where rs(661) is the Fresnel reflectivity at 9i 660 For attempts to analyze the azimuthal variation 01 tole
bistatic scattering patterns of Smooth and rougMi

a sand surface with e as given by equation (6). surfaces. In future phases of the program. bistatic
(6 6") a 0.27 and r S,66 0) a 0.014. The patterns will be measured as a function of all three

correspcnding values in dB amre, - -5.7 aS and angles (0i, 9S. and 0) for many types of distributed
S , .8.5 dB. Tu.temaue ellitesrsurfaces. Additionally, appropriate Scattering fracels

Thus th esrdrfetvte H will be developed as a function of the dielectric and
and rv, are 0. 7 dB and 0. 1 dB lower in levcol than their geometrical paramneters of the targets.
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MILLIMETER WAVE
SCATTERING MODEL FOR A

LEAF

K. Sarabandi, F.T. Mfaby, and T.B.A. Senior

Radiation Laboratory, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Abstract

At millimeter wave frequencies a typical leaf is a significant fraction of a wave-

length in thickness, and its nonuniform dielectric profile now affects tne scattering.

To provide a simple and efficient method for predicting the scattering, two types

of physical optics approximations are examined. The first approximates the vol-

ume polarization current by the ciur-ent which would exist in an infinite dielectric

slab with the same profile, while the second (and simpler) one employs the surface

currnt which, on the infinite slab, produces the known reflected field. It is shown

that the first method is superior, and provided the actual dielectric profile is used,

it predicts the cattered field to an accuracy which is adequate for most practical

purpose,.
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slab, produces-- plane wave identical to the reflected field, ard this is the surface

current physical optics (SCPO) approximation.

For an ele:trically thin leaf or plate, the two approximations are indistinguish-

able, but as the thickness (or frequency) increases, the predicted scattering differs

in most directions, and by comparison with the results of a moment method solu-

tion of the volume integral equation, it is shown that VIPO is superior. In addition.

for a two layer material, it is no longer adequate to treat the plate as homogeneous

one having an average dielectric constant. Provided the actual dielectric profile of

a leaf is simulated, it appears that VIPO can predict the -:attering behavior of

a leaf to an accuracy that is sufficient for most practical purposes at millimeter

wavelet rths.

2 Structure of a Leaf

The structure of a typical vegetation leaf is shown in Fig.l. The type and number

density of cells may vary as a function of depth into the leaf which, in turn,

results in a nonuniform dielectric profile. The effect of this nonuniformity becomes

observable at higher frequencies where the thickness of the leaf is comparable to

the wavelength.

Leaves contain two types of photosynthetic cells: palisade p4renchAym, consist-

ing of column-shaped colk in which most photosynthesis takes place, and spongy

parench yn, which consist of irregularly shaped cells with large spaces between

them. Because a large part of the vegetation material is water, its dielectric con-
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as 4 dB at 140-Hz.

3 Physical Optics Approximations

At microwave frequencies where a typical leaf is no more than about A/50 in

thickness with lateral dimensions comparable to or larger than the wavelength,

the scattering properties can be accurately predicted using the physical optics

approximation applied to a resistive sheet model of a leaf (Sarabanci et al, 19881.

In effect, the leaf is modeled as au infinitesimally thin layer, but as the frequency

increases, it is necessary to take the leaf thickness in to account. There are now two

types of physical optics approximation that can be employed. The standard one is

the surface cuzrent (SCPO) approach in which an infinite dielectric slab is replaced

by an equivalent she.t current that produces a plane wave identical to the reflected

wave of the slab. This current is then used as an approximation t, the equivalent

surface current over the upper surface of a finite dielectric plate. Alternatively,

the induced (volume) polarization current in the plate can be approximated by the

current in the infinite dielectri: siab, and we shall refer to this as the volume integral

physical optics (VIPO) meihod. It is ruore accurate than tb, a SCPO method,

although the latter is more convenient to use for evaluating the s.-xvtered field.

To illustrate the two procedures, consider a dielectric plate consisting of a

homogeneous dielectric of thickness d, and relative permittivity el atop a second

material of thickness d3 - di and relhtive permittivity el. The plate occupies the

region -
<  - < y and -dz < :5 0 as shown in Fig. 2, and is
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and -

C..Rj + C-e2ik
'  '

= C + C-Rie2,41°-4"  (5)
The corresponding results for a single layer of thickness d, and relative dielectric

constant el can be obtained by puttirg d2 = di and k2, = k15, implying B2 = B,

and A: = A,.

Given a volume distribution of electric current J in free space, the correspond.

;ng Hertz vector is
n op) z.v J (in ) V (6)

4,rko fv IF-f

where Zo(= 1/Yol is the free space impedance, and the resulting field is

E(F)= VxVxl(f),

H(f) = -ikoYoV x r1(f).

In the far zone of the current distribution

eseiZo /vJ )"'"v 7

and

E(F) 2s -kg x x riFt). (8)

In the dielectric slab the volume current J is the polarization current

JM -SkoY (f,- 1)E,. (9)

where E, has the value appropriate to each layer (j = 1,2), and when this is

inserted into (6) and the integration cardied out over the volume occupied by
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produces & pli-e wave identical to the field reflected from the dielectric slab. As

evident from the impuls. function 6(z) in (16), th, urrent is located at the upper

surface of the slab, and when (16) is inserted into (6) we find

nS' "  i sin X
l'SCP° o -'--" o oa- - (17)

and the far field amplitude is then
sscPo,o)) -ikg sinX

Sy-2 co'rab )

In the specular (0. = -0o) and backsc.ttering (0. = 0o) directions it can bc verified

that (14) and (18) are identical, but in the other directions the two spproximations

differ.

In the case of H polarization for which

H' = (19)

the analysis is similar. With H, represented as shown in (2), the various coefficients

(now indicated by primes) differ frcm those for E polarization in having kI, replaced

by kI,/eI and k2, replaced by k2,/e2 everywhere except in the exponents. The

induced polarization current then has two components and is given by

3 = -ikoZo(e, - l)(E,* + Egi). (20)

where E, = (ikoes)"ZoHj,/8z and E, = -(ikoe,)-'ZoH,/Oz have the values

appropriat, to each layer (j : 1,2). The Hertz vector can be computed using (6),

and for the scattered field H', the far field amplitude is found to be

S," 0 (9., Go) - y U-Xi,- 5(coo, F" - sin .F2). (21)
4r X
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4 Numerical Results

To illustrate the difference between the VIPO and SCPO approximations we con-

sider a homogeneous (single layer) plate of thickness d2 = A0/4 with C2 = el =

3 + 10.1. For an E-polarized plane wave incident at 30 degrees, the amplitude and

phase of sVIPO/SSCPO are given in Figs. 3 and 4, and these show that the dif-

ference increases iway from the specular and back3cattering directions. At a fixed

scattering angle, the difference increases with the electrical thickness of the plate

up to the first resonance and then decreases. To test their accuracy the two ap-

proximations have been compared with the results of a moment method solution

of the volume integral equation. The particul.r code used is a two-dimensional

one which was extended to three dimensions by assuming that the induced cur-

rents are independent of the y coordinate. Since the dielectric constant of m,_t'.

vegetation materiaLs is high, it is necessary to have the cell sizes very smal, and

one consequence of this is the need to compute the matrix elements extremely

accurately, especially for H polarization. For a 2Ao square plate formed from the

above-mentioned layer aid illuminated by an E-polarized plane wave at norm.al in-

cidence, the two approximations are compared with the moment method solution

in Fig. 5, and the superiority of VIPO is clear.

In the can of a thin plate the two approximations are indistinguishable. This

is illustr&ted in Fig. 6 showing the VIPO expression (14) and the moment method

solution for a 2Ao square plate of thickness d3 = Ao/50 for E polarization. The

plate is a homogeneous one having e = 13 + i12 corresponding to the average
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al [1987] the leVI can be modeled as a resistive sheet using an average value for the

permittivity. If the physical optics approxim.,t:-n is tben applIed, the resulting

scattering is attributed to a surface current, and this method is equivalent to the

SCPO approximation. At higher frequencies, however, the thickness and structure

of a leaf are more significant. At 100 GHz and above a leaf is a considerable

fraction of a wavelength in thickness, and in spite of the reduced sensitivity to

water content, the nonuniformity affects the scattering.

For a two-layer model of a leaf, the SCPO approximation hm been compared

with the volume integral (VIPO) approximation. When the leaf is thin the two

approximations are identical and in good agreement with data obtained from a

moment method solution of the integral equation, but as the electrical thickness

increases, the two approximations diverge in all directions except the specular and

(for E polarization) backscattering ones. Al.hough the VIPO approximation is

more complicated, its accuracy is greater, and the agreement with the moment

method data is better using a two-layer model than when a sinr!e layer of average

permittivity is employed.

For most practical purpos" it would appear that VIPO in conjunction with

an accurate dielectric profile of a leaf provides an adequate approxiatica to the

scattering at millimeter wavelengths. As our knowledge ef the profile incrzas.'s, it

may be desirable to use a multi-layer model which could even simulate a contiuuous,

nonuniform profile, and a convenient way of doing this is described in the Appendix.

We also note that at frequencies for which the lea thicknes is comparable to A,/2
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where J-i is the total electric current supported by the resistive sheet, and

,Ya. 8:z
fI x {6 x [H" + H-}-fn x -,E + E-] = -2RJ , (A4)

J = -6 x [E" - E-] (A5)

where J, is the total magnetic current supported by the conductive sheet.

The superscripts +,- refer to the upper (+) and lower (-) sides of the sheet,

and fh is the unit vector outward normal to the upper side.

A2 Scattering by a Stack of N Planar Sheets

Consider a stack of N infinite planar combined sheets all parallel to the zy

plane of a Cartesian coordinate system (X, y, z) as depicted in Fig. Al. The

top sheet is in the z = 0 plane and the mr' sheet is located at z = -d,,

where I. = 0. The space between the m ' and (m + 1)tA sheets is referred to

as region m, and we note that region 0 (z > 0) and region N(z < -d) are

semi-infinite free space. A pkane wave whose plane of incidence is parallel to

the zz plane impinges on the stack of sheets from above. From the symmetry

of the problem, all the field vectors are independent of y (i.e.,& = 0), U a

result of which the field components in each region can be separated into E-

and H-polarized waves which are the dual of each other.

In the cae of E pclaization the incident field is given by (1) and the field
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expressed as (excluding the phase factor e'h ualn)

J- = 2Yocos oe'"'#O[l - .
In (A )

The total reflection coefficient in region 0 (rrm() - f.0E) can be evaluated

from the recursive relation (A7) by noting that r4. = 0 (the region N is

semi-infinite). The total transmission coefficient can also be obtained from

(A7) as follows:

TE(O) =+ +- (A9)

Unlike the E-polarized case where the magnetic current is zero, an H-polarized

wave excites a magnetic current in the y direction and the tangential electric

and magnetic fields are both discontinuous across the combined sheets. For

H polarization the tangential field vectors in region m can be obtained by

applying the duality relationships to (A6). In this case the amplitudes of

the travelling in -z and +z directions are denoted by Bi and B' respec-

tively. By applying the boundary conditions (A2)-(A5) at the rn' sheet and

denoting the reflection coefficient in region m by

after some algebraic manipulation we obtain

- rn-I (A1O)
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leads t6- "

rl() eO' a .o/2 f4/2 , N j(,
iqo 4W J-4/ b2 -. !

(A16)

Using the physical optics approximation, the currents obtained for the infinite

sheets are substituted into (A16) to find the scattered fields. For E and H

polarizations the far field amplitudes are

• N E,, ,a,. sin X

SE( .,G o) = k I k oabZo( E - " -T -' (A 1)

SH(O, O) = , ab(Z(cos.J0 + Y-)e''' " . (A18)
4ram

where, as before, X = i(sin e, + sin eo). In the backacattering (0, = 9o) and

speculax (e, = -9o) directions the summation term in (A17) reduces to a

telescopic series resulting in

JfeIhk-4 = 2Yocos oC = 2Yocos orE(Go), (A19)

and backscattering cross section is then

oUr(Go, eo) = 4v L) coalb) o rE(o) 12 sin'(kasin o) (A20)

A3 (kasin eo)(

Also, for H polarization

£Z,.t(cooJ! + YoJ:*)es l ' 04 '- -2coo Oo E,..(Br,-1 - B,)

- -2 coo 9oB' = -2cos. rM(go),
(A2 1)
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MEASUREMENT AND MODELING OF MILLIMETER-WAVE
SCATTERING FROM TREE FOLIAGE

F.T. Ulaby, T.H. Haddock, and Y. Kuga
Radiation Laboratory

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. Michigan 48109

AfIRACT

Because the constituent elements of a tree canopy, namely the leaves, needles.

branches, and trunks, have complex geometries with curvatures and surface

roughness scales that are comparable to or arger than the wavelength at millimeter-

wavelengths, the traditional approach used to compute the phase function of the

vegetation volume is totally impracticai. In this paper we propose a relatively simple

model for characterizing the phase function on the basis of direct experimental data.

The model is used in conjunction with a solution of the radiative transfer equation to

predict the backscattering behavior of tree canopies. The model is found to provide

very good agreement with radar observations made of 35, 94, and 140 GHz.

This work was supported by U.S. Army Research Offie contract DAAG29-85-K-0020.
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Vegetation Scattering at Mliliinster Wavelengths

1. INTRODUCTION

The leaves, needles, branches, and trunks compri3ing a vegetation canopy

are lossy dielectric structures with complex geometries. Whereas it may be acceptable

to approximate a leaf as a thin, flat disc at centimeter and longer wavelengths, such a

treatment is invalid at millimeter wavelengths because the leaf curvature and its

thicknesr are comparable to or larger than )L Similar statements can be made with

regard to the size and surface roughness of branches and other components of a

vegetation plant or tree. Consequently, it Is very difficult, if not impossible, to use

numerical quadrature techniques for solving the veator radiative transfer equation

[Ulaby et al., 1986; Tsang et al., 1985] to compute the radar backscattering coefficient

of vegetation at millimeter wavelengths. Th problems encountered are: (1) it is not

possible to compute the scattering phase function of the vegetation volume because

accurate models for the scattering matrices of the scattering elements (curved leaves,

rough.surface branches, etc.) are not available at millimeter wavelengths, and even if

such models were available, the numecal computions that would have to be

performed to obtain the phase function (which involve integration over size and

orientation parameters) would be extremely exoensive, and (2) when the phase

function has a complicated dependence on the bistatic scattering angles, it is very

difficult to compute the solution of the radiative transfer problem beyond the first order.

Hence, an alftmate approach Is needed for computing the radar backscatter from

vegetation at rMllmeter wavelengths.

In this paper we shall propose a relatively rimple model for characten7ing

the pha,;3 function of vegetation canopies at millimeter wavelengths, and then use it in

a second-order solution of the radiative transfer equation to compute racar
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Dackscattering from trees. Model results are compared with radar backscatter

measurements for tree canopies at 35, 94, and 140 GHz.

2. PHASE MATRIX

Except for the main trunk, tree foliage consists primarily of randomly

distributed leaves (or needles) and branches, mst of which are much larger than the

wavelength in size (at millimeter wavelengths), have complex shapes, and are

characterized by a quasi-uniform orientation distribution. These properties suggest

that whereas individual scattering elements may exhibit highly complex and

polarization-dependent scattering paitems. an elemental volume dV containing many

of these elements is likely to exhibit propagation and .t'er properties that are

weakly polarization-dependent and characterized by a relatively simpe scattering

pattern. This prediction is supported by experimental observations made by Ulaby et

al. [1988J which show that bistatic scattering from trees exhibits comparable results for

horizontal and vertical 3olarizations.

The randorm nature of the tree foliage supports the use of radiative transfer

theory [Ishimaru, 1978 for modeling millimeter wave propagation in the canopy [Ulaby

et al., 1988; Schwering et al., 19881. In the radiative transfer model, the formulation is

given in terms of the phase function P(98, 1; , 41) relating the specafic intensity

scattered by a unit volume of the scattering medium into the direction (09, ss) to the

specific intensiy incident upon the unit volume from the direction (81, 01), with both sets
' A A

of orientation angles being defined with respect to a reference coordinate (x, Y, Z).

The phase mallx represents the average Stokes matrix of the pastides constituting the

unit volume. To relate P to the properties of the medium, we start by considering

scattering by a single particle. For a plane wave with electric field vector It incident

upon the particle in the direction 14 a (0. $). the far-field wave scattered by the particle
A

in the direction ks a (0, 03) is a spherical wave with field vector Es . The vertical and
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horizontal polarization components or Es at a range r from the scatterer are related to

the components of the incicf.,nt field through the scattering matrix S(es, 0s; e1, 01) of the

particle Ulaby et al., [19861,

[ -T S 1

The matrix S is given by four scattenng amplitudes,

k) SV SO,

$ . [: S.jSh * (2)

For a specified scatteredlncident polarization combination, the bistatic scattering cross

section of the pa,clo is defined in terms of the ratio of the scattered to inodent power

densities. For vh polarization, for example,

cf kk [4 riE /IE .2.1 3 UIS.h 2 (3)

When considering an elementary volume containing N randomly distributed particles

per unit volume, we can characterize bistatic scattering by the volume in terms of the

bistatic scattering cros section per unit volume (or bistatic scattering coefficient)
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4lr"N<O'I>,4n ,N < I SO I>. (4)

where < > denotes ensemble average.

The vector radiative transfer equation is formulated in terms of the specific

intensity, vector I defined through the modified Stokes parameters /v Ih U, and Vas

follows:

~I'
l-nI <1 EV >

2

U TI 2Re< E F >
LV

2 Im < E Eh >

For an elementary volume of length ds illuminated, in the general case, from all
A A

alrection's Ki Iy in -aont intensity 0 (ki), the intensity scattered in the direction ks is

given by

I J JJ d3 P (~)I ()dl 1  (6)
419

where P is the phase matrix given by
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P11  P12  P13  P14

P21 P22  P23  P24
P31  P32  P33  P34

P41  P42  P43  P44

whose elements are related to those of S by

-C~~~ 2 1 <Im~tS12 1 )>

2 12 I I

A A •IShI2> I C > e(ShVShh) *Clrn(ShVShh)>
P(k,, ki) =N !

24&Sv~v> Zc<%vh SIhh)>I -ReWVvS hh +SVhS hv)>' '<Im(SVVS hh -ShShI I I

2 m<S( S hv)>I 2 < <''(S Vh, S hh) > <I "(SvvShn +SvhSh> <)ll SvvSh SvhShvI I I

(7)

3. PROPOSED PHASE MATRIX

The 16 elements of P can be readily computed provided we know (1) the

number density N, (2) the probability density functions for the sizes, shapes and

orientations of the particles, and (3) the dielectric properties of the particles, and

additionally we have available appropriate models for computing the scattering

matrices of the pv'icles. In most cases, this information is not availale for terrain

surfaces and volumes, which forces investigators to estimate the physical parameters

of the canopy and to treat the canopy constituents as spheres, cylindars, and discs.
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These approximations lead to errors, and because the number of parameters involved

is large. it is difficult to assess the sources of error.

3.1 P?'.SE MATRIX IN THE SCATTERING PLANE

Instead of using the first approach described above to compute the elements

of the phase matrix P, we propose to use a semi-empirical approach based on

experimental measurements. Ulaby et al. [1988] used a 35-GHz bstatic radar system

to examine the scattering patterns of small trees under Laboratory conditions. T'..o

types of experiments were condu.'ted: (1) transmission measurements to determine

the extinction coefficient K,, for horizontal and vertical polarizations and (2) bistatic

scattering measurements in the plane of scattering (defined to be the plane containing

the incident and b .,tiared directions and orthogonal to the polarization planes of the

waves [Chandrasekhar, 1960]) to evaluate the angular variations of the like- and

cross-polarized bistatic scattering cross sections per unit volume i:v), Kvh(V), Khv(),

and Khh(W'), where , is the angle shown in Fig. 1. While the transmitter remained in

one location with the beam pointing at the crown section of the tree, the receiver was

moved in discrete steps around a circle in the horizontal plane with the tree at its

center. At each receiver location, defined by the angle #, the average received power

was measured and then used to compute cw(WV), (cvh(v), xhv(y), and Xhh(v). The

averaging process was realized by placing the tree on a rotating platform and

measuring the received power (for a given receivar location) as the tree was rotated

over 360 ° .

Two distinctly different types of trees were selectew for examination: Ficus

and Arbor Vitae (Fig. 2). The Ficus tree had small, flat, simple leaves approximately 10

cm 2 in area, whereas the Arbor Vitae tree had a branching trunk arrangement with

branches supporting needles approximately 1.5 - 3 mm in length. More detailed
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information about these test trees and the measurement procedure is given in Ulaby et

al., [1988].

The major conclusions derived from the experimental observations that

pertain to the present study are:

(1) For both types of trees, the like-polarized scattering patterns, Kw(,) and

ichh(V), were approximate'y the same, and a similar result was observed for Kvh('V) and

KhV4W). Thus,

rhh(W)-- = (v KV K M) (8)

r1.(V) = K() ,2) (9)

(2) In spite of the fact tat the two trees were markedly different in terms of

the shapes and sizes of their scattering e'erents (leaves, needles, branches), both

exhibited similar scattering patterns. Figures 3 and 4 shows plots of the measured

values of KI (W) and K2 (#) tor the two types of trees. Also shown are plots calculated

using the expressions discussed below.
h

The scattering coefficient x. for a h-polarized incident incnsity is given by

4x f k o ]dn.(0
ft

and a similar expression can be defined for v4. In view of (8) and (9), we shall set

h v
Assuming azimuthal symmetry with rospoC to the forward SC,3ring dlirocton (v ,0).

the like- and cross-polarizd scattering coefficents c3n be exprssd a



K ( W) = ICS (v ,(1

K2 ( gW (-), (12)

and to satisfy (10). the sum of g1 (W) and g2(i) has to satisfy the relation

3
12[9 (W)+ 92(W)]si, W-1(3

0

In view of the shapes of the measured patterns (Figs. 3 and 4), g1 (W) and g2(W) can

each be descnbed as the sum of a relatively weak isotropic component and a

Gaussian-shaped. strong and narrow forward-scattering lobe f(W),

) [ 22 +,[ -,)] c

)exp [- OIL)] +(1 "jC) c (14)

g2 (W) - [c f2 (W) + (1 -C2)l(1-C)

02 _L ,.@X[_( 1( .CC) ,C) (15)

where 1 and 02 are the effective bearnwidths of the like- and cross-polarized forward

scattering lobes. These expressions have the following properties:

I q



(a)

-" g (W) sinW dw - C (16)

(b)

-J g2 (v) sini d - 1 -C (17)

(c)

a f (W)sinyCIW/J (1 -a)sinW dv = a/(1 -a). (18)

The sum of properties (a) and (b) satisfies (13), the ratio (1-CYC represents the ratio of

total scattered cross-polarized energy to total scattered like-potartized energy, and the

ratio (1-a)/a represents the ratio contained in the isoptropic component to the energy

contained in the main lobe.

The "calculated" plots shown in the Figs. 3 and 4 are based on (11), (12),

(14), and (15), with the values of the parameters selected to provide good agreement

between the measured and calculated plots.

Now let us return to the phase matrix given by (7). The element PI is given

by

P, (Y) N<ISw >

N W. - o. - K,%(V)

- S () (19)
4x

4 ,(W



Similary, it is easy to show that

P (22 P I (),

and
IC,

e - P21 (W) - g2() (20)

Next, we shall make certain assumptions to simpliy the remaining terms.

Let us consider the term P13 in P,

P13" N < Re (S , Sje) >

-N < Re 0. SV I ~ s'@* > (.-.
*N c S 1 S. cos (0'. ~)

-N<,I SIIsjI-- ('..-, (21)

where Ov is the phase of the scatering amplitude Sv v(and similar definitions apply for

the other scattenng amplituides). In the last step of (21) it was assumed that the

magnitude S, vj ISvnl and the phase difference (vv -#M) are independent random

variables. Accorcling to 35-GHz radar measurements of the back-attenng from rocks

jWhitt and Ulaby, 19881 and 1.25 GHz potarmatric date extracted from airborne radar

images of forested areas, the phase difference (#w - ovh) is uniformly distributed over

(0, 2xJ. Hence, the average value of cos (Ovv - Ovn) is zero, and thorefore P13 a 0.

Similarly, all terms in P involving the product of a like-polarized scattering arrnphit,09

and cross-polarized scattering amplitude may be set equal to zero.
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It was also observed (in the same investigations) cited above that the phase

difference (w - Ohh) corresponding to the product of the like-polarized scattering

amplitudes has a Gaussian-like dsitribution centered at 04. We shall, therefore, adopt

the approximations < COS (;NV - Ohh) > = I ano < sin (Ow - #) > = 0. Furthermore, in

view of (8), we shall assume that< ISvvl ISd > < ISvv 2 >. Hence, for the terms

involving (S v v Shh" ), we have

N <Re (S, Sh.) - N <ISw II S,, Icos (t,-V

a N< I S,,, I I S0 I > <o (qt .) >

= P1  (22)

and

N -Im (S >0 (23)

Upon incorporating the preceding results in (11), we obtain the simplified matrix

g1  02 0 0

g2  g1  0 0
P (Vl) - -- (24)

4x 0 0 g1+g2  0

0 0 0 Q192

with g1 and g2 as given by (14) and (15), re spectively.
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3.2 PHASE MATRIX FOR ANY INCIDENT AND SCATTERED DIRECTIONS

The phase matrix P(,) in Eq. 24 is obtained in terms of the scattering angle V as

shown in Fig: 1. If the incidant direction is (81, 01) and the scattered direction is (8, Q),

denoted by points P,(, 9,) and P2(e, 0,) in the polar coordinate systest, shown in Fig.

5, the plane of scattering contains the triangle OPP 2 and the scattering angle W is

given by the angle P OP 2. The radiative transfer equation, on the other hand, is

written in terms of the polar angles 0 and 0. We need to obtain a new phase matrix in

terms of 0 and 4 in order to use it in the radiative transfer equation. The details of the

transformation from P(V) to P(0. ,, el. h ). which involves linear transformations

through angles yf, and x - y2, are descrbed in Chandrasekhar (1960]. The

transformed phase matrix is given by

P (@o $; or 4) a L (x- y2) P () L (-y,) (25)

where L is a linear transformation given by

2 1
Coe y sin y sin 2y 0

1

( sin2 y cos 2 y I sin 2y

-sin 2y sin 2y cos 2y 0

0 0 0 1 (26)

The angles y1 and 12 ar defined in Fig. 5.

Introducing the abbreviations
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(U,,) - cos y, cos2 - si y, sin -y2 (27a)

(r) *-cos ysiti y2 sin y, cos, y2 (27b)

(r, i -~t, cos y2 + cosy, sin y2  (27c)

(r. r) -cosY, COS Y2 + sin1 y, iny 2  (27d)

We can write the phase matrix as

P (9*.*S; 0A) - g1('/)(LL) 2 + g2(W)(t,r) 2  g1(V)(r,t) 2+ g2(W~)(r,r) 2

L0 0

-g1 ('0)r.""1.) + 92(iy)(r,r)(tr)0

g,())(r,t)t.L - g2(s)(rr) 2(t.r) 2  0

Using the oosine and sin law of a spherical triangle, we can write (t.t). (r,t), (r,t), and

(t,r) in terms of 0,. #,. Og and 01.
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(M,) - . O sin es sinG (cos -1)os(-$) (29a)
sin Wr

sin 2 (' " 40))

(r,r) a .s 2 sin e9 sin e (cos W + 1 ). cos (l. os) (29b)

sin 0 i CsW1s(L-4I4I

sin e s )]

n si(n-) s2 i sec 1  sin 2 e. seceJ} (29)

sins

sin 2  2sin-) 2 (Sin 2 0, m 1 *sin 2 9~. SceJ (29d)

where

Cos -Cos e, cos el + sin 0 sin O, cos(e-,) (30)
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4. RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL

At millimeter wavelengths, the penetration depths of foliage rarely exceeds

1 m. Hence, it would be reasonable to neglect the backscatter contribution of the

underlying ground surface, and in the case of most vegetation canopies it may also be

possible to treat the canopy as serniinflnite in depth. In this section we seek an

expression for the vector specific intensity I scattered from a forest canopy

characterized by a phase matrix of the form given by (28). To this end, we shall

develop a first-order solution and a second-order solution of the radiative transfer

equation and then compare the results with the exact solution (based on numerical

computations using the quadrature method) and with experimental data.

The vegetation canopy is modeled as a continuous, statistically

homogeneous, horizontal layer of vertical extent d The layer has diffuse upper and

lower boundanes (Fig. 6) at z4, and za-d, respectively, and it is illuminated by an

intensity

I = Io 8 (cos . cos e ) 8 (0 - #0) (31)

incident upon the upper boundary in the direction (x - 8o , #o). Upon solving the

radiative transfer equation to obtain an expression for the intensity I (8s , 0.) scattered

in any direction (9,, 4,). we can set 6, 8 0 and ,x + 0. which corresponds to

scattering in the backward drectlon, to compute the bacitsatering coefficient from the

equation

( 4X cos eol 1 (W. )(32)
Opq( I 

(

Iq (X - e0. #d)

where p, q - v or h polarization.
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4.1 Radiative Transfer Equations

When formulating the radiative transfer problem for bounded media, the

standard practice is to split the intensity vector into upward-going (I* (es. z))

downward-going (1" (x - 0,, ,. z)) components, noting that es varies between 0 and x/2

[Ulaby et al.. 19661. In the vegetation layer, the intensity 1 (e,. #S z) travelling in the

upward direction (0., #,) and the intensity I (x - 9,. #,, z) traveling in the downward

direction (x - 9,, 4,) must satisfy the coupled radiative transfer equations.

d 1Ce
-I s S ) 2 (L"0.Z (33a)

d S , Z) a - I (jL,. 1 ,. z) + " (-F.,.' z) (33b)

where o is the extinction coefficient of the vegetation medium. ;4 a cos 0., and -A,

cos (z - 6,). The source furdcns IF (.t, z) and F (-, z) account tor directing

the energy inclent '.por an elemental volume from all directions into the direction (6,.

,) and (x - 9,, 4,). respectively. and are given by

p (. ,, ) , f_. P (PyI,) I* (l, ,,z) d

*JJPj,*j 1 * jI~d (34a)
0 0
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F (j*0z) f (;s .0; [JJ ) Op ~Z) dO

Z 02X 1

+ f1 Pii,;-z) Z) (n zd ~ (34b)

whered4odjz= d/dsin dd , and P(u i;1 ,)is the phase matrix of the

vegetation layer relating the intensity incident (upon a unit volume in the medium) in

the direction (6. 1A) to the intensity scattered in the direction (0., #*). The phase matrix

is defined by (28).

The solution to differential equations (33a) and (33b) can formally be

expressed as

z

) -(j, N,.z) e O( d)  I L. , -d) + J eF 'WO FQ2, 9,F z) dz (35a)

0

(-i, *,. z) a "  I (- , *,, O)J* F (-0,. K,, z') dz'. (35b)

Because there Is no reflection at the (diffuse) air-vegetation boundaries at z

,0 and Z a -4 the following boundary condlticns must be satisfied:

I (-s1. 0,.O) = I0 8 (us- P) 8(,-o) (36a)

I (I,. *,. -d) = 0, (36b)
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and because F and F are themselves integral functions of I and I, we have to use

numerical techniques involving segmentation in z and (9, # ) in order to obtain an

exact solution for I = 1* (8,, 0,, z . 0). While this may be usefull, particularty for

comparing with results based on approximate solutions, the numerical technique does

not provide much insight with regard to the relative importance of various scattering

contributions. Hence, we shall use the iterative technique to develop expressions for

the first-order and second-order solutions of (35a) and (35b) and then compare their

results with the exact results of the numerical solution. The assumptions -Underlying

the iterative technique is that the medium is weakly scattering; i.e., the scattering

albedo w =/ro /* << 1. At millimeter wavelength, o Z 0.6 - 0.9 for vegetation [31, and

therefore the condition is not satisfied. Nonetheless, we shall now proceed with the

iterative technique and then evaluate its usefulness in a later section.

4.2 First-Order Solution

We start with the zeroth-order solutions, which are obtained by setting P=O

in (34a) and (34b). which renders F - F0 = 0 in (35a) and (35b), where the zero

subscript denotes zero order. Using the boundary conditions given by (34) and (35),

the zeroth-order specific intensities are given by

1 (J1S, #,, z) a 0 (37a)

I' (-sL,,z) . o" X S (+, "*) (37b)

The zeroth-order solution corresponds to propagation of the coherert wave

through the medium with scattering ignored, except for its contribution to extinction. To
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obtain the first-order solution, we first need to insert (37,,) and (37b) into (34a) and

(34b) to compute the first-order source function F; and F;, and then insert the results

in (35a) and (35b). This process leads to

I, (;L, z)- -S, Ze l. p( €;", o)Io (38)

I; (I , ,,.z) 0 10 8 (1 ,- Ad 8 (,- 4)

+ - e(39)e- - P ('14S. 106; "14., O) o139
ii. r.

where

, % (1/P. + 14L) (40)

C %0 o(1 .I-14L,). (41)

The first-order solution for the bcksatterng coefficient can be obtained by setting z -

O, , and z" x + In (38) andthen inserting the result in (32). These steps

lead to the oxproeon
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(,ow~ 4 () ,,Cos % 6 =al
dO (1) - a 1- 2%sdsojP ( O i ; ,,

I's COS1

2 KOg (n) (42)

where [P]1I is the 11 element of P and g, (n) is given by (14) with iW - .
Similarly, he other prfncipal-polarization backscanering coefficients aregiven by

Ch .(- a o (eo)

2(( * 
g"_)2 W (43)

For a thick canopy such that (2r d sec 66) > :, tt term in the second square bracket
in (42) and (43) reduces to 1.

4.3 Second.Ordor folution

The second order solution for the backacattered intensity at the surface
12 (No- X+ o, 0), can be obtained by (1) replacing (9w, O,. z) in (38) and (39) with
(A. , z ), (2) inserting the resultant expressions in (34a) and (34b) to obtainF* (o s, z) and F; (N. s, z'), and (3) then inserting those expressions in (35a) and(4) finally replacing 2, %, z) with (k, x + 00, 0). This process leads to

2 (80, x + 0, o) . f , ;Iv, it +,., z" ) z" (44)
,d
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with

F1 (1 • *' z') (go itz + ( 'o ; -go, O) Io

2X I

0 01 z31

2X I %zq /A1

0 0 Al X4

where

K3 % + 1(46)

%4  % - ) (47)

Using (14), (15) and (28) to deflne P. the integrals can be evaluated numerically, and

the computed Intensity 1 can be inserted in (32) to compute a0 for any

P, q V or h polWlzoS



5. MODEL BEHAVIOR AND EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Using the phase matrix given by (28) with the parameters measured for the

Ficus tree, the co-polarized (co-pol) and cross-polarized (x-pol) backscattering

coefficients were computed for a variety of canopy conditions in accordance with (a)

the first-order solution of Section 4.2, (b) the second-order solution of Section 4.3. and

(c) the exact numerical solution using the quadrature gradient technique [Ulaby et al.,

1986). Figure 7 shows the variation of a° with the albedo o - / Ke, for a canopy with

an optical thickness i: = x@ d = 1 Np. For an error within 1 dB of the numerical solution,

the first-order solution is useful up to co = 0.4 for the co-pol component but is not at all

useful for the x-pol component, and the second-order solution is useful up to ca = 0.85

for the co-pol component but only useful up to co = 0.5 for the x-pol component. If we

relax the error margin to 2 d6 for the x-pol component, the useful range of ca may be

extended up to 0.85 for the second-order solution.

The dependence on optical thickness is illustrated in Fig. 8 for all three

solutions. For all intenrs and purposes, a° is independent of % for % > I Np. This

condition is almost always satisfied for tree canopies at millimeter wavelengths.

Companson of the model behavior with experimental data is provided in Fig.

9 which shows measurements of a° as a function of incidence angle for a canopy of

Spruce trees at 35 GHz and a canopy of Bur Oak trees at 94, and 140 GHz.

The canopies had continuous crown sections, the trees were about 1on in

height, and the leaves had a moisture content of 53% in the case of the Spruce trees

and 27% for the Bur Oak trees. The computations are based on the second-order

solution using the F'tcus phase-function model shown in Fig. 3. The only free

parameter used in attempting to match the model results with the data is the albedo w.

which was chosen to be equal to 0.6 at 35 GHz, 0.8 at 94 GHz. and 0.95 at 140 GHz.

Sim!'ar results were obtained in attempting to match the model to experimental



observations for (horizontally) continuous canopies comprised of other types of trees.

This observation is not surprising in view of the strong similarity noted earlier between

the bistatic scattering patterns shown in Fig. 3 and 4 for two trees with very dissimilar

tree architectures. In other words, the proposed model appears to apply to a wide

range of tree types of continuous-crown canopies, with the only major parameter

controlling the levels of the co-pol and x-pol backscattering responses being the

albedo co. In turn, co is strongly dependent on the wavelength and probably dependent

on leaf moisture content. Further study is needed to establish the dependence of w on

these two parameters.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Using the phase matrix model proposed in this study, radiative transfer

theory appears to provide excellent agreement with experimental observations of the

backscatter from tree canopies at 35, 94, and 140 GHz. The only free parameter used

in matching the model to data is the scattering albedo ( which appears to depend on

only two parameters, the ways frequency and the leaf moisture content. The roles of

shape and size of the treo leaves or needles and the tree branch architecture appear

to be secondary in importance. Further study Is needed to establish the exact

dependence of o) on moisture content and frequency.
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Figurs 5. Coo.ana± system showing the incWOMi and scattered angles.
(6 ji (or #6) d thoir releflo to W
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MILLIMETER-WAVE RADAR SCATTERING FROM

SNOW PART I-RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL WITH

QUASI-CRYSTALLINE APPROXIMATION

Yasuo Kuga, Richard T. Austin, Thomas F. Haddock and Fawwaz T. Ulaby

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,

University of Mih-gar' Ann Arbor, MI

Abstract

Millimeter-wave remote sensing of gruund snow has attracted consider. le interest in

recent years. Because the size of the snow ice particle is comparable to the wavelength

in the millimeter-wave region, we can no longer use a simple Rayleigh phase fu, -tion or

the small particle approximation usually used at microwave frequencies for calcuat.ng

the extinction coefficient. In this paper we developed a model for MMW scattering from

snow using the vector radiative transfer theory and a Mic phase function. Assuming

snow to consist of randomly distributed sr)-erical panic' -s trnbcdded in a mixture of

1 1



air and water, the vector radiative transfer theory is solved using the discrete ordinate

method. The extinction coefficient is calculated by the quasi-crystalline approximation.

The backscattering coefficient is calculated for different liquid water contents at 35, 95

and 140 GHz. We show that the backscattering coefficient is sensitive to liquid water

content at 35 GHz, but the sensitivity decreases at 95 and 140 GHz.

r
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although seve.ral papers have appeared recently documenting the results of millimter-wave

(MMW) radar observatiors of snow-covered terrain [ 1-11], the interaction mechanisms responsible

for the observed radar response are not well understood at the present time. Ai millimeter

wavelengths, snov. is a highly lossy medium, particularly when wet; consequently, the penetration

depth is only on the order of a few centimeters (1.2]. For dry snow. the attenuation is dominated

by scattering bec3use the ice particles ae :omparable to the wavelength in size, and for wet snow

both absorption and scattering are important.

The physical parameters that exhibit the strongest importance on the radar backscatter from

snow are snow surface roughness, crystal size. snow depth, and the liquid-water profile with

depth. This paper, which in part I of a two-paper sequence, provides a radiative transfer model

for characterizing MMW sc.atering from snow, using the quasi-crystalline approximation [14] to

compute the extinction coefficient of the snow medium. Part II describes the results of experiments

conducted at 35, 94, and 140 GHz. and includes comparison between theory and experiment for

certain cases.

II. SNOW MODEL

In our snow model, we assume ground snow to consist of spherical ice particles embedded in a

background medium. Liquid water, when present, is included as part of the background medium.

The size of the water inclusion is usually much smaller than the wavelength for millimeter-wave

remote sensing. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the water is uniformly distributed in

the snow and the dielectric constant of water can be included as a part of the background. Thus.

the wet snow medium is modeled in terms of ice -- 'stals in a "wet air" background. It is also

possible to consider the snow as lossy p2 n a thin film of water surrounded by air, in

which case the dielectric constant of the water inclusions is part of the dielectric constant of the

lossy particles. This approach is inappropriate, however, because the liquid water in snow usually

occupies the spaces between adjacent ice crystals rather than coat the crystals (1].

From ground-tnith data, we know that the ice particles have an average diameter on the order

of 0.1-2 mm and their shapes ire round but non-spherical. hi our model we tiat the snow ice
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particles as spheres with a normal size distribution with an average diameter of I mm and a

standard deviation of 0.2 mm. The values of the dielectric constant of the ice particles needed

in this study were ontained from [15] and are listed in Table I. Also from the ground-truth

data measured in conjunction with the experimental observations reported in Part Ii. the volume

concentration of snow is approximately 40% and the snow depth is 0.45 m. These values are

used in our model.

A. Background Absorption by Water Inclusion

The imaginary part of the background dizcctric constant is directly related to the background

absorption coefficienL We use a dielectric mixing formula to calculate the background dielectric

constant, and we assume that scattering by the water particles to be much smaller than absorption.

The absorption coefficient P., of the background medium is given by

kag = 21mag(kb)(1 - f) (1)

= 2k.Imag(V/cb)(1 - f) (2)

where ko is the free space wavenumber, eb is the background dielectric constant, and f is the

volume fraction of ice particles. To obtain the dielectric constant of the background, which is a

mixture of air and water, we use the Van Santen mixing formula [I),

(6 M'((W(3)

where cw is the dielectric c nstant of water, m% is the volumetric snow wetress, and A,, is the

depolari ation factor which depends on the shape of the water droplet.

If the water droplet is spherical, A, is constant and given by A,, = 1/3, but the water particles

in snow are i.sually non-sphcrical and they change shape with the amount of liquid water present

(1]. If the liquid water level is low. known as the pendular regime, the values of A, are close to
those for a needle. On the other hand, if the liqu, water levei is high, known as the funicular

regime, the values of A, ar close to those for a disk. The transition from the penduiar to

funicular regmo occurs at around m, = 2.5% (I).
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In our calculation of 4b, therefore, we used thr different sets of values for A, depending on

the valu-.s of mn. The results for cb are listed in Table I at 35, 95 and 140 GHz.

B. Scattering Characteristics of Ice Particles

The scattering characteristics of ice particles are calculated using the ,lie solution [13,14].

The background dielectric constant is assumed to be the real part of eb listed in Table 1. The

imaginary part of ci is not used because of the difficulty in calculating the Mie solution when the

imaginary part of the normalized dielectric constant is negative. The averag: total and absorption

cross-sections are shown in Table 1.

C. Extinction Coefficient of Dry Snew

When snow is dry, the attenuation at MMWS is mainly due to scattering by the snow particles.

In a sparsely distributed medium in which the correlation between particles can be neglected,

the effective field approximation (EFA) can be applied and the extincuon coefficient is linearly

proportional to the concentration of particles [14]. Ground snow. however, has a volume fraction

of 10 to 40% and the dielectric constant of ice is much larger than that of the background medium.

Hence, the independent scatterers assumption is inappropriate for stiow because it is necessary that

the correlation between adjacent ice particles to be considered(14]. Two important phenomena

that must be considered in a dense med.'vn like snow are the backsca~tering-enhancenient effect

and the decrease of the extinction coefficient when the density is high (14,17.23].

Backscattering enhancement is caused by the constructive interference of two waves propa-

gating in opposite directions and is important only in the backscattering direction, when the phase

difference of the tv.. ,vaves is zero (14,20-23]. The backscattering enhancement effect has been

observed for both randomly distibuted discrete particles and very rough surfaces. The impor-

tance of the backscatering enhancement has been recognized in cptics and solid state physics,

but its significance in microwave and millimeter-wave remote sensing has not yet been evaluated.

Since the angular width of tie backscattering enhancement pattern is much les than i degree

for discrete particles, the backscattering enhancement effect is not observable if the detectcr's

field-of-view is large. In most microwave and millnimeter-wave systems, the receiving cone of the

antenna is much larger than I degree and the observaticn crrnfiguration is not truly monostatic.
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Hence, the backscattering-enhancement effect is probably not significant and may be ignored, at

least to first-order.

When the volume fraction of particles is more than 1%, the extinction coefficient is no longer

linearly proportional to the number density. The derivation from the linear relationship applicable

at low densities is related to the size parameter, dielectric constant and volume fraction of particles.

Extensive experimental and theoretical studies on the extinction coefficient in a dense medium

have been conducted in recent years [14,18,191. The theoretical models include Twersky's model,
the perturbation solution with hole-correction, the qusi-crystalline approximation (QC ) with

Percus-Yevick pair correlation function, and the quasi-crystalline approximation with coherent

poiential (QCA-CP). Twersky's model is simple but it is applicable only for small particles. The

formula based on the hole-correction is valid if the voiume fracdon is much less than. 10%. For

higher concentrations, QCA and QCA-CP with the Percus-Ye.ick pair correlation function have

been shown to be effective [14].

In the millimeter-wave region where the size parameter is close to 1, we cannot use a small

particle approximation. We need to solve the QCA numerically [14]. We calculated the extinction

coefficient of snow using me QCA with the Percus-Yevick pair distribution function at 35. 95 and

140 GHz. The results are listed in Table 1. When the volume fraction f is 0.4, the extinction

coefficients given by QCA are only 6.5 % of those calculated according to the EFA at 35 GHz

and similar percentages apply at 95 and 140 GHz. The optical distance, which is defined as

r = (9, + K.g)d, is shown in Fig. I as a function of liquid water content for both EFA and QCA.

According to recent extinction measurements conducted for dry snow at 35 and 95 GHz [2],

the extinction coefficient was found to exhibit a strong dependcnce on snow type. The reported

values of the extinction coefficient covered the range between 0.96 and 15.4 (VP-) at 35 CHz and

between 1.9 and 30.7 (.12) at 95 GHz, with estimated median value s of about 3.7 (-) at 35

GHz and 19 (Y2) at 95 GHz. The median value at 95 GHz is close to th ,',mrnrised using the

QCA method, but the median extinction coefficient at 35 GHz is much higher than that comp.ted

according to the QCA method.

If the optical distance is greater than 5. the backscattering coefficient of dry snow becomes

essentially independent of the optical di.tance (in the millimetc.-wave region). For a snow
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thickness of 0.45 m and extinction coefficient of 19 (&2) , the optical distance is already more

than 8 a, 95 GHz. Therefore, the xact value of extinction coefficient is not important at 95 and

140 GHz. However, an accurate estimate of the extinction coefficient is important at 35 GHz
because r is smaller. In our model calculations, we used extinction coefficients of 3.7 (!E) at

35 GHz and 19 (J=E) at 95 GHz, which seem to offer th best fit to the experimental data. Due

to the lack of measured extinction-coefficient data at 140 GHz, we will use the value calculated

by the QCA model.

III. RADIATIVE TRANSFER THEORY

Microwave remote sensing of ground snow has been studied by many researchers in the past

[1,14]. The model is usually based on the radiative transfer theory, and the Rayleigh phase

function is used for modeling the ice particle,. This is a good approximation for microwave

remote sensing because the ice-particle size is much smaller than the wavelength. Fcr millimeter-

wa,,e remote sensing, where the ice particle size is comparable to the wavelength, the Mie phase

function must be used instead.

In a den edium like snow, we need to modify the conventional radiative transfer theory

to take into account the correlation between particles. A dense-media radiative transfer theory

was recently developed using the Dyson equation with QCA-CP and the Bethe-Salpter equation

under the ladder approximation of correlated scatterers [14,17.18). The form of the dense-media

radiative transfer theory is the same as the conventional radiative transfer theory .nd, therefore,

the same numerical techniques can be used for its solution [18,24.25.26]. The difference between

the conventional radiative transfer theory and the dense-media radiative transfer theory is the

extincion rate, which can be obtained by the QCA-CP and the new form of the albedo. The

phase function 13 still the single particle phase function, which can be approximated by the

Rayleigh phase function when the particles are small in size compared to the wavelength.

In this paper we shall use a modified version of the conventional radiative transfer model, but

the formulat;on is not as rigid as the one given in [18]. We will use dhe measured :xtinction coeffi-

cient instead of the one obtained by the effective field approximation. This seems to give the best

fit to the experimental data. The background dielectric constant of the snow layer will be obtained

by the QCA and the real part wi!l be used for calculating the reflectivity and transmissivity. The
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phase function will be calcL'ated using the Mie theory. Unlike the dense-media radiative transfer

heory, the albedo will not depend on the medium concentration The background ,.osorpdon will

be calculpted usi..g a mixing formula and included in the total extinction coefficient. This will

effectively reduce the albedo when the liquid water contert increases in the background.

A. Problem Formulation

We consider a plane parallel medium containing spherical particles as shown in Fig. 2. A

linea.ly polarized wave, which can be either vertically or horizontally polarized, is obliquely

incident with incident angles 8o and 0o. The dielectric cons' its of media 1. 2. and 3 may be

different. In .ai anodel medium I is air, medium 2 is snow. and medium 3 is the ground. We

assume c, and ( 3 do not change with temperature, but c2 (the background dielectric constant of

medium 2) varies in response to changes in liquid water content of the snow layer.

The formulation of the radiative transf:r theory for an oblique incident case has been derived

previously in terms of the Fourier series expansion for the Stokes vectors [25]. If the incident wave

is normally incident and linearly polarized, only two tcrms in the Fourier series are necessary,

but the oblique inc'dent case requires all the components of the Fourier series [25]. In this paper

we will briefly describe the formulation. The details can be found elsewhere [24,25].

For conv;nience we will use the modified Stokes parameters (It, 12, U, V),

It = (E..El*)

r 12 = (E2 E)

U = 2Re(EIE;)

V = 21rn(EIE) (4)

where El and E2 are the electric field in the j and o directions. 11,e equation of transfer for the

incoherent specific intensity I propagating in the i direction (Fig. 2) is given by

dIiJ= - eI(,)I - K8 [(9s] , dw[][(,)1 + Kel](5)

dA J4
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whee

Ei] = = 4 x 1 incoherent specific intensity matrix,
U

V

[S] = [Se] = 4 x 4 Mueller matrix,

[I,] = 4 x 1 incident specific intensity matrix (defined later by (13)).

The Mueller matrix (which also is called the scattering matrix) is expressed in terms of the

scattering amplitudes fhl, f12,f 21 , and A2 [IshimarU]:

(Ifiil)2 (11121)2

I (If211)2 (222)'

(at 1f) 2Re(f 12 1e~2f2)

21m(fuf2) 2m(f12 f22)

Re(f, f;) - Im(fI f;2)

Re(flf 2*2 + f12f~j) -Im(f',If2 - f212fl)

Im(f1f22* + f1f;*) Re(f 11 fj 2 - f212f)

where () denotes ensemble averaging over t'e particle size distribution and (at) is the average

extinction cross section of the particles. In terms of the optical distance and the extinction

coefficient K,, the equation of transfer becomes

+-I(s, )] e + Le
+ Lrrdr = -[I(r,i)] K +

(7)

with

'= ccs 0,
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dp'do',

' (8)
e -

Absorption by the background medium (wet air, is now included in K. in F4q 7 !f the beckgrruind

absorption is zero, Eq. 7 reduces to Eq. 2 in [25]. Howe~cr, if ,,, is not zero, K,, at like an

additional loss term in the particle's extinction cross section.

, = (9)

In a sparse medium with number density N and , = .'. the a.Ove euauon becomes:

<o>+

This form is similar to the albedo of a single particle which is dcfined as

I o r, (Ili
a't ars + ad(

where a, and ad are the particle's scattering and absorption cross-sections. If we dcfine the

effective albedo as

W=. ,__ (12)

we observe that it decreases as the background absorption increases. For example, the effective

albedo of dry mow at 95 GHz is 14" W - 0.99. If the background is wet and the snow wetness

is 5%, the effective albedo becomes W. = 0.69. A similar calculation at 35 GHz shows that

IV,' decreases from 0.95 for dry snow to IV, = 0.09 for a snow wetness of 5%. In our model

we issume to be independent of the density and given by Eq. 9. For calculating the optical

distance and the reflection coefficients, however, we used QCA to obtain the effective propagation
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constant it ne ,inow %VT chose this 3i-Pmach -c iuNCe if QC'. - 1 --Afo caic . z th-

backscaucrrig - -e-me 1, LM .er\ L~ i c now and v

the expenrucntal data. Our appr-ich seems to give i i-euscr'ahle [o his ep~ 'nrnaI da~a

One problem .v!!h -, ipm~ s that ' lh o bcomeis ; i hce :Y V a dry snow xa

heccmc less, !nr -t of I-e -. e 4 o". Foe ;~ensing, i - 'r.- e2 ird this

dieficienc- -z -t 7cal.

B. In ~tSpecific hntinsity for Vertical Pnfariz:ition

3-xa4-se of .tflect~on au --he boundanes. -. c pwartl id lownwa- rave lir :ncdentI w avr,

LI,] ~I-'- p 13)

where fl,'] is for uy'O and (1,7'2 is ',or Ma(G. For a vertically pola-17&', .ncident wave Z,4006"

incident along the direction (a, o), [I,] is given in terms of the ze;uced tincident intensity I-' by

RIC J~)I[S 1o)& 0dpdo

- , 11 (14)

with

F ", (.,12) 1 2 (11f2iI) , =2*R e (f, f21) 21m(f 1 1 ) (15)
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- cos 0 , 0. = 0; F 1 ,F21,F 31 ,F 41 arm evaluated atji = po;

T12
CP = 1 - R 23 R 2, exp(- )' (16)

T11 = n COS021t1212 (17)
n, cos 9I

R21  = Ir' 1j2 , (18)

R23  = Ir 3I2, (19)

where the superscrot t denotes vertical polarization and ry and t' are the Fresnel reflection and

:'ansinission coefficient-s it boundary ij,

n, cos Oi - ni cos9, (20)

- 2,COS98 (21)11 fco-', 0 + n, cos9 j

The reflected incident ipecific intensity [I/] is given by

nfl] =
J

C (1 2r"o- r)
I.CR3 I 6(' + p.)( p')dp'dO'exp(- 2

S
0j 0a

I.CpR23 F2 1  exp(- 2r - r (22)

F41 /

C. Incident Specific Intensity for Horizontal Polarization

For a horizontally polarized incident wave given by 1o[0 1 0 0 ]T, [I,+] is given by
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IF 22  exp(_r) (23)f\F32
F4 2

with

F

F 2- F22 = (1f21 2) F 2Re(f 1 2f; 2) F4, = 21m(f:2f 2 ) (24)

The reflected for horizontal polarization is given by

F22 exp( 2r - r (25)[Is] = IoC Rz F22  __o_

F32  Aoe

F4 2

The qualities C; and R23 in (23) and (24) are given by the same expressions given pMevioLt, for

the vertical polarization case, except for replacing the superscript v with h everywhere and using

r, h n, icos0-vnJcos (6
= n, cosg 8 + n COS (26)

- h 2ni cosg i
vI = n, cos, 4. ncos 8 (27)

D. Outline of the Solution

The boundary ccndition 'or the incoherent specific intensity [ is that the inward intensities

at the upper and lower boundaries are given by

[1(r o,- ,) = [R2 (- 1,][I(r oji)],-l(p(0 (>)

= ro.-p)] = tR2 3(p,)II(r = r.,p), o(,(I (29)
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where JR2,.(p)] and [R23 (,U)] are reflectively matrices given by generic forms

j 0 Irh'2  0 0 3
= .7 

(0

0 0 Re(rrh) -Im(r'r h) (0
0 0 m(rrh.) Re(r'rh)

It is possible to eliminate the 6 dependence from Eq. 7 and obtain a new equation in terms of r

and jA (1,14,24,25]. First we expand [1], [S] and [F] in Fourier series in 6. For the plant wavc

case, we can show that all Fourier components of the equation of transfer are independent of

each other, and for the vertically and horizontally polarized incident waves, the first two terms

of the stokes vector are even functions of 0 and the last two terms are odd functions of 0. The

incoherent specific intensity is given by the sum of all Fourier terms,

00 00

[1]1= -'I],cosm6 + E'[l1,]nsinmo (31)

We can obtain the equation of transfer for each Fourier component. For the Fourier component

rr. = 0 and a vertically polarized incident wave.

= -[I10 + RL]o[]dj3' + ]eC,[fF]e (32)

where

I, (L]. [Sl,],+ = F,, 1 [F-] = r F, (33)
[ 1.2 F21  F21

For m)0

I= - ,+[ d' + -.C,(F+,e- + -'CR ] .,e -o (34)
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where

[1]M r'2 ,[F+ - F21 j [F-]= F21  ,L] ,= (I[ [I [S2]b  (35)
UM F3 1  F3 1  -[S3 ]

2, [S4]

I, F41  F4 1  -

The equation of ransfer given by Eq. 32 and 34, together with the boundary conditions given by

Eq. 28 and 29, constitute the complete mathematical formulation of the problem. An analytical

solution of the integro-differential equation given by Eq. (32) and (34) is not available, but it is

possible to solve the equation of transfer numerically by several techniques. In this study we use

the discrete ordinate method. The details of these techniques are given in [24] and [25]. Once

[I], and I], have been found, the total incoherent specific intensity emerging from the layer at

a point above the air-snow boundary can be computed fromlI ),( ( 0
[V) = [T21 Cos MO + E sin mo at r = 0 (36)

,,=o 0 ,, =1 U

I k0 ;v

where [T21] is the transmissivity matrix of the upper boundary. If the incident angle is larger than

the critical angle, [Tij] = 0; otherwise, it is given by

/ I1 2  0 0 0

n 3 co, 0 Ith 12  0 0
T (37)nca 0 0 Re(tut,,)-t(:,,;

0 0 lm(t',tt") Re(t',t4)

where ti, is given by (21) for vertical polarization and by (27) for horizontal polarization.

Once the specific intensity has been computed for a vertically polarized incident wave, the

backscattering coefficients of the snow-volume for vv and hv polarizations can be obtained from

the first and second elements of [I]
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7a = 4rcosO0J 1

', = 4rcosO0 I 2  (38)

IV. SURFACE SCATERING AT BOUNDARIES

In the millimeter-wave region, most natural surfaces, such as ground snow, are rough compared

to the wavelength. Surface scattering at the snow-ground interface is not important for millimeter-

wave remote sensing because vf the large amount of attenuation in the snow layer, however, the

scattering at the air-snow interface becomes important when snow is wet and the volume fraction

of ice particles is high.

If the top rurface is rough, the incident wave transmitted into the snow layer is no longer a

plane wave. Hence, we need to consider the interaction between surface scattering and volume

scattering. This interaction has been examined in the literature [1, 14] for a Rayleigh lay-r

bounded by a Kirchhoff ,nigh surface interface. Based on these studies, we can ignore the

influence of the rough surf;.ce on the wave transmitted into the snow layer bccause. as we have

shown in Table 1, the effective index of refraction of the snow layer is around 1.3. Powever, we

nave to account for the direct backscatter from the rough surface, which we can add incoherently

to the volume backscattcring distribution dervied in the preceeding section (261.

Two widely used techniques for analyzing surface scattering are the Kirchhoff approximation

and the small perturbation method [1,141. If a surface has a large rms slope, we can obtain a

simple expression ,using the Ki'thhoff stationary phase approximation. Assuming that the surface

characteristics can be modeled by a Gaussiar correlation function, we can write the co-polarized

backscattering coefficient of the sow surface as

I((O)Iexp(- ) (39)
Cas, = 2nrt C(i9)

2m2 Co6 4 0.

where 0, is the incident angle, m is the tms slope, and r(O) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient

evaluated at normal incidence. ',he Kirckhoff approximation does not produce depolarization in

the backscatter direction. Therefore, the total-snow backscattering coefficient is
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VV V,

hh hh
aa= dr.V + O'g

to t Vh h, (40)

V. RESULTS

In this section we shall discuss the variation of the backscattering cefficient with snow

wetness (Liquid water content), snow thickness, and angle of incidence, and we shall gradume

the contribution of surface scanering to the total backscattering coefficient. All calculations were

preferred for a snow layer with an ice volume fraction of 0.4 containing ice particles characterized

by a normal size distribution with a mean diameter of lmm and a standard deviation of 0.2rm.

The snow surface is assumed to have a rms shape m = 0.5.

Evaluation of the Fourier components of (36) led to the conclusion that it is necessary to

include only the first four components in the computation of the scattered intensity I because the

contributions of the higher order coriponents are negligibly small. Moreover, except when the

snow layer is dry and its thickness is only a few centimeters, the effects of reflections by the

underlying ground surface may be ignored.

A. Surface Scattering Contribution

The plots shown in Fig. 3 depict the 35-GHz variation of the mow-volume backscatering

coefficient a,, with liquid water content for a 0.45-m thick snow layer at the incident angle

0. = 40*. An additional curve is shown for the co-polarized case representing the total-snow

backscatrering coefficient o,, which includes a,. and the surface contribution a,,. We observe

that a,. decreases rapidly with increasing liquid water content due to the corresponding increase

in background absorptioia. The rate of decrease of the cross-polarized comix..i, ! much higher

than the rate for the co-polarized component. indicating less multiple scatter,,., the medium

becomes highly absorptve. Because we use spherically shaped ice particles in the mode, single

scattering does not produce depolarization; the depolarized return is caused exciusively by multiple

scattering.
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For dry snow (m,, = 0), the contribution of surface scattering, a,, is negligibly small in

comparison with a,,. However. &,, increases with increasing m,, and becomes comparable in

magnitude with a.,, at m, = 5%. These observations pertain to 35 GHz. Similar calculations

made at 95 and 140 GHz indicate th" a,, < < o,, even at my = 5%. Thus, surface scattering

may not be included at these higher frequencies.

The variation of the backscattering coefficient with liquid water content at 95 and 140 GHz

is shown in Fig. 4. Compared with the 35-GHz results. a',,, decreases with liquid watr content

at a much slower rate, and the cross-polarized component remains significant in magnitude ever

at high liquid wa:e" contents, indicating strong volume scattering with snow layer. Although the

background absorption coefficient Pc.g is approximately twice as large at 95 GHz than its value at

35 GI~z (see Table 1), the effect of the background absorption on the total backscatrered signal is

less importamn at 95 GHz than at 35 GHz because the scattering cross section of the ice par!e is

much larger at 95 GHz, as a result of which multiple scattering becomes dominant in comparison

to absorption. As was noted earlier, at 95 GHz the effective albedo of the snow volume decreases

from 0.99 for dry snow to 0.69 for wet .--. with m, = 3%. compared to a corresponding

decrease from 0.95 to 0.09 at 35 GHz. At 140 GHz, the -ective albedo decreases from 0.99 for

dry snow to 0.90 for m, = 5%.

B. Angular Variation

The angular variation shown in Fig. 5 is very close to a c.- I. dependence for tc- .:0-

and cross- polarized scattering coefficients. The co-polarized response -t--nts both Nh
polarizations because according to the model calculations, there is little diffcr.....

two responses. This cos$ - like variation, was also observed at 95 and 140 0Hz.

C. Variation with Snow Thickness

Figure 6 shows the responise of ,he backscanering coefficient to snow thickness at 35 and

95 GHz for 9. = 40. Two wetness conditions are shown. In all cases, the minimum thickness

conride'-d in the model calculations was 5 cm. For dry snow. ao, increases rapidly with increasing

snow :hickness, particularly for cross polarization, until it approaches a saturation level beyond

which "xe increase btcotmes very gradual.
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D. Simulation of Diurnal Response

Let us consider a diurnal cycle during which the liquid water content of a 0.45-m thick snow

layer exhibits the variation shown in Fig. 7a, which is Gaussian shaped with a peak value of

2%. In fact the wetness need not be uniform in depth because the radar response is essentiaity

controlled by the wetness of the very surface layer (as long as the layer is not dry and the snow

contains a subsurface layer with non-zero wetness).

Figures 71, 7c and 7d show the corresponding diurnal rdar response at 35. 95, and 140 (3Hz.

All cases include both the co- and cross-polarized responses. As expected, the radar diurnal

responses arm approximately mirror images of the liquid-water diurnal variation, with 35 GHz

exhibiting the greatest dynamic range and 140 GHz exhibiting the smallest.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using radiative transfer theory, we developed a reasonably and computa:z nally efficient,

uncomplicated, model for relating the backscattering coefficient of snow at millime.-: wavelengths

to the physical properties of the snow layer. According to the mode, snow-surface roughness is

unimportant when the snow is dry. bu when the snow is wet snow-surface roughness is important

at 35 GHz but not at the higher frequencies examined in this paper (95 and 140 GHz).

Within an error of about I dB, the backscattering coefficient a, varies with incidence an-

gle as cos 0o for both the co-polarized and cross-polarized configurations at all millimeter-wave

frequencies and liquid water contents considered in this study. The effective penetration depth

of the snow medium is strongly dependent on frequency and the liquid water content. At 35

GHz, the effective penetra'ion depth decreases from about 30cm for dry snow down to about

1.5cm for m, = 5%. At 95 and 140 GHz, the penetration d:pth of dry snow is 5cm and 1cm.

respectively. The backscattering coefficient decreases with increasing liquid water content, with

35 GHz exhibiting the strongest sensitivity to liquid water variations and 140 GHz exhibiting the

weakest.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Optical distance r versus liquid water c:ontent m, at 35 and 95 0Hz. Snow depth is

0.45 m, the ice volune fraction is 0.4, and average ice particle direction is 1 mm. EFA is

the effective field approximation and QCA is the quasi-crystalline approximation.

Figure 2. Geometry showing the snow model.

Figure 3. Backscattering coefficients a,, and at, versus m,, at 35 GHz. Symbols are the

calculated values based cn thz radiative transfer theory. Solid lines are 3rd order polynomial

curve fit to calculated results. The incidence angle is eo = 400 and the incident wave is

vertically polarized. The rms slope of the snow surface is m = 0.5.

Figure 4. Backscanering coefficient o,,, versus m,, at 95 and 140 GHz. Symbols are the

calculated values based on the radiative transfer theory. Solid lines are 3rd order polynomial

curve fit to calculated results. The incident angle is 0, = 400 and the incident wave is

horizontally polarized.

Figure 5. Backscartering coefficient a, versus incident angle at 35 GHz for 0.45 m thick layer.

Figure 6. Backscattering cefficient a versus snow thickness. The incident angle is 0. = 400

and the incident wave is vertically poplarized.

Figure 7(a). Model for the liquid water content variation in time. mv = ,V,,k exp[-(t -

13.85) 2i/a2 where Wpek is the peak value We,,.k = 2%. t is time in hours and a is the

standard deviation o = 2. (b), (c) and (d) are the diurnal variation of the backscattering

coefficient a,,, at 35, 95 and 140 GI-L
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Table I Dielecoic and propagation properties of a snow medium with ice volume fraction f=0.4
average ice particle diameter of I mm, and number density N=7.64x 108.

35 GHz 'ice = 3.15+iO.003, ct =1.2x10 "8, Ya =5x10 "1 0 , Ke(EFA)=8.24 (Np/m)

my Eb Kag K (QCA) (Np/m) Re[n(QCA)] Ke(QCA)
(%) Real I-nag. (Np/m) Real Imag. (Np/m)

0 1 0 0 930 0.269 1.268 0.538
1 1.0427 0.0129 5.56 942 0,267 1.285 0.534
2 1.104 0.0532 22.2 958 0.264 1.307 0.528
3 1.1776 0.0869 35.2 977 0.262 1.332 0.524
4 1.2405 0.1268 50.0 992 0.259 1.353 0.518
5 1.3046 0.1723 66.2 1007 0.257 1.373 0.514

95 GHz eice = 3.15+i0.0085, ct =5.89x10-7 , aa -4.28x10 "9 , K,(EFA)=402 (Np/m)

my Eb Iag K (QCA) (Np/m) Re[n(QCA)] KC(QCA)
(%) Real Imag. (Np/m) Real Imag. (Np/rn)

0 1 0 0 2562 11.35 1.2884 22.69
1 1.0296 0.0138 16.2 2582 10.91 1.298 21.82
2 1.0626 0.0397 45.9 2604 10.43 1.3095 20.86
3 1.1055 0.0697 78.7 2632 9.84 1.323 19.68
4 1.141 0.0961 107.2 2654 9.39 1.335 18.78
5 1.1765 0.1244 136.6 2676 8.95 1.346 17.9

140 GHz Eice = 3.15 i0.012, at =,.95x10
"6, ,a =2.33x10 "8 , r.e(EFA)=1331 (Np/rn)

mv Lb rtag K (QCA) (Np/m) Refn(QCA)] y(QCA)
(%) Real Imag. (Np/m) Real Iraag. (Np/m)

0 1 0 0 3876 56.58 1.32 113.15
1 1.0254 0.0115 20 3891 54.95 1.326 109.9
2 1.0534 0 0307 52.67 3909 53.94 !.331 107.9
3 1.0883 0.0540 91.15 3933 53.36 1.339 106.7
4 1.1181 0.0741 123.38 3955 53.2 1.347 106.4
5 1.1482 0.0953 156.54 3977 53.1 1.354 106.3

m v : liquid water content by volume, eb :background dielectric constant. ag: background
absorption coefficient. K(QCA).propagation consant La the snow layer obtained by QCA,
Re(n(QCA)]: real part of the effective index of refracion obtained by QCA, C(QCA)

:extinction coefficient of ice particles obtained by QCA, ce(EFA) :extincuon coefficient of

ice particles obtained by EFA. (t and ca :total aid absorption s-sections of ice particles
obtained by EPA.
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ABSTRACT

This final report provides a summary of the results realized from the research

activities conducted under the sponsorship of U.S. Army Research Office Contract

DAAG29-85-K-0220, entitled "Millimeter Wave Radar Clutter Program'.rhe

overall goal of the progam was to conduct experimental measurments and

develop theoretical models to Improve our understanding of electromagnetic

wave interaction with terrain at millimeter wavelengths. The work was divided

into five major tasks. Tasks I Involved the construction of calibrated

scatterometer systems at 35, 94, and 140 GHz. In designlng, constructing, and

testing these systems, a great deal was learnt about system-design trade-offs and

system stability requirements, and new calibration techniques were developed.

The scatterometer systems were then used In support of the remw.,lng tasks. The

objective of Task 2 was io evaluate the effects of signal fading on the radar

backscatter from terrain. Based on experiments conducted from asphalt and

snow-covered surfaces, it was determined that the Rayleigh fading model is

applicable at millimster wavelengths, and a model was developed to show how

frequency averaging can be used to reduce signal fadn% fluctuations. Task 3

invoved the development of a model that rvl ates the transmibz!on loss of dry

snow to crystal size in the 18-90 GHz region. In Task 4, we examined the

character of bistatic scattering from surfaces of various surface roughness and

from two types of trees. The bieatlc data for trees proved Instrumental in the

development of a mdar model for scattering from troe foliage at millimeter

wavelengths, which was one componont of Task 5. The other componant of Task

5 involved the development of a model for snow. (k) 1 (
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